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Messages for our Readers

Dear Readers,
Navroz Mubarak in advance! 

you 

‘Countdown to Navroz’ 

Freyan 

FROM THE EDITOR’S DESK

From our High Priests to You...
Dastur Dr. Peshotan Dastur Hormazdyar Mirza

On the auspicious occasion of Parsi New Year 
-1381 A.Y. and Khordad Sal, let us the Parsi/
Irani Zarthosti Community resolve to honor 

and follow the Avesta teachings: “We revere Holy 
Matravani of Prophet Zarathustra; We revere the 
teachings and farmans of the religion of Prophet 

Zarathustra; We revere the customs, traditions and 
practices of the Zoroastrian Religion that has come 
down from generation to generation since ancient 
times.”

here can e no worldly life without dif culties and pro lems. In their 
long and chequered history, our fore-fathers had to face innumerable 
dif culties, problems and hardships. Yet they remained deeply rooted in 
their ethnicity and religion. By sheer dint of their faith in religion, Prophet 
Zarathustra and Almighty Lord Ahura Mazda, our fore-fathers not only 
trounced the dif culties, but ourished in practically all wal s of life in spite 
of their small numbers. 

Parsi History reveals that in the Pre-Zoroastrians (i.e. Mazdayasines) 
as well as Zoroastrian (i.e. Mazdayasni- Zarthostis) Iran marriages were 
contracted between the members of the Mazda worshipping Community 
only. Mixed marriages between Zoroastrians and non Zoroastrians were 
discouraged and detested as the Zoroastrian Religion forbids mixed 
marriages. Although the Shah Namaeh mentions stray cases of a few ings 
and men of upper classes who had married alien maidens from foreign 
lands. But, these were exceptions and exceptions cannot be changed into 
rules. 

Amongst present day Parsis, the question of mixed marriages is becoming 
more and more acute day by day. his is mainly due to apathy and de ance 
towards religion, history and Community. If this trend continues, our 
Community will be swamped and wiped out in a few generations. 

On this auspicious occasion I appeal to the members of our community 
that: The Parsis must marry within the fold at the right age and expand their 
family to the right size. The Parsis must maintain their Religious Identity 
and at the same time treat the members of other communities with respect, 
justice, harmony and friendship as our fore-fathers did. This is the religious 
duty and responsibility of every member of the community. 

I wish Parsi/Irani Zarthosti Community Sal Mubara  and Khordad Sal 
Mubara .

In His Services, 

Peshotan Dastur Hormazdyar Mirza

Dasturji Khurshed Dastoor Kaikobad Dastoor

On the auspicious occasion of Navroze, I extend my 
heartfelt greetings and good wishes to all our dear 
Zarthushtis worldwide. 

Ours is a wonderful Religion. We have been fortunate to 
receive the legacy of assets li e wealth, name and prosperity 
from our forefathers. We should no more be complacent 
about these valuable treasures, but should try to build up 
on them. It should be our endeavour to give more values to 
our future generations than what we have received from our 

past generations.
Our forefathers strived effortlessly to preserve, nurture and hand down to us our 

beautiful Mazdayasni Religion in as pristine a form as possible. It is our duty, nay 
an obligation, to preserve this glorious Religion for the future generations.

It is not possible for us to ful l these onerous responsibilities without unity 
and harmony in our Community. Let there be healthy differences and debates on 
matters, but there should be no acrimony or ill will towards anyone. If we want to 
preserve and protect our Religion and wish to see the awe and warmth still re ected 
in the eyes of our Sister-Communities, when the name ‘Parsi’ is uttered, we should 
ma e a sincere effort to live as a Community which values peace, harmony and 
unity above all things. As it is rightly said in the ‘Jasa me Avanghe Mazda’ prayer 
of our Kusti - let there be for us, in this year and always, ‘fraspayo hedhram’ that 
is, “peace which leads towards progress.”

We must learn to accept that whilst basic tenets of a religion do not change, 
customs do change with changing times. It has been mentioned as early as in 1922 
in the Preface of the boo  “The Religious Ceremonies and Customs of the Parsees 
by Sir Jivanji Jamshedji Modi, erudite scholar and Secretary of the Bombay Parsi 
Punchayet between 1893 to 1930 – “The times are rapidly changing. The new has been 
springing rapidly upon the old. As often said, the heresy of today becomes the orthodoxy of 

many a ceremony, ritual or custom has been spoken of as having become obsolete or as being 
honoured in the breach, than in the observance. Many more will be obsolete in the course of 
a few years. Customs are often as despotic as fashions, but they also change as fashions. So, 
this work will, it is hoped, serve, to a certain extent, as a record of what was once, and what 
is now, prevalent.”

The youth of our Community, with a penchant to move forward in an all- inclusive 
world, are a confused lot and they are getting more and more disillusioned with 
each passing day. nless we, the enlightened ones, begin to thin  and act objectively 
with pragmatism, we shall sadly disillusion our Zoroastrian youth.

I pray for peace, prosperity, happiness and tandorosti (health) to all members of 
our dear Community. May our sacred res always enlighten our minds, gladden 
our hearts and continue to inspire us to have Good Thoughts, Good Words and 
Good Deeds. 

I pray to Ahura Mazda that the zeal, enthusiasm and devotion of all our Parsi 
brethren - young and old - continue to thrive for centuries and eep the re of faith 
in our dear Community and Religion alive.

 With the blessings of Iranshah, I wish everyone Navroze Mubara





Pillars of the Community

Have you ever 
zoomed down a 
steep mountain road 

on your bicycle, with both 
your feet in the air ?  It’s 
thrilling and terrifying at 
the same time. You react to 
circumstances as quickly as 
you can, but still wonder if 
your last decision will throw 
you off the mountain, or cause 
you to run headlong into 
some obstacle or, better still, 
will allow you to gain even 
more speed and momentum! 
It can be a truly exhilarating, 
hair-raising ride. But like a 
roller coaster, every peak is 
followed by a valley. These 
peaks and valleys represent 
the joys and frustrations 
of entrepreneurship. And, 
if you have had that cycle 
ride, like most Parsis have 
had, you are already an 
Entrepreneur!

Yes, being an entrepreneur 
IS being crazy.  But he would 
not have life any other way. 
With a re in his belly, an 
entrepreneur is compelled 
to do what he loves doing 
most and thoroughly enjoys 
doing it over and over. He is 
a master of his destiny. And 
he creates something from 
nothing! Other mundane 
stuff like making money, 
creating jobs, having no 
boss, etc. are all pleasant side 
effects.

And, are we not all crazy as 
a Community? Taking your 

motorcycle upto your home 
on the second oor, washing 
your car when it is raining, 
collecting ball point pens 
for no reason – are all signs 
of being madly passionate 
about something. That is 
what entrepreneurship is all 
about – being passionate to 
the point of madness. Proves 
a point – entrepreneurship is 
in our genes.  

So, why are we not seeing 
many entrepreneurs around 
these days? Is it fear of failure? 
or too many hassles or lack 
of risk appetite? Maybe a 
little of each, combined with 

easy availability of high 
paying jobs. But then, there 
is no comparison between 
a steady bus ride in the city 
and a humongous roller 
coaster! Safe, but no thrill – 

yuck!
Where do I start? The 

answer is very simple – start 
with a hobby and make it 
your vocation. If music is 
your passion – start a music 
academy. If art is your 
craving – you could trade 
in paintings. And, if you are 

the nerdy type, you might 
like to dabble in silicon 
chips and ultimately invent 
a commercially viable Solar 
power generating system. 
You could start a part-time 

hobby and later convert it 
into a full time business.

How do I start? Well, well. 
There are so many institutions 
and organizations ready 
to help these days. Look at 
National Entrepreneurship 
Network (NEN), The 
Indus Entrepreneurs (TiE) 

and our very own World 
Zarathushti Chamber of 
Commerce (WZCC). Did you 
know that WZCC conducts 
Entrepreneur Development 
Programs on an annual basis 
to educate and mentor those 
who want to dive into the 
abyss of entrepreneurship 
and equip them with sturdy 
parachutes to ensure safe 
landings?

But where is the money? 
Show me a good project 
and the money will follow – 
something that has been said 
a million times. No matter 
how crazy your idea, if it is 
workable and commercially 
viable, there is no dearth of 
money these days. So many 
investors, venture capitalists 
and banks prowling around, 
looking for so few good, 
viable projects. Beware - 
before you nd them, maybe 
they will nd you ! And all 
ventures do not involve 
big money. Better to start 
small and grow, thereby 
minimizing your need and 
risks.

Isn’t it risky? If you invest 
in shares, it is risky. If you 
take up a job, the company 

may fail, or your boss may 
be obnoxious. If you use a 
computer, you may get a 
virus. If you walk on the 
street, you might just meet 
with an accident. There is no 
place which is risk free. But 
there is a place where you can 
enjoy being yourself – your 
own sweet entrepreneurial 
venture.

What if I fail? No worries. 
A couple of failures will 
bring out the best in you 
and groom you to become 
a tenacious entrepreneur. 
What happens when a child 
learns to walk? Does he 
succeed the rst time? Does 
he keep trying till he actually 
walks? Well – we must learn 
from kids these days! 

The eco-system – The 
support system where you 
meet with others who are 
as ambitious as you are, 
where you nd mentors and 
hand-holders, where you 

nd experienced stalwarts 
guiding greenhorns – all this 
is available for the asking. 
Just walk into a WZCC of ce 
with a prior appointment 
and you will be surprised.

Well, all this is ne, I am 
raring to go, but who will 
convince my family? YOU – 
who else!

It is certainly not a bed of 
roses. Grit, determination, 
hard work, smiles and tears 
are all a part of the game. At 
the end of it all, when you 
create your baby venture out 
of nothing, enjoy being there 
and succeed in making your 
dreams a reality, you will 
look back with a smile and 
say – “Well, after all, it was 
well worth the effort.”

Welcome to the topsy-turvy 
world of Entrepreneurs ! 

Yazdi Tantra 
( y a z d i @ o n - l y n e . c o m ) 
(Technical Director, 
WZCC)  is a rst generation 
entrepreneur, actively 
involved in developing 
Entrepreneur Development 
and Encouragement 
programs.
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Yazdi Tantra

Please check out 
www.theparsiinstitutions.com which is a free, 

very useful, largest online database of Parsi 
Institutions across the world-Associations, 

Agiaries, Schools, In rmaries.
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On being invited to pen 
an article for the rst 
special issue being 

published by Parsi Times, 
the recently introduced Parsi 
weekly newspaper, I feel it will 
be appropriate to write a few 
lines about the ourth Estate, 
its ef cacy and importance.

or those amongst us who 
do not know how the Press 
came to be called The ourth 
Estate it goes like this.

In May 1 89, Louis I 
summoned to ersailles a 
full meeting of the ‘Estates 
General’.

 The irst Estate consisted of 
three hundred nobles;

 The Second Estate consisted 
of three hundred clergy;

 The Third Estate consisted 
of six hundred commoners.
Some years later, after the 

rench Revolution, Edmund 
Burke, the Irish philosopher 
and statesman, looking up at 
the Press Gallery of the House 
of Commons said “Yonder sits 
the ourth Estate, and they 
are more important than them 
all.”

Wherever and whenever 
freedom has been imperilled, 
or injustice and abuse of the 
law have reared their ugly 
heads, the ourth Estate 
has played a stellar role in 
restoring sanctity and the rule 
of sanity.

As a Community, we 
Zoroastrians may be 
minuscule in numbers but we 
certainly have been massive 
in achievements. Our past 
successes in various spheres 
of human endeavour have 
unwittingly transformed us 
into an army that has more 
generals than it has soldiers. 

Most of us are intelligent 
enough to analyse issues and 
form opinions. Whether we are 
intelligent enough to learn to 
respect the opinions of others 
is another issue altogether.

The abundance of 
intellectual wealth in the 
Community, is probably the 
raison d’ tre why discussions 
turn into debate, debate into 
differences, differences into 
dissent. 

We pride ourselves on 
believing that we are an 
educated and an intelligent 
Community; if that is really so, 
then the various issues facing 
the Community should make 
all right thinking Parsis’ sit up 
and take notice.

Whenever sensitive issues 
come up for consideration, 
the atmosphere becomes 
surcharged with emotion. 
Whenever efforts are made to 
highlight critical issues, there 
has been a backlash from 
those who feel that the ‘feel 
good’ factor should not be 
disturbed and issues however 
crucial or decisive must best 
be left unsaid. Wherever 
and whenever emotion is 
introduced when considering 

important issues, rationality is 
known to take a back seat.

Be that as it may, I for 
one have always held that 
one should never shy away 
from associating with the 
truth, however bitter and 
unpalatable it may be.

Our Community has 
groups of individuals who 
pursue traditional (orthodox) 
or liberal (reformist) thought 
processes, all rmly and 
unequivocally committed to 
the causes that they espouse. 
Traditionalists are pessimistic 
about the future and optimistic 
about the past, whilst liberals 
want their conscience to be our 
guide.  Those such as I, who 
tread the middle path, have 
learnt to accept the buffeting 
from both sides.

When a Community is faced 
with sensitivities, the ourth 
Estate by the manner in which 
it performs during such fragile 
situations, displays maturity or 
the lack of it. The ourth Estate 
can be neither passive nor 
proactive; it has to be balanced. 
The functioning of the ourth 
Estate is not enviable; it has a 
very vital role to perform in 
reporting and projecting the 

truth, however 
dif cult it may be, 
however many 
brickbats they may 
have to endure.

The issues that 
our community 
faces at present 
can manifest into a 
situation whereby 
the fabric of the 
Community can 
very easily be 
torn asunder. This 
cannot and should 
not be allowed to 
happen. 

The ourth Estate is saddled 
with the responsibility to not 
only present the truth, but also 
through the power of their 
pen, to create an environment 
of harmony and unity in 
which issues can be discussed 
and debated objectively and 
rationally, and if need be even 
agree to disagree without 
becoming disagreeable.

At this juncture, it will be in 
order to rephrase suitably, the 
words of the great American 
President, Abraham Lincoln 
from the speech that he made 
on 1 th June 18 8, known 
as ‘A House Divided’ – A 
Community divided against 
itself cannot stand. I believe 
this Community cannot 
endure, permanently, half 
as traditionalist and half as 
liberal. I do not expect the 
Community to be dissolved, 
but I do expect it will cease to 
be, for divided we shall fall.

The future belongs to those 
who fuse intelligence with 
faith and who with courage 
and determination march 
forward from chance to choice, 
from blind compliance to 
creative development. 

Before concluding, I leave 

my friends from the Parsi 
ourth Estate with the words of 

Walter Lippman – “There can 
be no higher law in journalism 
than to tell the truth and shame 
the devil.” 

The Parsi ourth Estate has 
its role cut out for itself. I, for 
one, repose con dence in their 
maturity, for going by their 
track record in the years gone 
by, they have not found to be 
wanting. 

The real test of Parsi Times 
will be to not only walk on 
the straight and narrow path 
tread by its contemporaries of 
upholding the truth but also 
display sagacity and strength 
of character to not shy away 
from placing before its readers 
the actual facts of any given 
situation as it may arise, and 
not sweep it under the carpet 
for fear of rocking the boat 
or preserving the ‘feel good’ 
factor.

May our Community be 
blessed with the serenity to 
accept with grace the things 
that cannot be changed, 
courage to change the things 
that should be changed, and 
the wisdom to distinguish one 
from the other.

Dinshaw Keki Tamboly

my friends from the Parsi



Countdown to Navroz

Life, Love, Laughter and Luck, the 4 ‘L’s are predicted for the Community from September onwards. 

After 4 years all our dif culties and problems we are facing within the Community will be resolved. 
The bottom line for the Community is Good Luck and God Bless. 

This is the Month of Shravan for the Hindus and I am on my way to the Mountains of Krishna. rom 
One Holy Place this Parsi speaks of another Holy Religion. Good Luck is piling on Good Luck! 

We caught up with Bejan Daruwalla who passed on a special message to the Community 
via our pages. For the Community, this is his prediction and his thoughts for the 

Occasion of Navroz.

 Colaba - 
      AGA Stores 
 (Cusrow Baug)

 Fountain -  
 Devji  Shripal  Co
 Ideal Corner
 Roshni ood Point

 Dhobitalao 
  Kerawala  Co
      Paris Bakery

 Churchgate
 Bhikha Behram Well

 Dadyseth 
     Atashbehram

 
 Mazda Wines

 
 RTI,  Tata Agiary, 

Panthaki Agiary
 (Nana chowk) 

 PAC CHUNG- A
  - 

Aarey Milk Centre, 
     Opp. Rustom ramna 

Agiary 
Gangar Stores.

Colaba -

Those readers 
who have missed 

receiving our 
News Paper you 
can also collect 

from :-
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Pillars of the Community

Happiness is the eternal quest 
of mankind. Aristotle calls it 
the very purpose of life and 

the aim and end of human existence. 
On analysis, one can nd out that 
almost each and every action of 
our life is driven by the quest for 
happiness. Along with life and liberty, 
the pursuit of happiness is one of the 
three inalienable rights of an American 
citizen. 

Most things in life are a result of the 
choices that we make. Hence, what we 
are today is a result of our past choices, 
some immediate and some made in the 
hoary past, which we may not even 
remember.  It may also happen that 
we may make a choice which we think 
will make us happy but in the long 
run we may realize that it was not so. 
But that is life. We should accept our 
mistakes with grace and make further 
choices which may rectify our previous 
choices. Being happy is a conscious 
choice we need to make and a habit we 
need to inculcate. 

It is often noticed that the amount 
of happiness we get is directly 
proportional to the price we are willing 
to pay for it. The price over here is not 
in terms of money or material things. 
It is the sacri ces one is ready to give, 
the comforts one is ready to surrender, 
the risks one is ready to take, to achieve 
that happiness. 

For instance, if one loves the 
happiness arising out of being in the 
rustic surroundings of nature, one 
must be ready to pay the price of 
surrendering the hoi polloi of urban 
life, going away from the active busy 
career driven lifestyle and daily hectic 
schedules, and be prepared to “do 
nothing” to appreciate the beauty of 
nature. 

Happiness & Zoroastrian Religion
Technically, the practice of religion 

should always bring us happiness, 
but it does not always do so. That is 
because we do not understand religion 
in its all encompassing spiritual and 
philosophical sense. More often than 
not it becomes an opiate for oblivion. 
We often use religion to deaden the 
pain of our every day life existence.

The need for Happiness is 
understood in the Zoroastrian religion. 
The quest for inner happiness plays an 
important role in the religion. The most 
basic Zoroastrian prayer – Ashem Vohu 
– is about Ushta “inner happiness.” 
The Ashem Vohu is a signi cant 
prayer as it is often the rst prayer 
taught to a child, and among the last 
prayer recited or recited to a person on 
deathbed. The main function of Ram 
Yazad is to bring joy and togetherness, 
born out of living a full life. 

There are several words in the 
Avestan texts  to describe happiness 
in its myriad shades, like Ushta “Inner 
happiness” urvaaz / urvaakhsh 
“gladness” khathra, “radiant 
happiness” khviti “pleasurable 
happiness” ishti “happiness (arising 

out of prosperity), raama “happiness 
born out of (joy, ease, and a comfortable 
life” and Shaaiti (shaadi in a later 
Iranian language) “happiness (Perhaps 
arising out of relationships).”

Recipes for happiness:
Happiness as a joyful, peaceful 

state of mind, can be had from internal 
as well as external sources/ stimuli. 
The latter is easier to obtain, but is 
short lived and transient. Our media 
and culture peddles only the latter 
variety of happiness, whereas religion 
and spirituality emphasise the former. 

Zoroastrian religion has two ground 
rules for inner happiness: 
1. Making others happy, especially by 
doing works which “bene t others” 
(Spenta). The fact that being and 
doing good makes one feel good is a 
scienti cally proven fact today. 
2. Surrendering to the will of Ahura 
by accepting what comes in our life 
after the best of our efforts, making an 
effort to be a part of His divine plan, 
and aligning ourselves to the laws of 
Nature.

In Pahlavi books, a good nature / 
temperament (Phl. khim) is considered 
necessary for inner happiness, and 
hence is given great importance. To a 
certain extent one is born with one’s 
basic nature, but one can modify and 
alter one’s nature by monitoring and 
being aware of one’s attitudes and 
consciously trying to change them 
– strengthening the good ones and 
eliminating the negative ones, the 
earlier on in life, the better.

Attitudes necessary for Inner 
Happiness

The following attitudes are essential 
for a positive temperament leading to 
inner happiness: 

a. Cheerfulness: Everybody can be 
cheerful when there is a cause for it, 

but being cheerful even when there 
is no cause, is a key to happiness. 
A smile on the face, even if one 
doesn’t feel cheerful within, will 
make one cheerful from within, 
even if there be no apparent reason 
to be cheerful. However, if one 
searches for, one can nd many 
reasons to be cheerful, the only 
thing is that we are overlooking 
them. 

b. Contentment: It is the trait of being 
satis ed with oneself and the world 
at all times. In Patet Pashemani we 
recite az an i khorsand hom “I am 
contented in spite of adversities” 
and that is the spirit with which 
one needs to face life. Our needs 
and wants are never ending. An 
attitude of contentment helps tide 
over the disappointment arising 
out of non ful llment of wants. 

c. Forgiveness: Often in life, we 
are hurt or offended by others.  
Keeping a grudge in the heart for 
such persons with an intention of 
taking revenge or getting even,  is 
akin to drinking a drop of poison 
everyday hoping that the other 
person will die. By Forgiving we 
are not doing a favour to the other 
person, but we are doing a great 
favour to our ownself by removing 
the blocks which obstruct inner 
happiness.

d. Fearlessness: The uncertainties 
of life make us fearful, especially 
about losing the people we love, 
which includes our own self. In 
other words we are often fearful 
about death –our own or others, 
or we are afraid of defeat, failure 
or an uncertain future. This comes 
by surrendering to the will of God, 
after making all possible efforts. 

e. Giving : The idea to give 
irrespective of what it gives back 

ERVAD 
DR. RAMIYAR PARVEZ 
KARANJIA, 

is the Principal of the Dadar 
Athornan Institute and the Sir J. J. 
Z. and Mullan Feroze Madressas 
(Institute for Indo-Iranian Studies). 
With a Masters and Doctorate 
in Avesta-Pahlavi from Bombay 
University, he sheds light on 
the Zoroastrian religion, Iranian 
History and Spirituality via his 
courses, seminars and papers. 
He has addressed and educated 
people of all ages across the 
globe. The Author of a number 
of books, Ervad Karanjia has also 
worked as a research scholar with 
several prestigious Universities 
and Institutes in Germany and 
Moscow.

Ervad Dr. Ramiyar Parvez Karanjia



to us, leads to happiness. It is an 
attitude which results in charity, 
sel essness, compassion and 
empathy

f. Gratitude : Gratitude to God for 
every breath we take and every 
move we make is essential to 
happiness. All that comes to us 
from God, after our best of efforts, 
should be accepted with grace and 
gratitude. pa neki sep sd r hom “I 
am thankful for all goodness”, is 
a phrase that indicates this, which 
we recite in the Patet Pashemani 

g. Hope: The idea that tomorrow will 
always be better than today is the 
key to keep us going in all types 
of circumstances. Partly it will be 
due to our efforts and partly by the 
grace of God. This attitude requires 
the un inching faith that a better 
life will de nitely come about. We 
have to live upto this line which 
we come across in a Pahlai andarz 
text: harv g h umed i yazd n d r  
“Always keep hope in the divine.”

h. Optimism: Being optimistic is very 
essential as we live in an imperfect 
world where we have to deal 
with the fact that many a things 
happening to us may be beyond 
our control. The idea of optimism 
gives rise to the conviction that 
whatever happens, happens for the 
best. 

Aspects of Outer happiness : 
Outer or external happiness is also 

relevant and important in life as that 
leads us to the state wherein we can 
work for internal happiness. Some of 
the aspects of external happiness may 
be referred to as enjoyment or pleasure. 
It comes from need ful llment. The 
needs could be physical like food, 
shelter, health, wealth and corporeal 
grati cation; like mental peace and joy; 
psychological like self-esteem, power 
(over others), utility, doing productive 
work and success; or emotional, like 
love, be loved, a satisfying relationship, 
and feeling wanted. A child’s needs 
are less complicated and so they are 
happier.

The Chemistry of Happiness:

Happiness is often analysed from a 
purely scienti c stand point, as a play of 
chemicals. Pleasure and happiness are 
caused by the release of certain brain 
chemicals called neuro-transmitters. 
Release of biological activities like 
eating good food and having sex 
releases the chemical dopamine from 
the brain, which gives a sense of 
motivation and pleasure. Dopamine is 
also released when people are feeling 
good or are excited about a challenge. 
It activates that part of the brain which 
increases the ability of meeting a crisis.

Release of the chemical Serotonin 
helps ease tension and regulates 
sleep. Endorphins are natural opiates 
produced while exercising. They ease 
depression and pain. The chemical 
Norepinephrine is released by the 
brain after a period of calmness and 
peace. It produces relaxation. 

Certain consciousness altering 
drugs, taken externally, too can 
release most of the above chemicals 
into the blood stream. However, this 
is an extremely dangerous practice. 
The brain knows the exact miniscule 
quantity and frequency in which these 
chemicals have to be released. When 
administered externally any excess is 
extremely dangerous and even fatal to 
the person.

Analysing UNHAPPINESS:
Unhappiness comes less on account 

of our life’s circumstances, and more 
on account of how we deal with them. 
Much of our unhappiness is a result of 
internal resentment and unwillingness 
to accept the circumstances of life, 
especially those which are beyond 
our control. We fail to accept the very 
Zoroastrian idea that we are living in 
an imperfect world, where things do 
not always go our way or as planned. 

Resentment may also come because 
we live and behave either to please or 
‘not to displease’ others. We give the 
reins of our happiness in other’s hands. 
Sel shness is another major reason of 
our unhappiness.

Most people who are unhappy 
do not look outside themselves. They 
feel that they are islands and that 
their happiness or unhappiness is 
not connected with others. This is a 
totally non-Zoroastrian concept, as it is 
stated in Zoroastrianism that “Happy 

is he who makes others happy.” It 
is understandable that one’s own 
happiness is important and paramount 
and one cannot always make others 
happy when one’s own self is miserable. 
But after reasonably working for our 
own happiness we also have to work 
towards the happiness of others.

Handling unhappiness which is 
beyond our control? 

In this imperfect world, it is not 
possible to always remain happy. 
Everybody encounters unhappiness at 
some point of time in their life, which 
is beyond their control. At such times, 
people who are not prepared to or do 
not know how to handle unhappiness, 
either sink into depression or resort 
to drugs, drinks and suicidal habits. 
Hence it is necessary that we equip 
ourselves to handle unhappiness. 
Some of the ways in which this could 
be done is: 

* Think: Analyse and go to the root 
cause of unhappiness, and see how 
signi cant it is. How much will it 
matter after a year, ve years, ten 
years?

* Pray: You will not only nd peace, 
but also a way out of the unhappy 
situation.

* Talk: Con de in your best friend, or 
with a person whom you completely 
trust– a parent, a sibling, a friend, 
a teacher, an elder. If you are not 
fortunate enough to have someone 
to con de to try and con de in God, 
it is a beautiful feeling. Avoid being 
alone when unhappy or depressed.

* Take responsibility: Though 
sometimes we are unhappy for 
no fault of ours, in the longer 
run somehow, somewhere we 
are responsible for our present 
state.  One should not hold others 
responsible for our state. Even if 
somebody seems responsible, it 
may be because you have allowed 
the person to take charge of yourself 
and your life.

* Don’t be rigid: Very few things 
are irreversible or permanent in 
this transitory world. We have the 
power and ability to change our life 

and fortunes. 

* Understand: One should 
understand the temporary nature 
of the world. Unhappiness, like 
everything else in the world, is 
transitory. One should constantly 
keep telling oneself “This too shall 
pass.”
One should try and look for 

a purpose behind the unhappy 
happening - it may be for one’s 
intellectual, emotional or spiritual 
evolution. It may make one a stronger 
and better person. Those who have 
come out of dif cult situations have 
always emerged winners – stronger and 
better than before. The unhappiness of 
today may be the necessary stepping 
stone for tomorrow’s happiness. 

Inculcating the Happiness Habit:
The habit of Happiness needs to 

be developed patiently. It does not 
come automatically, but is a conscious 
decision. It is not a gift or blessing from 
heaven. It will not happen by itself. It 
is in our hands. We can create a happy 
world for ourselves whenever we 
decide. Here are some guidelines for 
inculcating the happiness habit:
* Be prepared for the worst – failure, 

defeat, death of self and others. 
* Be cheerful, whether there is a cause 

for it or not. 
* Accept yourself as you are. Try to 

improve, but accept the present. 
* Do not hurt others and do not let 

others hurt you. 
* As far as possible don’t depend on 

others for your happiness.
* Be away from unhappy thoughts 

and people who give unhappy 
thoughts, as far as possible, if there 
is a choice. 

* Take pleasure in small and simple 
things.

* Avoid being a perfectionist. Learn 
to accept the imperfections of one’s 
own self as well as others. 
In this imperfect world it is not 

possible to be happy all the time. The 
ahm i raeshcha prayer tells us that 
in this world we can have pourush 
kh threm “lots of happiness”, 
but “complete happiness (vispo 
khathrem)” can be experienced only in 
Heaven. 



An ‘Independent’ Ode

INDIA SPEAKS
                                   By Mithoo Jimi Jesia

64 years have passed away in the twinkling of an eye
64 years have vanished fast into the deep blue sky 

In bondage I did stay before; no right to call my soul my own
My children also they suffered so as they struggled to free their mother soul.

The British they did hold me hard 
Captive for almost two centuries past 

An alien who held me, oh so light
Refusing to free me, strive as I might.

Till my very sons came up in arms
Gandhi, Nehru, Vallabhai, Pant

Subhashchandra, Jinnah, Shashtri and more
Freedom Fighters to the core

To claim their right, To claim their own
“FREE INDIA” became their eternal mourn!

From the depth of their hearts their plea did ring.
Till god in heaven heard them sing.

“ L-I-B-E-R-T-Y, L-I-B-E-R-T-Y”

As their voices shook with sincerity.
From his Heavenly abode, He glanced down

Silent tears cascaded down
“My children” he cried, “I’ve not forsaken thee

Have faith in me – I’ll set you FREE

And so I stood proud and tall
Free of the shackles that had bound me long

My heart it wept with joy & song
To see INDIA FREE – AND INDIA REBORN

64 years have passed away in the twinkling of an eye,
64 years have vanished fast into the deep blue sky, 

Science, Art & literature – I hold my own with the Best
Then why, oh why am I so sad – pray can you tell me that?

They journeyed to their maker, having made their History
They left behind their sons instead,  a nation in name alone

Each a Hindu, each a Sikh – every one his own!

Fighting for a state of his own - country India no more
For this did I toil so hard, for this did I struggle so long?

Unwanted, unloved I curse the day that I was born!

My children it is yet not late, to let sense prevail

Then alone will India rise with the topmost of the world
And cause for itself, an imperishable niche on the face of this good Earth!  
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Pillars of the Community

“Parsi, thy name is charity” is a common expression 
that probably traces its roots to the time of the British 
Raj. No less a person than Mahatma Gandhi has 

acknowledged, “I am proud of my country, India, for having 
produced the splendid Zoroastrian stock, in numbers beneath 
contempt, but in charity and philanthropy, perhaps unequalled, 
certainly unsurpassed.”

The driving force behind a Parsi’s charitable instinct is his 
religious ethos. From a religious point of view, Parsis consider 
poverty, suffering and want as an af iction of evil. To remove 
poverty, disease and suffering is not only a religious duty, but 
an act of spiritual merit, depriving “evil” of sustenance. If Christ 
asked his followers to love their neighbours, Zarathushtra asked 
his followers to attain happiness by making others happy. (Yasna 
43.1).

Many religious traditions have looked down upon wealth 
and its acquisition. Orthodox Christians believe “it is easier for 
a camel to pass through the eye of a needle than for a rich man 
to enter the kingdom of heaven”. A Hindu considers wealth as 
“Maya” (illusion) which leads to bondage. A Parsi, on the other 
hand, considers wealth to be fundamentally positive, provided 
it is acquired through righteous means and used for righteous 
purposes.

No other quality has brought so much fame to the Parsis as 
their charities - cosmopolitan as well as communal. Says Dr. E. 
Kulke, “This charity system was made possible and furthered by 
the basic attitude of the Parsis, motivated by their religion, that 
wealth is fundamentally positive, that it brings, however, certain 
social obligations along with it.” 

The Pahlavi Dinkard recommends cultivation of ve 
virtues which are of religious merit :

(i) truthfulness
(ii) charity
(iii)  skill
(iv) endeavour
(v) giving encouragement to others in good deeds.

In the Handarz literature, Aturput Mahraspand, the High 
Priest at the court of the Sasanian King, Shapur II, speaks of 
three kinds of charity :

1) to give without being asked or requested to give;
2) to give immediately on being asked or required to give;
3) to give at the promised time, if one has promised.

Aturput Mahraspand adds that charity is good when one 
expects nothing from the receiver in return and entertains no 
such expectations. Good charity, according to him, is never done 
for personal gain or fame.

Apart from individual acts of charity, institutional philanthropy 
began to take shape around the 18th century. According to 
Shapur F. Desai, “Some kind of a fund was at the disposal of 
the Parsis” way back in 1732. There is no record to show how 
the money was collected and who kept it and dispensed it. It 
was probably an ad hoc arrangement to collect and disburse the 
money, as and when circumstances demanded.

The birth of the Parsi Punchayet of Bombay can be placed 
anywhere around 1672 - 1675. The history of this August 
institution is as old as the history of Bombay. From a sleepy 
cluster of seven islands inhabited by the Koli shermen, Bombay 
owes its development and growth largely to the contribution 
of the Parsis. Gerald Aungier, the then Governor of Bombay, 
recognized that it would not be an easy job to rule over a foreign 
population having deep-rooted social and religious mores. 
He therefore asked all communities living in Bombay to form 

their own social organizations to govern their own people, 
keeping law and order within the bounds of the Government. 
All communities formed their own bodies called “Punchayets”. 
Over time, the Punchayets of all communities, except the Parsis, 
died out.

The rst fund on record started by the Punchayet was in 
1826, for funeral expenses. Four months later, another fund was 
started for giving maintenance relief to the poor and destitute 
of the Community. Since then, various funds have come into 
existence and reportedly the Punchayet, today maintains over 
1,200 khatas or separate funds.

To prevent ‘sharp’ practice among recipients of relief, Prof. 
Pestonji Wadia started in 1919, an institution called the “Parsi 
Charity Organization Society” with Muncherji Khareghat, a 
trustee of the Parsi Punchayet. This Society became a referral 
source for all assistance-giving trusts. The Society’s object was to 
investigate all cases referred to it, send its recommendation and 
leave it to the trustees of each individual trust to take their own 
independent decision. The Society had its faults and weaknesses. 
However, the concept was a pioneering initiative which re ected 
the Community’s scienti c approach to philanthropy. In 1932, 
the Sir Ratan Tata Trust commissioned Mr. S.F. Markham to 
conduct the rst ever sociological study of the Parsi Community.

In 1979, the Zoroastrian Community Development Institute, 
under the leadership of Dr. Jamshed A. Modi, undertook the 
initiative to study and computerize data and information on Parsi 
trusts in Maharashtra state. This was, once again, a pioneering 
initiative probably not undertaken by any other Community to 
date.

According to the study, 1,170 Parsi trusts were identi ed in 
the city of Bombay. Out of these, 471 trusts were found to be 
earmarked for religious purposes. The break-up for other 
categories was:

Object Number of Trusts Aggregate Assets

Education 133 Rs. 14.95 crores
Multi-purposes 316 Rs. 13.80 crores
Housing  62 Rs.   1.50 crores
Medical 55 Rs.   4.11 crores
  _____________
 TOTAL Rs. 34.36 crores
  ===========

The study revealed that a very large percent of these assets 
were held between just a handful of trusts. Take, for instance, 
out of the 133 educational trusts, just nine trusts between them 
held 80% of the total corpus of Rs.14.75 crores. Also, out of the 
316 multi-purpose trusts, having an aggregate corpus of Rs.13.85 
crores, just four trusts between them held 80% of the total corpus. 
Among the 62 housing and 55 medical trusts, 13 and 11 trusts, 
respectively, held 80% of the total corpus. 

Today, the world is shifting its focus from charity to 
philanthropy. People often use the terms “charity” and 
“philanthropy” interchangeably and think the two are 
synonymous. This is incorrect. Charity (which mostly involves 
alms-giving) generally addresses the symptoms, while 
philanthropy (de ned broadly as “love for humanity”) tends to 
strike at the root of various issues facing society.

Contemporary philanthropy has come to be recognized as 
being broadly concerned with improving the quality of life for 
all members of society by promoting their welfare, happiness 
and culture. It focuses on interests and concerns of all income 
classes, such as protecting the environment, preventing diseases, 
improving education and recreational facilities, enhancing the 
arts, preserving historic landmarks, etc. Charity, on the other 
hand, has come to mean serving mainly, if not only, the poor, the 
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disabled and the needy. 
Also, philanthropy is not about 

giving of one’s wealth alone. It 
includes giving of one’s time, 
experience, expertise and labour. Says 
Mr. Rusi M. Lala, noted author and 
former Director of the Sir Dorabji Tata 
Trust, “Men are more important than 
funds - men, dedicated to serving 
their fellowmen.....in a country of 
India’s size, diversity and problems, 
the way to uplift the nation is to light 
the spark in a million hearts and let 
them nd their momentum. Funds are 
needed to assist them. But if you start 
with creating large organizations and 
expect them to do the job, you are 
beginning at the wrong end... 
We need the men who will 
plan the strategy, have 
the dedication 

and also give of 
themselves.” 

When one thinks 
of philanthropy, the 
name ‘Tata’ immediately 
comes to mind. The patriarch 
of the Tata family, Jamsetji, lived in 
an age when philanthropy was its 
own reward - tax rebate for charitable 
donations was unknown then.

Jamsetji was a man sensitive to the 
suffering of his people but realized 
that “patchwork philanthropy”, as 
he called it - giving some food here 
and clothes there - would not go far. 
So he formulated his philosophy 
on “constructive philanthropy”. He 
de ned it thus: “What advances a 
nation or a community is not so much to 
prop up its weakest and most helpless 
members but to lift up the best and the 
most gifted, so as to make them of the 
greatest service to the country.” With 
this end in view, he launched the J.N. 
Tata Endowment Scheme for Higher 
Education in 1892, sending abroad 
future administrators, scientists, 
doctors, lawyers and engineers, and 
he formulated his major scheme of an 

University of Science (and technology) 
to give India the technology personnel 
that would enable it to step into the 
industrial age. 

Jamsetjee believed that true 
philanthropy should be aimed at 
making its recipients self-reliant 
and self-respecting and capable 
of earning their way through life 
by doing an honest day’s work. 
Educational facilities and employment 
opportunities could alone ensure this. 
His major philanthropic works had 
one aim - to train and equip men and 
women for life - to help them help 
themselves. 

Higher education 
abroad, especially in 

areas of science 
and technology 

is expensive. 
A m o n g 

the few 
t r u s t s 

w h i c h 
e x t e n d 

scholarships 
for higher 

studies abroad, 
the two most 

noteworthy are the J.N. 
Tata Endowment and the R.D. Sethna 

Scholarship Fund. Between these two 
Parsi-endowed and Parsi-managed 
trusts, students of all communities 
manage to raise a large chunk of the 
required funds.

Always ahead of his time, Jamsetji 
Tata pioneered higher education 
among women. The rst name in his 
register for scholarships, as far back 
as in 1892, was a lady medical doctor, 
Miss Freny K.R. Cama. She was loaned, 
in those days, Rs.10,000/- which, in 
terms of today’s money, is probably 
worth thirty times the amount. She 
returned as one of India’s pioneering 
gynaecologists. 

On a single page of the register 
of the J.N. Tata Endowment Fund 
for the period 1905 to 1909 appear 
the names of the following scholars: 
A.R. Dalal, who became a Member 
of the Viceroy’s Executive Council; 
J.C. Coyaji, later Chief Justice of the 

Bombay High Court; B.N. Rao who 
rose to be a Judge of the International 
High Court at The Hague; Dr. Jivraj 
N. Mehta, Chief Minister of Gujarat; 
noted economist Dr. Raja Ramanna 
and former President of India, Shri 
K.R.Narayanan. 

In 100 Great Modern Lives edited 
by John Canning (Souvenir Press, 
London) among the galaxies of 
personalities, only two Indians feature 
- Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi and 
Jamsetji Tata. The chapter on Jamsetji 
Tata concludes with the paragraph: 
“Probably no other family has ever 
contributed as much in the way of wise 
guidance, industrial development and 
advancing philanthropy to any country 
as the Tatas have to India, both before 
and since Independence.”

Sir Ratan and Sir Dorab Tata 
established pioneering trusts geared 
to building the educational, social and 
scienti c infrastructure of this nation. 
At a time when most charities were 
communal in nature, the Sir Ratan Tata 
Trust (1918) and the Sir Dorabji Tata 
Trust (1932) established a precedent 
of being universal in their generosity. 
The Anjuman-i-Islam or a Hindu 
institution could lay as much claim on 
its resources as any Parsi charity could 
- and they did. 

The J.R.D. Tata Trust was established 
in 1944 for the advancement of learning 
and the relief of human suffering. The 
Jamsetji Tata Trust was set up in 1974 
and was designed to assist innovative 
projects.

Between themselves, the eight Tata 
trusts have created an infrastructure 
for the balanced development of the 
nation in science, technology, social 
science, arts and culture.

The House of Tatas has also been 
responsible for creating a new 
industrial culture in India. At a time 
when captains of industry in Europe 
and America were exploiters of their 
workers, Jamsetji thought for his 
workers. He cared to give them ltered 
water, sanitary hutments, cheap food 
grains, medical facilities, provident 
fund and accident insurance. While 
most captains of industry believed 
that man is meant to serve industry, 
Jamsetji believed that industry was 
meant to serve man. 

Jamsetji Tata was, no doubt, a 

visionary and the father of building a 
modern industrial India. However, the 
Prince of Philanthropists is, without 
doubt, Sir Jamsetjee Jejeebhoy - the rst 
Indian Knight and Baronet. The extent 
of his philanthropy is too vast, wide 
and varied to be compared with any 
other philanthropist. His contribution 
to public works and charities between 
1822 - 1859 aggregate Rs.24,59,736/-
. It is interesting to note that out of 
this staggering sum (for that period of 
time) less than fty per cent went for 
his own community. The breakdown is 
as follows:

Public works : Rs.   4,36,340.00
Catholic charities: Rs.   8,48,381.00
Communal charities : Rs. 11,75,015.00
 ______________

TOTAL Rs. 24,59,736.00
============ 

Acts of benevolence were as natural 
to Jamsetjee as breathing; besides 
feeding the poor, clothing the needy, 
sinking wells for the thirsty, he 
built bridges and causeways to save 
precious human lives, dharamshalas 
and shelters for the homeless, shelters 
for the in rm and forsaken animals 
and the rst hospital for civilians in 
Bombay. An institution where, even 
today, the poor and the needy are 
treated totally free or at very nominal 
rates.

At a time when primary education 
was lacking in India, Jamsetjee gave 
money to establish a School of Arts. 
Even today, it is the biggest school of 
its kind in the East. 

Philanthropic as he was, he was, 
as a matter of principle, opposed to 
giving doles. He vehemently objected 
to the Parsi Punchayet handing out 
six rupee sums to poor applicants. “If 
this continues,” he said, “hundreds 
will ock to Bombay and we will nd 
it dif cult to pay them. This will also 
encourage able-bodied men to live on 
doles.” 

Parsi charity, both, in terms of size 
and scope, has been staggering. From 
public schools and public hospitals 
to welfare of women, children and 
the aged, the Parsis have given back 
to the country it adopted as its home 
sometime around the 9th century A.C., 
it’s due, many times over.
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Community  Coverage 

Their lives are dedicated to nurturing the soul of the Community with their calming chanting voices and their reassuring presence at all occasions and daily at 
the Fire Temple. The priests of our Community in their crisp whiteness have always been there for us. 
They inherit a choice to dedicate their lives to the service of Ahura Mazda and for those who choose to they take this decision for not only themselves but for a 
family. Behind every Dasturji is a strong and patient wife and innocent and pious children. 
It can only be the inspiration of very strong role models as parents, that would make a Dasturji out of a young boy. Parsi Times goes back into the 1800s where a 
certain gentleman by the name of Nalladaru started a chain reaction of strong, faith- lled and faithful Dasturjis in the family. 
Join us as we trace the roots of a family forever entwined into the religious service to Ahura Mazda. 

Ervad Sorabji Jamshedji 
Nalladaru was rst the Panthaki 
of Dadyseth Agiary (Fort) 
Mumbai. He served here from 
1803 to 1823. Because of his good 
work, he was invited to Surat 
and held ceremonies to install 
the Padshah at Vakil’s Kadmi 
Atash Behram at Surat. He was 
also given the honour of doing 
the rst Boi Ceremony there. He 
served out the rest of his religious 
life in Surat as a Boiwala. 

His son was Ervad Shapurji 
Sorabji Nalladaru who also 
gave Boi at Surat Kadami 
Atash Behram for life.

His son Ervad Aspandiyar 
Shapurji Nalladaru followed 
in his father’s footsteps. 
His son Ervad Mancherji 
Aspandiyar Nalladaru also 
did the same. 

His son Ervad Ardesher 
Mancherji Nalladaru came 
to Mumbai and became the 
Panthaki at Dadyseth Agiary 
(Fort) Mumbai & served so for 
life.

His son Ervad Dosabhoy Ardesher 
Nalladaru served as Panthaki at 
Dadyseth Agiary (Fort) Mumbai for 
life. He passed away at a very early 
age of 40 years. The eldest son was 
only seven years then.

His wife Mrs. Nergish Dosabhoy 
Nalladaru, very bravely took up the 
challenge of running  the Panthak & 
did so for 9 long years. (1945 – 1954).

Her elder son, Ervad Parvez Dosabhoy 
Nalladaru took over from his mother 
at an early age of 17 years.
He ran the Panthak from the age of 
17 yrs until 70 years. He also gave boi 
at Dadyseth Agiary (Fort) Mumbai, 
since 1959 that is 52 years and is yet 
going on. He served Dadyseth Atash 
Behram (Fanaswadi) (Kadmi) as a 
boiwalla for 58 years (since 1954) and 
is yet doing so. He also resides in the 
same compound with his family. He 
also has performed various religious 
ceremonies in his long career – to 
name a few big ones – 4 Hamayas, 42 
Nirangdin, 4 Varashyaji ejvaanu.
All these ceremonies were performed 
at Dadyseth Atash Behram.

His younger son Ervad Darayus Parvez Nalladaru took up his profession. 
He is running the Panthak at Dadyseth Agiary since 12 years. He is also 
giving boi at Dadyseth Agiary since 20 years. He is fulltime Mobed.
He has 3 sons, namely Aaresh, Zaal & Zarkasis. All have been placed at 
the Dadar Athornan Madressa after their Navjote so that they get complete 
training.

The younger brother of Ervad 
Parvez Dosabhoy Nalladaru 
was Ervad Behram Dosabhoy 
Nalladaru. He was also a 
Boiwala for his entire life at 
Dadyseth Agiary and a Panthaki 
with his brother but he passed 
away suddenly.
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Present Miss!!

Azmin Mistry is a young teacher at Bombay International School. She loves children and says they are ‘carefree, honest and 
genuine!’ She has a MA B Ed in English Lit from Bombay Teachers Training College and is passionate about the Performing Arts, 
with a soft spot for Shakespeare. She is now professionally involved in theatre. Chief Coordinator HPY for the BPP for the past 4 
years, Azmin is actively involved in nurturing the talents of the young Parsi children who attend the Summer HPY sessions. 
So Azmin is now in the house and we can all say ‘Present Miss!

The best thing to happen to an individual is to be 
born into the Zoroastrian faith. Here’s a “bawa 
tip” from the famous  “Bawa Tips” group on 

Facebook - “When in doubt, break an eedu on it!”
When I looked at it closely, I realized how true it is 

for our generation. Our forefathers have left behind 
so many valuable things for us that our life has truly 
become as simple as “breaking an ‘eedu’ on it.”

Carrom, taari, daaru, farcha, dhun-sak, patra-ni-
machhi, dal-ni-pori, chowk-toran, cards, gujarati 
naatak, chakchakti gaari, paper na dhagla, sense of 
humour and a care-free attitude are appurtenances 
that make a “true Parsi.” 

Vegetarian bhonu (without ‘ramakra’), hard work, 
tension, fasting and ‘mastak ni bimaari’ are some of 
the things which may cause anxiety in him/her and 
are usually a cause of serious concern.  

Let me tell you a peculiar Parsi ‘ghar ghar ki 
kahaani’ - 

PARSI POETRY For Pindhak Rony in Parsi Times 
apni zubaani

“Rony, Rony,”
“Yes Pappa”
“Daaru pee ni?”
“Nai Pappa”
“Try to kar…”
“Nai Pappa”
“Baira jevo chhe!”
“Ha ha ha”(as in yes yes yes)
Growing up as a Parsi has been more of an 

adventure than anything else, each day, bringing 
with it, pleasant surprises and friends for life. When 
I rst opened my eyes in the Parsi General Hospital, 
who knew, I would be so blessed? Today, I wonder, if 
not a Parsi, I don’t wish to ‘be.’

I grew up with stories of Zarathustra, Zohak, Rustom 
Pehelvan that my fuiji narrated to me at bedtime, 
with loban and batti done twice a day, with paternal 
grandparents who were known as “bhannar gannar” 
by all who knew them, maternal grandparents who 
were known as “hushyaar naargolyas” and with 
working parents (blend of both) who made sure we 
turned out just as independent and hard-working 
as them.  Growing up in Girton High School (a Parsi 
school) was a joy in itself and it couldn’t have gotten 
better than that. The ‘jam puffs’ after religion classes, 
the wonderful prizes for winning a Zoroastrian quiz, 
the elaborate toran-making, gujarati-writing and 
monajat-singing, which are a great treasure, I shall 

cherish for posterity. 
It is a Parsi who knows that life is not a matter of 

milestones but of moments. It is these tiny moments 
of happiness that make life so meaningful. 

It is usually a Parsi, who may stand up and ght for 
others’ rights. It is a Parsi, who’ll help another out in 
times of need, even though it may not be of any bene t 
to him. It is a Parsi who’ll strike a conversation with 
anyone without any inhibitions. It is a Parsi who’ll 
smile in the toughest situations. It is this ‘parsipanu’ 
that binds us together in such a way, that we end up 
knowing everyone along the way.

A true Zarthosti is never lonely. Walk into a 
“Chinese Palace” at A.C. Market on a weekend, or 
even a “Chung Fa” at Tardeo on any odd day and 
you’re sure to bump into some Parsi family/couple 
waiting to greet you. On Parsi New Year, go for a 
movie, you’ll enjoy “sweet company” of several 
others. Thus, in Zoroastrianism, loneliness 
is de ned as ‘irrelevant.’

There is an element of eccentricity in 
every bawa and this even more often than 
not, rubs off on your non-bawa friends as 
well. With rent as low as `300 in Cusrow 
Baug to a highly subsidized picnic by a 
youth organization such as HPY, under 
the auspices of the BPP and a lineage of 
charity, there is nothing a Parsi of the 21st 
Century needs to worry about. There is 
more than enough for all of us. 

As Zoroastrian youth, we need to bear 
in mind that with every right or privilege, 
comes a responsibility. Abraham Lincoln 
rightly said, “Let’s have faith that right 
makes might; and in that faith let us, to the 
end, dare to do our duty as we understand 
it.”  Let’s give back to the Community, in 
whatever capacity, what we have taken 
from it. Let’s not be so complacent in our 
lives that we forget what we owe our 
community. Remember, life is a circle, 
‘the more you give, the more you get’ 
and ‘what goes around comes around 
manifold.’ 

The youth can make a difference. You 
have choices to make – 

 To wake up and participate actively in 
community affairs

 To treat this as one more article, enjoy it 

and do nothing about it
 To wonder what’s happening

You know you’re a Parsi when:
 You were born in Parsi General Hospital
 You have taught ‘Parsi gujarati’ to your non-Parsi 

friend, without knowing you have
 Your vehicle has the Asho-Farohar symbol on it
 You die to eat ‘dhan-sak’ every Sunday
 You can’t stop yourself from talking complete 

bakwaas
 You love your vehicle more than your wife
 You give more than you will ever get
 You’ve taken admission at B.J.P.C.I.
 You’ve joined ZYNG, WZCC and HPY.
There is a re in our belly that calls for change. 

There’s a burning desire to make a difference. Let’s 
do what’s in our capacity and range. Let’s transform 
ourselves and achieve brilliance.

Aisi Community Na Milegi DobaraC N My DAisi Community Na Milegi DobaraA C N M l D b
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1:  DHANSAK: Since Dhansak is heavy it would ideally need a light, fruity 
red wine or a great Rose. Roses from the Languedoc are preferred such as 
Sancerre perhaps or even a Shiraz Rose. In red keep to Pinot Noir or Merlot.

2:  CHICKEN FARCHA:Great with a crisp clean Sauvignon Blanc or Viognier
3: PATRA-NI-MACHHI: A good Sauvignon Blanc would be best, light 

Chardonnay or a Pinot Gris, Riesling or Pinot Blanc from Alsace.
4: PRAWN PATIO: A more robust wine can be accompanied here. But a good 

Pinot Grigio or a Blush Pinot Grigio served well chilled would work like 
magic. 

5:  SAAS NI MACHHI: You need a lush rich creamy wine here. A un-oaked 
Chardonnay but preferably a Rose Champagne. 

6: JARDALOO SALI BOTI: Go for light Cabernet Sauvignon, Merlot or Whites 
Chardonnay.

7: KOLMI NA KABAB: Torrontes, Chenin Blanc, Viognier.

 One thing to remember is that Indian food does not like heavy oaked wines and 
some great wines are oaked and well matured. The greatness of the wine and 
the greatness of the cuisine can both be damaged as a result of a poor marriage 
and neither makes an impact.
Indian cuisine loves lighter fruitier, lightly oaked or un-oaked wines normally 
and you can lay safe if the knowledge is limited.
Contrary to belief Indian food does go well with good wines. However both 
need to be cooked well!

as 
the acid reacts with the oil and chili in the stomach thereby causing more harm 
than good after eating.
Temperature is essential. For instance mostly in India if a decent red is to be 
consumed, it must be allowed to chill slightly and brought down to between 
13 and fteen degrees. So best chill overnight in the fridge and open the red an 
hour or two hours before serving so that the wine breathes well, the tannins 
become softer and the wine is more pleasing to the palate
People often forget that room temperature in a Cellar is far lower than room 
temperature at home particularly in India in concrete building 
blocks.
 Whites need chilling but not over chil l ing . 
Thirty minutes before service to remove 
from the fridge for something l i k e 
a Chassane Montrachet, or a 
great Chablis and others, need t o 
be allowed to show off 
their characteristics
No Need to try and impress your 
guests with very expensive 
wines if the matching food is 
not compatible.
From our experience to play 
safe a Good Rose is always 
the best bet, be it champagne 
or still wine. Lighter fruitier, 
low oaked, dry and well cooled and 
you cannot go wrong.

1st COURSE
PATRA MA SCALLOP
King scallop from Falmouth Bay in Cornwall, slit and filled with fresh green coconut 
chutney, wrapped in banana leaf and steamed
BACCUS (Sauvignon Blanc)

AMUSE BOUCHE
.
KHEEMA NO CUTLESS NAY TAMOTA NI GRAVY
Herdwick mutton minced with fresh ginger, chilli and spices, formed into a patty, 
rolled in semolina, dipped in egg and fried, served on a bed of bio-dynamically organic 
tomato gravy. 
 

2ND COURSE
PUSTA BADAAM NI MURGHI
Free range Welsh Poussin breast, filled with chopped almonds, pistachios and 
mascarpone style home made cheese, steamed and simmered in Parsee style rich 
korma sauce, served with fried potato slices. (Parsee style Korma is our sauce used 
for Kid Gos)
ROSÉ
 

3RD COURSE
JARDALOO MA CHAÃP NAY SULLI
The best end chops used here come form ‘Soay’ sheep one of Britain’s rarest of 
breeds. Brought originally by the Vikings, small herds of this tiny little sheep have 
survived. Ours comes from The Denham Estates in Suffolk. Cooked very delicately 
here with organic apricots in a rich tomato based sauce, served with cumin flavoured 
rice and bio-dynamic pumpkin cubes tossed lightly with spices & sprinkled with fine 
strips of straw potatoes.  
PINOT NOIR
 

DESSERT
 BAKED SUMMER FRUIT CUSTARD
A typical Parsee style wedding custard base filled into layers of thin sponge, inter-
layered with stewed summer berries and Cox apples, flavoured with rose extract and 
cardamom & baked
BHUJAELI SAEV NU PUDDING
Roasted fine thread vermicelli, simmered in caramelised milk, blended with cream, 
egg and flavoured with nutmeg.  
NECTAR (Late harvest Chardonnay)

CHAPEL DOWN WINE EVENT
CELEBRATING 

British Produce cooked the Parsi Way 

Better than a Shandy? an a Shandy?Better than a Shandy? Betettettettteteer than a Shandyydy? 
Ever wondered what drink could be paired with your Parsi Bhonu for a sophisticated touch? 
Cyrus Todiwala, the Chef Patron of Café Spice Namaste, the London landmark Indian Restaurant enters the 
pages of Parsi Times with a Parsi Menu and a list of wine pairing that will have you experimenting yourself silly! 
So put the Shady on the shelf and clink a glass or two over your Kolmi Kabab!  
Bon Apetit!



wHO iS CYRUS TODIWALA
Cyrus Todiwala is the Chef Patron 

of Café Spice Namaste, the 
London landmark Indian restaurant 
that he set up with his wife Pervin 
over fteen years ago.

 One of the most respected chefs 
and restaurateurs operating in the 
UK today, Cyrus is renowned for 
his commitment to sustainability 
and the environment, and for the 
diverse, ground-breaking cuisine 
and dedication to the culinary arts 
that continue to inspire successive 
generations of Indian chefs. He has 
been credited with ‘lifting Indian 
cuisine’ with his uncontested air 
and imagination. In 2010, The London 
Evening Standard claimed that Cyrus 
offered ‘some of the classiest curries 
in the City’ and named him one of 
the 1000 most in uential people in 
London. In 2011, he entered the Who’s 
Who for the rst time.

Cyrus was born and brought up 
in Bombay. He graduated in hotel 
Administration & Food Technology 
from Bombay’s B.K. Somani 
Polytechnic and trained as a chef with 
the famous Taj Group in India, where 
he rose to become Executive Chef of the 
group’s hotels in Goa. He left India for 
Europe in 1991, where he developed 
his hallmark style of blending 
traditional Indian culinary techniques 
and avours with more unexpected 
ingredients. Drawing on his Parsee 
heritage and Portuguese in uences 
discovered in Goa, today, in his 
bastion Cafe Spice Namaste, housed 
in a stunning Grade II-listed building, 
a former magistrate’s court, Cyrus 
is known for his re ned, elegantly 

spiced and sophisticated cooking. He 
has cooked for royalty, presidents 
and international celebrities and is 
often invited to be a guest chef at food 
festivals from Dubai to Durban, and 
he continues to venture into new 
gastronomic territory, including the 
bold culinary traditions of South 
Africa and the Middle East.

A range of gourmet food products 
bearing the Mr Todiwala brand – 
hand-made pickles, chutneys and 
fresh cooking sauces -- has been 
launched.  These are all hand-made 
in Cafe Spice Namaste, and have been 
carried by Selfridge’s Food Halls (the 
sauces), and The Real Food Festival 
in Borough Market and Southbank 
Centre.  In fact, ‘Mr Todiwala’s’ (Make 
your taste buds tingle!) is a staple at all 
prestigious food festivals, including 
the Abegavenny Food Festival, 
dubbed the ‘Cannes of Food’. Also, 
Adventure Gourmet @ Café Spice 
Namaste is an on-going programme 
of chef demonstrations and master 
classes hosted at the restaurant 
featuring Cyrus and his chef peers. 
In autumn 2011, Cyrus and Pervin’s 
second restaurant, Mr Todiwala’s 
Kitchen, will be opening at the new 
Hilton Heathrow Airport Terminal 
5 in West London, offering the same 
kind of sophisticated Pan-Indian and 
Parsee cuisine for which Cyrus is 
known.

Cyrus is a regular on the BBC’s 
Saturday Kitchen and Market Kitchen 
on uktv, amongst others.  He has 
commentated on BBC Radio and LBC 
Radio, and is a much sought after 
lecturer and after-dinner speaker.  A 

distinctive writer and social observer, 
he occasionally contributes features 
to culinary magazines and journals, 
and has authored three recipe and 
cookbooks, including the best-selling 

‘Indian Summer’, dedicated to the 
memory of a favourite nephew.

Collectively, Cyrus, Pervin and 
Café Spice Namaste have won a 
multitude of awards, including a 
distinction as one of the UK’s 100 
Top Restaurants at the National 
Restaurant Awards, the Investors 
in People Champion award and the 
Education & Training Catey award 
(the ‘Oscars’ of the UK hospitality 
industry). Cyrus was also awarded 
a Special Achievement Award at the 
Footprint Forum Award on 19th May, 
2011.

Ever the keen environmentalist 
(he helped to establish two bird 
sanctuaries in Goa), and a champion 
of sustainability, Cyrus chooses to 
cook with organic and sustainable 
products wherever possible and rmly 

believes in Buying British. In February 
2011, Café Spice Namaste won two 
‘Green Oscars’: the Corporation of 
London Sustainable Food Award and 
the London Chamber of Commerce 

Award for Leadership 
in Sustainability. The 
restaurant is a strong 
supporter of the Marine 
Conservation Society and 
HRH The Prince of Wales’ 
Mutton Renaissance 
Campaign.  Cyrus is also 
a Patron of BuyGB, which 
aims to promote British 
produce on-line.

Despite the obvious 
demands of running 
a business, true to his 
Parsee upbringing, Cyrus 
continues to devote time 

and energy to charitable causes.  He 
is a Trustee of Learning for Life, 
President of the Time & Talents 
Association and an Ambassador of 
Springboard UK. Café Spice Namaste 
has hosted fund-raisers and donated 
prizes for Hospitality Action, Working 
Families, Cancer Research UK, the 
Royal National Lifeboat Institution 
and Teenage Cancer Trust, amongst 
others. 

He is a Deputy Lieutenant of 
Greater London, and a Honorary 
Professor of Thames Valley University, 
as well as a recipient of an Honorary 
Doctorate from London Metropolitan 
University. He is a Fellow of the 
Institute of Hospitality and a member 
of the board of the National Skills 
Academy for Hospitality. 
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Malido

This recipe calls for repeated preparations till you achieve perfection.
Experience and patience are the main ingredients in achieving a perfect malido- the right 

consistency of the sugar syrup, the perfect colour of the fried mixture and the total time 
taken for the nal product. All the best!!!

Ingredients :
Sooji (jaado ravo) –  cup
Wheat our –  cup
Gram our –  cup
 Ghee -  1 cup
Sugar – 1&1/4 cup
Water – 2 cups (approx)
elaichi-jaiphal powder
Vanilla/Icecream essence

Method : Heat the ghee in a heavy bottom pan on a low ame and add sooji and wheat our into the melted ghee.
Fry this mixture on low ame stirring continuously for around 45 minutes till it gives out an aroma and gets a light brown colour.
In another pan, take water alongwith sugar & bring to boil till huge bubbles appear on the surface of the sugar syrup. Take the one strand test for accuracy. 
This will take approx 20 minutes. Add the fried mixture of sooji and wheat our to the pan containing the sugar syrup & let it simmer on low ame for 15 
minutes till ghee oats on the surface of the pan. The consistency has to be loose as the malido binds further on cooling.
Finally, add essence and elaichi-jaiphal powder as per taste.

Mrs. Havovi Dastoor

In 2000, Cyrus received an MBE (Member 

of the Order of the British Empire) for his 

commitment to education and training and in 

2010 he was awarded OBE (Of cer of the Order 

of the British Empire) for his contribution to the 

hospitality industry. 
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I have learnt from my mistakes
No matter how ergonomically designed 

and however smooth the rollers, dragging 
around luggage on a holiday starts 
making you feel like a porter.

Add to that the constraints of a packaged 
tour, which has you getting up at 7am, 
breakfast at 7.30, in the lobby at 8, in the 
bus at 8.15, head count at 8.18 etc, and you 
start feeling like a porter in a straitjacket - 
weighed down and bound by luggage and 
timetables respectively.

How do you escape this while on 
holiday? 

Salvation lies behind the steering wheel 
of a car.

Little can beat the exibility and 
freedom that a self drive holiday affords. 
From my experience I have learnt that 
the best holidays are those that start with 
you picking up your hired car from the 
airport itself. You are no longer bound to 
time tables or schedules; you can choose 
your own road, stop at a whim at a lovely 
village cafe or make a detour to that 
secluded lake that isn’t serviced by any 
public transport. 

Here is some knowledge I’ve gained 
from driving holidays around the world 
and I hope it encourages you to zoom 
off towards that wonderful holiday on 
wheels.

‘Driving can be fun’
Yes, I agree that if I tap at your window 

and tell you this while you’re driving back 
home during rush hour at speeds that will 
make a tortoise wiggle its booty at you; 
you’ll punch me in the face. But away 
from traf c snarls where roads are black 
strips of tar bordered by rejuvenating 
scenery, where magni cent viaducts span 
verdant vales and the horizon is a snow-
capped mountain rather than a neon lit 
hoarding, driving does become enjoyable 
and, trust me, even therapeutic. 

Here are some more reasons why you 
should drive abroad

Having your own car also gives you 
exibility of staying outside the city. 

In fact this is a very good option. Once 
In Germany I found a lovely lakeside 
campsite where I set up my tent. It was 
1km from a railway station from where it 
was a half hour train ride to Berlin Central 
Station. So I could take the train to Berlin. 
Visiting Berlin with the car would have 
cost me a small fortune in parking charges. 

Campsites are found all over Europe 
and New Zealand or Tasmania and some 
even permanently parked campervans 
that you can stay in. Attached to these 
campsites are clean toilets and 
comfortable showering facilities. 

Charming bed and breakfast or 
farmstays are usually bang 
in the heart of the country 

away from airports, train stations or bus 
terminals and most convenient to stay at if 
you have your own transport. 
Here are a few quick tips to help you get 

going Pick a destination
If you’re going to get behind the wheel 

abroad for the rst time you’d be better off 
choosing a destination where they drive on 
the left of the road as we do. And, you are 
spoilt for choice – New Zealand’s South 
Island, the island of Tasmania, Scotland’s 
western isles and Southern Highlands, 
the Connemara region and the County 
Kerry in Ireland, the heart of Wales and 
the Eastern and Western Cape regions in 
South Africa are all destinations that you 
can choose from that are very suited for 
driving holidays, immensely scenic with 
fantastic driving roads.

Get online
All major car hire companies have very 

attractive online deals on offer. Booking a 
car online can save you a huge amount of 
money. Compare prices from different car 
hire companies and you should get a very 
good deal. Remember the earlier you book 
the cheaper the price. 

If you are comfortable with using a GPS 
or Navigation system (and they are very 
easy to use) this would de nitely be a 
worthwhile extra.

And, while choosing options go for the 
one where you return the car with a full 
tank rather than including a ‘fuel top up’ 
charge.

Many airlines now have deals and tie-
ups with car hire companies - hunt for 
those. These often let you upgrade to a 
higher group for the same price. So you 
could hire a Ford Mondeo for the price of 
a Ford Focus. Remember that you might 
even have air miles that you could use to 
get discounts and also earn air miles when 
you hire.

Choosing a car
Obviously the cheapest car for hire 

would be a small car like the Renault 
Twingo or Fiat Panda or 
Nissan Micra or similar, but 
with a load of luggage and 
passengers these cars would 
be no fun to drive in fact 
they’d feel like overburdened 
lawn mowers. 
If you are a 
family of 
three or 
four then 
least you 
should 

go in for is Group C or Grade 3, the cars 
in this group are the Ford Focus or the 
Nissan Tilda or the Toyota Corolla with 
engines ranging from 1.4 to 1.8 litres and 
suf cient luggage room and comfort.

If you really love to drive and are just 
two people then consider hiring a sports 
car if you’re going to drive exciting 
country roads. It will de nitely be more 
expensive but if you like to drive then it’s 
absolutely worth it. Keep in mind that 
storage available in a two-seater sports 
coupe is very limited and huge suitcases 
will de nitely not t. In a convertible 
security is also limited thanks to the fabric 
top and everything has to be locked out of 
sight in the boot, cubby holes and glove 
compartment. 

Maps etc.
Google Maps (maps.google.com) is 

a super resource for getting driving 
directions which are precise. And, in 
conjugation with roads abroad that 
are always prominently marked and 
signposted it is very dif cult to get lost 
between one place and another. 

Cities can get confusing, but again city 
maps are very accurate too. But I usually 
take the simpler way out. Just ask someone 
and most often they’ll direct you. 

Licences 
While an Indian card style driving 

licence works with rental companies 
some might want to see an International 
Driving Permit.

Remember to get an IDP issued well 
in advance. Your passport in original is 
needed for veri cation.

An IDP can be issued a RTO of ce and 
usually takes 2 days and costs Rs.500.

An agent can get it to you in the same 
day but will charge twice as much or 
more.

The IDP works in conjunction with 
your normal Indian driving licence and 
you are allowed to ride or drive only the 
class of vehicles mentioned in your Indian 
Driving Licence.

While you may have an IDP, car 
rental companies sometimes apply a 

rule wherein the vehicle can 
only be 

hired to a person who has held a valid 
driving licence (not IDP) for at least a year.

Automobile Associations like the 
Western India Automobile Assocoation 
can also issue IDPs but you need to be a 
member.

On the road trip Road Rules
One thing that you have to keep in mind 

while driving abroad is that, strange and 
unreal as it may seem, rules of the road are 
actually followed. Other things that will 
amaze you is that drivers actually stick to 
their lanes, they DO NOT honk (and yet 
they can drive - just imagine) and ‘right of 
way’ is actually given.

Another thing to keep in mind is that 
ashing the headlights means saying “you 
rst please” not “slam your brakes or pull 

off the road to give me room” like it means 
on our highways.

Speed limits have to be obeyed and 
there are electronic eyes watching you. 
Car companies will charge any nes 
from when the car was with you to your 
credit card. There are also very stiff drunk 
driving nes and though the alcohol limit 
varies, it is best not to drink while driving. 
Tips for driving on the right in countries 

where the cars are 
left hand drive Drive on the right

Especially on small country lanes 
remember that steering wheel side should 
be closest to the centre of the road and the 
passenger side closest to the shoulder of 
the road or pavement.

When entering a roundabout negotiate 
in the anti-clockwise direction and give 
way to cars on your LEFT that are already 
on the roundabout.

Overtaking is always from the left
We are used to free left turns. But while 

driving on the right remember that left 
turns take you across the path of oncoming 
traf c, while right turns might be free.

Finally keep in mind that the gearstick 
is on right hand rather than left.

Emergencies
In case of emergencies always call the 

police. Emergency services can be reached 
by pressing the number (999 or 911 etc) on 
a mobile phone, which will often connect 
even if you don’t have network or if the 
keypad is locked.

Tips and Tricks by Rishad Saam Mehta Travel writer and Photographer
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It isn’t uncommon to be woken up in the middle of the night with the howling of a pack of our Colony dogs. It isn’t uncommon 
for ghts to erupt between the idealists and the pragmatic about the unpaid for residents. It isn’t uncommon for the big eyed, 
wagging tailed colony doggie to turn ferocious under threat either. 
But then, what about our Colony and Doggy relationship has ever been a common tale? 
As far back as we know, dogs have come craving shelter and safety into the gates of our colonies where more than likely most 
resident hearts will melt at the slightest wag of a tail or whimper. 
However, unlike the regular residents whose numbers seem to be dwindling, these four legged Colony Kutras are multiplying 
by the day and unfortunately seen by many as harmful intruders. 
Parsi Times goes in-depth into the homes and hearts of the few Baug residents who tend to and care for these doggies with no 
bias. Heavily armed with knowledge, nurturing spirit and a host of NGO numbers and a copy of the Prevention of Cruelty to 
Animal Act, this brigade tells us what it is like to keep the dogs and us all safe. 
We even spoke to Parsis outside the Baugs who have been working to protect our four legged mute friends. 

Here are some of the facts. 

She has lived there for 9 to 10 years and has been tending to the dogs in the colony. There are three big packs. Hers is the biggest. 
She has been doing this for almost 7 years. It started when someone ran over a puppy. She was too emotional to give it rst aid. 
She called support group Karuna and they came to treat it. The dog was healed and she began taking care of it and soon her 
pack grew. Now she is very responsible about all the dogs in the pack. She feeds them and according to her, feeding 
is the key and she feeds them all Nutrella and home cooked organic food. Meher gets up at 5am to cook and care 
for the dogs of Salsette. She gets their sterilizations and vaccinations done and takes necessary steps to collar 
them. She marks designated areas for the different packs to eat and there are even other people like her who are 
responsible for each pack. 

Meher is doing everything legally and lawfully and follows a strict a strict Animal Rights Code by referring to the PCA Act. 

Khushnama Umrigar
Has a bungalow in town she is 30 years old and she has adopted a stray from the street. She also feeds the wandering strays 
outside her home  Khushnama comes from a family of dog lovers and feels very passionately about the cause of helping dogs.

She is 18 yrs old and comes from Malcom Baug. She works with the NGO World For All. Her work was what started off 
as a psychological assignment given by her teacher at Sophias College. The assignement was working for a n 

NGO. She and her friend thought they should think out of the box and they called Taronish and Ruchi. 
Although their term for the assignment is complete they continue helping as they love dogs and feel great 

helping them. 
They basically deal with strays and nd them homes, they foster orphaned, injured and old dogs. They 
make sure they nd a home for every animal. 

She lives in andheri east and this 22 year old is also part of World for All. She adopted one dog from them. Her passion for helping dogs 
began when there were 7 strays born in her building. They were all females and it was hard to nd a hone for them so then she adopted 
one and got in touch with World for All and they found homes for the rest of the 6 puppies. Now all the puppies are wagging their tails. 
She shared a horror story where she once rescued a dog from drowning. 

Daraius Randelia lives in Jer Baug Byculla 
There was a stray dog in his building. It attacked a youngster in  his colony. He took the dog to the SPCA because he was worried 
people would hurt him. He treated him there and after that he was worried about bringing him back to the colony. So he got in 
touch with a friend who owns a farm, Anosh Yazdani adopted the dog. They relocated the dog together within two days.
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I was not a dog lover till I got married. I had been bitten a couple of times. But because my wife Zenobia has 
had dogs since she was a child, it was obvious that we were de nitely going to be a dog family.
We had been thinking and over thinking about what dog to get. What breed, what size, what colour. One 
day, nine years ago my son brought in a dog and asked me, “dad isn’t she sweet?”  I said, “Yeah, whose 
dog is she?” and he said, “Ours!” That was that and Layla became a part of my family.
Layla and I have a very simple relationship. Every night she sits next to me in the TV room and waits 
for me to retire to bed.  She escorts me to my room and troubles me through the night. It is like she 
has a sixth sense. She is always on the lookout for my car from our third oor window. Sometimes 
my wife even understands that I have reached home but attending a call downstairs, because Layla 
gets anxious! People say a dog’s love is unconditional. That may be true, but I think that they also 
want to be loved back. They are loyal but that doesn’t mean that there are no conditions. Just like us, 
they seek out approval and need to be acknowledged.
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What you should know about 
helping Colony dogs.
Suggested reading by Meher Turner from 
Salsette and highly recommended by Parsi 
Times 
Among the most trying and time 
consuming jobs that we face at People 
For Animals (PFA), India’s largest 
animal welfare organization, is facing 
down bullies who attack , abuse and 
even assault people who feed and care 
for hungry, homeless animals in their 
area. The victims are typically women 
– usually single or vulnerable—and 
the aggressors range from loutish 
chowkidars to retired defence of cers 
and bureaucrats who grandly preside 
over meaningless RWAs and Building 
Societies in a pathetic effort to recreate 
their ‘koi hai’ heydays.
First understand: It is perfectly legal 
to feed and care for needy animals. 
There is no law in India that prohibits 
anyone from performing such charity. 
In fact, not only is it legal to feed dogs, 
the Court has held that is helpful as 
it facilitates the municipal Animal 
Birth Control (ABC) programme of 
sterilization and vaccination that is 
being conducted by municipalities 
around India in conjunction with local 
animal welfare organizations.

For those of you, who want to hurt 
dogs, understand why we have 
street dogs and what they do for us. 
Animals exist in any area because 
of the availability of food – this does 
not mean the food given by a few 
lovely ladies as mentioned above-- 
but uncollected garbage and rats. 
When you remove the existing dog 
population, this food supply still 
remains, so other animals move in. 
These could be other dogs or worse, 
rats. The municipality is helpless 
against rats, it is our street dogs and 
cats that keep them in check. Remove 
dogs without rst removing garbage, 
and your rats will multiply. So street 
dogs act like unpaid garbage cleaners, 
consuming organic waste that would 
otherwise putrefy and smell, as well as 
control the rodent population. As long 
as we don’t have an ef cient garbage 
disposal system, we shall have street 
dogs, and thank God for that!
Today, not only is it illegal to kill 
dogs, it is illegal to remove them from 
any area. The Stray Animals (Dogs) 
Rules 2001 prohibits any individual, 
organization or building association 
from removing or relocating dogs. 

Complaints, if any, may be directed 
to the local municipality or an animal 
welfare organization. They will take 
the dog, sterilize and vaccinate him/
her and replace in the same area. A 
sterilized dog may not be moved by 
even the Municipality.
Sterilizing dogs not only reduces dog 
numbers, it also reduces dog bites. 
Male dogs are apt to get into ghts 
over females during the mating season 
and aggression increases. Similarly 
post delivery, protective mother dogs 
will bite anyone she sees as a threat to 
her puppies. This is actually when the 
maximum bites occurs. Sterilization 
removes both causes. The logic of 
leaving dogs where they belong is 
that this ensures that dogs of one area 
prevent the incursion into that area 
of other animals. Being sterilized, 
the original dog population does not 
increase and since the dogs are familiar 
with the residents, there is no chance 
of bites. The dogs thus live out their 
natural lives healthily and harmlessly.

By Maneka Gandhi
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Welcome to Godrej Baug! 
Features of Godrej Baug
The Godrej Baug is under the 
trusteeship of the Bombay Parsi 
Punchayet. 
Initially the land belonged to the Doongerwadi. The 
government then gave a warning to the BPP saying that they 
cannot leave the land vacant as it would be reclaimed by 
the government. The BPP contacted the Godrej Foundation 
& they readily provided them with the funds towards 
construction. A big contribution while building this colony 
was by ex-BPP Trustee Mr. Manek Engineer. He was the man 
who designed Godrej Baug. The rst phase of 3 buildings i.e. 
A, B, & C came up in the year 1980/81. Later other charitable 
trusts like Shapoorji Pallonji, Rayomand Committee and 
Phirozgar Trust all contributed to the making of the Godrej 

Baug. The allotments 
were decided by the 
BPP.
There is now talk of 
more space for more 
Parsi residents. A new 
development is coming 
up in the Baug, which 
proposes 35 oors, this 
raises certain issues 
concerning the height, 
which would look into 
the Dokhmenashini.

The Jokhi Agiary at the 
Baug was built on 21st 
Dec, 1999 on Behram 
Roz. It was a wonderful 
process, all the street 
lights of Kemps Corner 
to Ambawadi were 
closed and the Bombay 
Municipal Corporation  
helped shift the Atash from the Vatcha Agiary to the Jokhi 
Agiary.
The Baug has approximately 450 residents. A lot of the 
residents are the younger generation of Parsis. They come 
together for a Gambhar each year around the 18th of 
December and once every two years for a fashion show / 
talent competition among the tenants called Vibrations.
Because of the proximity to the Doongerwadi most of the 
Godrj baug residents are involved with the operations and 
affairs of the Doongerwadi.
Godrej Baug was facing water problems earlier but residents 

put a QRST, Tank and Pump 
and that is how the problem 
has been solved!
The biggest problem they 
face now is a Security issue 
as the typographic landscape 
is vast making it dif cult to 
scout and protect the whole 
area well.

Another problem is the parking issues for which placards 
have been installed for residents to park properly.
Baug Celebrities: The 2 Irani Brothers are very well known in 
the Traf c Department. Many people working in Godrej also 
live in the Baug.

The Jokhhi Agiary at the
‘BAUG-DAUD’ WITH GODREJ BAUG





Perpetuating ‘Parsi’ness

1. Always keep your head properly covered with a cap or scarf/mathabanu.  
2. Ensure that you wear long & decent garments to cover yourself appropriately. Do not wear 

shorts, or short skirts/dresses which are not t to be worn in a place of worship.    
3. Untie your shoe laces/ straps before you wash your hands for your Kusti prayers. 
4. Do your Padyab Kusti properly, that is,  wash the open parts of your body including your 

face, hands from wrist down and feet if open. Then wipe the face and hands, stand in one 
place facing the sun during the day and re / light during the night and thereafter recite 
your kusti prayers and perform your kusti ritual.

5. It is important to note that you should not touch the sukhad or kathi with wet hands.
6. After you nish performing the kusti, you are forbidden to talk till you have completed your 

prayers. If you are compelled to speak, speak very brie y in baj i.e. in a suppressed tone 
with clenched teeth. 

7. Pray in such a manner that you do not disturb or cause inconvenience to other devotees who 
are present. 

 8. In case of greeting anybody in the premises, please maintain the decorum and the sanctity 
of the place so as not to disturb the other worshippers.

9. The mobed sahebs are the guardians and caretakers of our sacred places and holy res. 
Please show due respect and humility to all of them.

10. It is mandatory to switch off your mobile phones before entering the Atash Behram/Agiary.

Points to keep in mind before entering 
an Atash Behram or Agiary
By Dasturji Khurshed Dastoor Kaikobad Dastoor

Q. Dear Mamaiji, why are we Celebrating Navroz next week?

A. Dikri, remember I told you about the Shehenshahi Calendar followers last week? Well dear, 
this is the New Year according to the followers of this Calendar. Considering a majority of our 
Community follows this calendar, this is the largest New Year Celebration for us all.  
The Shehenshahi Calander has 360 days divided across 30 days or Rojs in each Mah or month. 
At the end of the last Month we have ve days of Gathas, which begin next week. 
Gathas are the ve prayers which concise all that Zarathustra taught us about Ahura Mazda 
and our great Faith. They are named Ahunavad, Ushtavad, Spentomad, Vohukhshathra and 
Vahishtoisht. The last day is also known as Pateti which means “the day for repentance.” 
And then we move into the rst day of the rst month of the next year which is according to the 
Shehenshahi Calendar called: Farvardin Mahino and Hormaz Roj!
On the Gatha days we will all say our Gathas and then you will understand better. 
Now go to bed!
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Countdown to Navroz

In the outset I would like to 
wish all my Parsi families 
a wonderful New Year. 

Be always at war with your 
weakness, at peace with your 
fellows, and let each New Year 

nd you a better person. 
With the advent of this 

New Year take the following 
investment oaths with me 
and be rest assured that you 
will always walk the path to 
prosperity

1. I will always respect 
my Risk Appetite: I am not 

superman nor am I Hercules. 
I will try to understand my 
risk taking ability and will 
not be lured by temptations 
or rumours. I will determine 

the acceptable level of risk. I 
will take calculative risk to an 
extent of my age. The older I 
get the lesser would be my risk 
appetite to the extent of my 
age because my earning years 
are reducing. I will strictly 
follow the asset allocation 
principle. Based on my age 
I will determine my risk 
appetite. My exposure to safe 

instruments like 
Fixed Deposits, 
PPF, Post Of ce, 
etc would be 
determined by 
my age. I am 33 
years now and my 
exposure into safe 
avenues should 
be at least 33% 
and above. I will 

not get tempted by superior 
returns until I decide my risk 
appetite.

2. I will cover my 
liabilities and Health: I want 

to sleep today without 
worrying about 
tomorrow. I want to 
protect my family 
from my liabilities 
like Home loans, 
car loans, personal 
loans, etc in case of 
any contingencies. I 
want to protect my 
children’s education 
and future. I am 
taking a pure life cover to 
ensure my family is shielded 

from any uncertainties. I 
will avoid mixing insurance 
with investments by going 
for endowment plans, ULIP 
plans and money back policies 
which do not yield even 7% 
IRR while in ation is 10%. 
I will protect 
myself and my 
family against 
any health 
contingencies. 
M e d i c a l 
treatments are 
expensive and 
in ation in 
this sector is 
over 13%. I will cover myself 
for at least Rs 5,00,000 and 
more. I do not want to witness 
any nancial crunch during 
medical emergencies. I will 
take it as early as possible 
because the premium is 
cheaper. At a young age it is 
also easier to get one since I 
am healthy and have no health 
complications.

3. I will diversify my 
investments: I will diversify 
my investments across 

asset classes. Instead of 
concentrating my risk 

into one asset class 
I’d rather spread 
my investments. 
This will enable 
diversi cation of risk and 
reduce the uctuation in 
my portfolio returns. I 
will not put all my eggs 
in one basket no matter 
how tempting the basket 

is.
4. I will choose the 

right advisor  / investment 
consultant: I will choose an 
advisor who is accredited 
with decent number of years 
of work experience. He 

should be reasonably quali ed 
with sound nancial planning 
knowledge. He should have 
integrity and ethics. He 
has to be transparent 
about the product 
recommendations. I will 
ensure my advisor not 
just offers me products 
but his recommendation 
is based on my nancial 
goals and risk appetite. 
My nancial objective 
and risk pro ling should be 

taken into consideration prior 
to recommending me any 
products.

5. I will not ask my agent 
to share his commission: My 
advisor like anyone else has 
the right to charge me for his 

services rendered. If I expect 
him not to compromise his 
service then I have no right to 
share his bread and butter.

prints: Prior to rushing into 

any investment decision 
I will read the important 
information buried in the ne 
print. I will try to understand 
if there are any hidden charges 
or fees involved. If I lose 
money because of overlooking 
the ne prints then only I am 
to be blamed.

7. Cash in King: At all 
point I will ensure I have 

liquid investments or funds 

INVESTMENT OATHS!!!!

Whilst time fades with events of memorable past, 
New Year will bloom fresh memories to last, 
Let eternal joy over shadow your sorrows,
Live life as if there is no tomorrow, 
As today soon will be yesterday,
“Dikra, Heaven is on earth” my father always says,
Treat life as if it’s always fair,
Let your happiness last like a TATA share…..

Mehran Rostam Felfeli

“ A Customer doesn’t care 
how much you know until 

he knows how much you care”



in my savings account which 
would be 3-4 months of my 
earnings. It comes handy in 
case of emergencies or incase 
any attractive investment 
opportunity arises.

8. I will invest when 
others are panicking: If I am 
a stock investor or invest into 
equity mutual funds I will 
generously invest more when 

the times are bad. It is simple 
because I am able to buy good 
stocks/funds at cheaper and 
discounted levels which will 
deliver higher returns when 
the market recovers. I will 
buy more when everyone else 
sells. 

9. I will investment in 
a staggered manner: How I 
invest is equally as important 
as where I invest. Especially 
when it comes to equity 
investments I will stagger 
my investments and invest 
during regular intervals. I will 

avoid investing in a lump sum 
manner. This will help 
me average out my 
cost price.

10. I will be a 
disciplined investor: 
I will obey the tenure 
and the duration 
of my investment 
commitment. If I 
invest into equity 

then irrespective of the market 
situation I will be a long term 
investor for 5 years and above.

Thank you to everyone for making the 
rst Parsi Times Photo Shoot possible. 

- Thank you to Aresh Nalladaru and 
his family for welcoming us into 
the compound of the Dadyseth 
Atashbehram. 

- Thank you to Rohena Mehta Najmi 
for styling and presentation. 

- Thank you to Natasha Irani for 
modeling so sweetly.

- Thank you to Sheena Dabholkar for 
her respectful photography and for 
lending us her equipment for the 
Agiary shots.  

- Thank you to Coronet Sarees for 
letting us pick and pose in one of 
their heritage pieces. 

- Thank you to Shweta and Stuti from 
Parsi Times for co-ordinating. 



It begins with you
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Parsi Times chats with young Parsis and asks for their unbiased take on important Community issues. 
We are proud to feature our unedited, young minds.  Maybe their voices can be heard! 

P. T. QUESTION OF THE WEEK
Ok!An obvious one this week! Where are you on Navroz?

Hanoz Gadiwalla

Profession : Working

Age  : 28 years

I have not planned anything as of now. But usually 
I go to the Fire Temple in the morning and then 
go out with friends in the night for dinner and to 
party. I haven’t planned anything right now but 
this is what I do every year. I go there with my 
family.

Zinobia Shroff 
Profession : Student
Age  : 18 years
Right now I haven’t planned anything. I don’t 
have any plans to go out as of now. Usually I go 
to the re temple and later for a movie. I simply 
love the food!

Natasha Contractor 

Profession : Working 

Age  : 22 years

Usually I go to the Fire Temple in the morning and 
then have dinner with my family and cousins. We 
make it a point to visit the Fire temple. I go to my 
relative’s house. It’s a get together. We go to the 
Fire Temple as a family and this is especially true 
on the New Year’s Day. The most important part 
of the day for me is the prayers. I think that this 
feeling of togetherness is very important.
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Vahishta Shroff

Profession : Student

Age  : 20 years

I have no idea right now of what I am going to do! 
But usually I have lunch with my family and diner 
with my friends. We go to the Fire Temple and 
then we meet friends and relatives in the morning 
and wish them a Very Happy New Year.

Zubin Bhathena 
Profession : Student
Age  : 20 years
As of now we haven’t decided anything but 
usually I celebrate it with my family. It’s something 
you should celebrate with your family. You might 
celebrate the 31st of December with your friends 
and enjoy with them but this is the time of the 
year which you should spend with your family. 
I always look forward to eating some good Parsi 
food!

Khurshed Bacha 

Profession : Working 

Firstly I go to the Agiary to seek the blessings of 
the Lord. After that I spend time with my family 
and this is followed by a lot of fanfare in the entire 
household. We eat sev and curd. It’s a time of 
celebration and being grateful for what we have 
been bestowed with. Normally the day ends with 
the whole family going out to see a natak.

Karina Patel

Profession : Student

Age  : 18 years

I go out with my family or friends for lunch and 
then may be go watch a movie. My favorite part of 
the day is our food!

Peenaz Damania
Profession : Student
Age  : 19 years
Nothing special is planned because I have my 
exams approaching but normally I go to the Agiary 
in the morning and have dinner with friends. It’s 
like a family get together.

Meherzad Bacha
Profession : Student
Age  : 16 years
The rst thing I do is go to the Fire Temple in the 
morning. After that my day is spent celebrating 
with family and going out and meeting friends 
sometimes. We have lunch from outside and wish 
relatives and friends and alike. It’s like a family 
and friends get together. It’s great!

Zubin Dorab Vankadia 

Profession : Working 

Age  : 51 years

I haven’t planned anything as of now. But normally 
we have a family function. At times we all go to a 
hotel to have lunch.

KKKKKaKaKaassshhhmmmirra PPavri
PPPPPrrorooofffeesssiionn : Student 
AAAAAgggeee : 20 years
AAAAAsss ooff noow I haven’t planned anythhingg nnneewwwwww.. 
UUUUUUssusuuaalallly y Iy ggo out with family and frienndss. I I llooooookokkkk
ffofooororrf wwwawarard t td o bboth food and the celebratioonss! 

Hosherdar Polad  

Profession : Student 

Age  : 28 years

In the morning I go to the Agiary or the 
Atashbehram. This time I am planning to go for a 
play at the NCPA with my friends.

Roshan Bacha 

Profession : Working 

In the morning we go to the re temple and after 
returning home we eat sev and curd. After that, 
time is spent on greeting everyone and the happy 
festive spirit envelopes one and all. We order 
lunch from outside. In the evening we sometimes 
go for a play.

Burzin Bacha 

Profession : Student 

Age  : 18 years

I go to the Agiary in the morning and then celebrate 
the day with family and friends. It’s a good day 
to get together and enjoy with everyone. In the 
evening I sometimes go for a play.

Kashmira Pavri 
Profession : Student 
Age  : 20 years
As of now I haven’t planned anything new. 
Usually I go out with family and friends. I look 
forward to both food and the celebrations! 

Behzad Patel  

Profession : Student 

Age  : 19 years

Generally I get up in the morning and go to the re 
temple.  We have our traditional food in the noon-
Dhan Dal and Patio. In the morning when we go 
to the Agiary we wish everyone Saal Mubarak and 
eat Save, exchange sweets etc.  In the evening I 
go to see plays as a lot of Parsis are in the eld of 
acting now. Or sometimes we go for movies which 
is followed by dinner.

Hey there! Register your YOUNG 
AND FREE voice on 

contribute@parsi-times.com Just mail 
in your name,

 age and contact number. 
Our questions can range from the 

serious to the sensational.
Let us join hands in making a voice 

today for our tomorrow! 



GODREJ KAMBATTA
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Dear Readers,
Parsi Times would like to 
apologize for an error made 
with a date in our Issue dated, 
6th August 2011. The 228th 
Salgreh of the Dadyseth Atash 
Behram and at Dadyseth 
Agiary was on August 6th, 
however was printed on our 
page as the 8th.  This mistake 
was also spotted by the keen 
eye of our witty reader Mr. 
Dadachanji. This is what he 
had to say…Thank you and 
we hope our apologies are 
accepted for the error. 

Dear Madam,
Our community has always 
been known to be ahead of 
its time. The PT has helped 
in strengthening this belief 
when in the PT issue dated 6 
August it was inadvertently 
reported on the rst page that 
Dadyseth Aatash Behram and 
Dadyseth Agiary celebrated 
their Salgrehs on 8 August - a 
classic example of tomorrow’s 
news today !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Regards,
Rohinton B. Dadachanji

Oops!



Wishing all Our Friends, 
Well-Wishers

and 
fellow Zoroastrians a 

Very Happy 
and 

Prosperous New Year

AHURA MAZDA GROUP OF COMPANIES
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Deck the Floors with Chalk Designs!Deck the Floors with Chalk Designs!
For all of you who would like to 

add some elaborate seasonal 
greetings to your celebration, we 

have a specially designed Chalk Design 
by Binnaifer from Binnys Kreations. 
Follow the steps and tips and give your 
Navroj visitors and pleasant surprise
1. Make sure the area is cleaned and 

dry. If the oor is uneven you 
could ll the crevices with light 
sand to even it out. Make sure 
the oor is not wet or even damp 
as that changes the colour of the 
chalk. 

2. If the design is a square then cut 
out a rough paper to that size and 
place it on the designated area . 
for a circle cut the paper to the 
appropriate size. You can play with 
shapes.

3. Wet a piece of ordinary board chalk 
and draw around the outline. An 
expert like benaifer doesn’t need 
the paper but we would! 

4. A tea strainer should be used to ll 
in the base colour rst. Heap the 
colour in the strainer and gently 
tap it into the outline. If you want 
a good quality of the powder, 
the kind that professionals like 
Benaifer use,  you should opt for 
Karoti instead of the regular nylon 
Chuna.

5. Place a piece of hard board along 

the edge of the shape so that any 
excess powder does not ruin the 
neat sides of the design. Remove 
it carefully making sure the excess 
chalk powder doesn’t spill on the 

oor.
6. Fill the entire square with enough 

to make it look like a heavily 
frosted cake! 

7. Take a leaf design stencil and bend 
the edges so it is easy to place and 
lift off the white base chalk. Place 
it gently with both hands on the 
base coat where you want the leaf 
design.

8. Fill green chalk into your strainer 
to use for the leaf. 

9. Tap this gently into the stencil. 
Make sure you do not shake or tap 
too vigorously so that the colour 
stays on the top of the stencil sheet,

10. Fill the cut out area of the stencil 
completely with the colour. 

11. Gently and steadily lift the stencil 
edges up using both hands and 
holding the stencil at the folded 
ends. 

12. Discard the excess colour on a 
newspaper that you can throw 
away. 

13. Your rst design is done! Now 
replicate the pattern of leaves 
across the white base. 

14. Choose a large ower pattern 

stencil and place it as shown  
taking care to not press down on 
the colour below it. Remember to 
bend the edges for easy placing and 
lifting like before. 

15. Fill this with a red colour. After the 
red is completely lled sprinkle 
some pink using the strainer o n 
top if it to add some glamour to the 
design. 

16. Lift the stencil and empty the 
excess.

17. Repeat this pattern at the base of 
every leaf.

18. Now start adding some depth by 
placing some more owers across 
the pattern.

19. Choose another stencil of smaller 
owers. 

20. This time use brinjal purple  as the 
colour and repeat the steps to make 
a heavier pattern. 

21. Repeat the process 7 times.
22. Once this is done, use a stencil 

with a single small ower to ll the 
empty space in the corners. 

23. Take a stencil of a ses and place 
it on the top right corner of the 
design. 

24. Fill this with silver colour following 
the same method. Remember to 
keep a steady hand! 

25. Now ll the letter stencils with 
gold by placing them side by side 

between the ses and the garland of 
owers. 

26. Once this is done use white colour 
again to cover spots where you 
might have spilled some of the 
wrong colour. This will even out 
the pattern and make it look neat. 

27. Take a small dubba of orange 
colour and dot the entre of all the 
small owers. 

28. As a nishing touch sprinkle some 
silver over the garland, just like 
you would sprinkle salt to add 

avor to a dish! 
29. When you are done, wipe the edges 

of the pattern gently to take out the 
excess colour. 

30. Your special Saal Mubarak Chalk 
design is ready! Now good luck 
making people watch their step!  

pppppp
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Deck the Floors with Chalk Designs!Deck the Floors with Chalk Designs!
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Tushna Mehta
A shopaholic who lls 
her cupboard with the 
spoils of professional 
styling. Tushna Mehta 
has worked with the 
famous b:blunt hair 
professionals for a 
while and is ready to 
share her knowledge 
and passion for tresses!

It is advisable to put on your 
make up before hand. After you 
wear your blouse, your petticoat 
and your shoes begin by tucking 
the Gara into your right side 
above your hip and back. Make 
sure your length is not too high or 
low for the shoes. Keep checking 
in the mirror throughout the 
process to make sure the length 
is constant and not up and down 
everywhere.  
Wrap it all the way around 

(toward your left) 
tucking it in along the 
way. Stop when you 

come full 
circle. 
Now leave that and pick up the 
other end of the Gara, the palu 
end. Make rough pleats and wrap 
the saree around again toward 
your left so that your pleats fall 
from back to front over your right 
shoulder. 
Make sure you only throw over 

length that you want. Usually 
people prefer a mid-thigh length. 
Now that the length is set, fold this 
gently over your shoulder to take 
it out of the way so that you can 

concentrate on the pleats and 
front. Start folding the pleats. 
Fold the pleats 6-7 times, 
continuously adjusting each one 
to stay in a straight line and look 
neat. No one pleat, should pop 
out from the bottom of the Gara, 
making it look tacky. 
Neatly tuck these pleats into the 
petticoat and pin them from the 
inside so that they stay in place. 
Remember to keep the petticoat 

slightly tight because once you 
tuck the pleats it loosens slightly, 
especially with a heavy sari like 
the Gara! 
The front is done, so now you can 
put the palu back down and begin 
adjusting it to look neat. Take 
the top end (closer to your neck) 
and tighten it across your chest 
and place the tip tucked in the 
back. This has to look tight yet 
be comfortable enough for you to 

move. You should pin the back to 
add to the structure. 
If you are going to use the Gara 
as a Chero (to cover your head) 
in the Agiary or for prayers, you 
have to make sure you leave that 
back length free so that you can 
pick it up and cover your head 
later!
Don’t forget to put it over your 
head before you enter the Agiary. 

For this auspicious day of 
Pateti it would be a great idea 
to prep your hair before hand 
and induce some softness 
and shine in it. The best way 
to do so is rst try doing a 
deep conditioning treatment 

a week before atleast so 
you induce the softness 
required. 
The 2 ways of doing so are 
either stepping into a salon 
and doing a protein or hair 
spa OR putting a strong 
conditioner on your hair 
and wrapping a hot towel 
around your hair for 10 
mins and rinsing with cool 
water.
Once the hair is softened 
it helps to keep your style 

lasting through the night. Hair 
that is slightly on the sensitized 
side might frizz out faster.
Big out curl blow dries are 
always in fashions but inform 
your stylist to use some heated 

equipment like the at irons 
or curling tongs to hold your 
style in this weather. 
For the ppl who don’t have the 
time to get their hair blow dried 
in a salon here is a little secret 
on getting big loose beachy 
curls. Apply a little mousse on 
freshly shampooed hair and 
immediately twist the hair at 
the back to a point where your 
hair becomes a bun. Isolate this 
bun with clips that won’t leave 
a mark like at clips or big bob 
pins. Leave this on for a couple 
of hours till it dries completely 
and open it right before your 
ready to leave your house or 
in the car and you will achieve 
big beachy curls. You might 

just have to style your fringe in 
the front with your drier.
Accessorize your Hair- 
Nowadays there are a lot of 
pretty accessories available in 
the market. Always remember 
the best way to hide a bad 
hair day in this weather is by 
wearing an accessory like a 
clip or hairband or anything to 
divert the attention from your 
hair. 
For the woman who like 
their Hair Up- Fish braids 
and French pleats are back in 
Vogue. A nice side sh braid 
will look extremely stylish on 
Indian wear.

get ready for the season!
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HEY GIRLS! HERE IS AN EASY GUIDE TO 
WEARING YOUR GARA RIGHT!
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1 liter pure un-skimmed milk
1 tin condensed milk

2 eggs
6 tablespoons vanilla avored semolina

Fried almonds and raisins to garnish

Combine the milk, condensed milk, eggs and the vanilla avored semolina together and cook over 
a medium heat, constantly stirring the ingredients (or else they stick to the bottom). Once this is 
done let this mix cool completely. Transfer the cooled mixture into a blender and blend until it is 
of thick and pouring consistency. Pour into a serving dish and garnish with the fried almonds and 
raisins. Immediately cover this with cling wrap. Place it in the fridge for at least 2 hours and then 
its ready to serve.

Ingredients: 
Falooda Seeds: Make these by lling a glass 1/5 with them, and add water and keep until the seeds have swollen.
Rose Syrup: For this you will need to take equal quantity of water and sugar, boil this together, then lter it and let it cool 
down. Add to this rose avor and red color.
Falooda Noodles:  Get some Gau nu Doodh ( our to make milk), add water to this till it becomes a liquidy thick paste. 
Heat this liquid and then pour it through a sieve with large holes, push with a wooden mallot through the sieve. Make 
sure you have a blocks or cubes of ice under this. It will fall as noodles and land on the ice and freeze up!!!
One Glass Milk:  Good Cow or Buffallo Pasteurized Milk is ne. Skim Milk can be used for those counting calories!

Directions: 
Pour milk in a fancy glass.
Add 3-4 teaspoons of Rose Syrup and mix.
Add 3-4 teaspoons of the swollen Falooda seeds to this.
Add 2-3 teaspoons of the Falooda Noodles.
For more fun…. top off your glass with a scoop of Vanilla Ice Cream. 

Your yummy Falooda is now ready to be served!

FALOODA FOR THE FAMILY!!FALOODA FOR THE FAMILY!!

                 Sohrab 
            Chinoy of 
       ABC Farms Pvt. Ltd. 
    shares a Falooda Recipe 
 enjoyed during the 
Festive Season 

             Sohrab
             Chinoy of 
    ABC Farms Pvt. Ltd.
  shares a Falooda Recipe

enjoyed during the
Festive S
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Purveen Dubash
is a chef with many knives 
in her pretty home kitchen 
cabinet. From TV anchor to 
educator to author she is 
armed with culinary skills 
to put your tummy into 
a hypnotic state. We are 
proud to present to you 
her recipes which have 
the unique distinction of 
being not only simple to 
follow but yummy to taste!
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'Do all the good you can,

By all the means you can,

In all the ways you can,

In all the places you can,

At all the times you can,

To all the people you can,

As long as ever you can'.

ZTFI took its first baby steps in 

August 2009.

It is now two years young, yet 

marching on firmly and 

resolutely.

At the time of its inception we had committed ourselves to devote to the affairs of the community 

with total intensity and passion. We are very happy to state that we have lived up to our commitment 

and realized the objective of mitigating the hardships of the less-fortunate of our community to a 

great extent. 600 beneficiaries have received financial aid to the tune of Rs. 500 per month for the 

past one year.

We have so far organized Medical checkups, Eye 

Camps, Dental Camps, Books distribution, Food 

Distribution Drives, Outstation camps for the youth and 

senior citizens, Trip to Iranshah (Udwada), supported 

various religious, social and sports activities, etc.

FREE 

ZTFI

'FEED A FAMILY' 

 

Mr. Dara Pedder has very benevolently donated a generous sum of Rs. 3 lakhs to 

enable us to start this humanitarian project.        

ZTFI

 is now ready with its next project for poverty amelioration called 

program.                                                                

The program provides for food grains, provisions, and all the necessary items of day-

to-day use for use of one family, the cost of which works out to Rs. 950/ per month.

                                          

We at  express our heartfelt gratitude to him for his munificence.

On 19th & 20th of February 2011 we had taken a group of 40 senior citizens on 

a pilgrimage trip to Paak Iranshah, Udwada. Much as we would have liked to 

accommodate all those who desired to go with us, we could not take them. We 

are therefore shortly planning another trip to Udwada for the senior citizens, 

the announcement for which would be made soon.

APPLICATION FORMS FOR THE NEXT ROUND OF MONETARY AID WOULD BE AVAILABLE AT ZTFI OFFICE ON THE 

20TH OF AUGUST 2011 BETWEEN 10 AM AND 1 PM. PLEASE NOTE THAT THE FAMILY INCOME OF THE 

BENEFICIARY SHOULD NOT EXCEED RS. 5,000/- PER MONTH. 

189 Hirabai Petit Building, Ground Floor, Opp. Grant Road Stn. Mumbai 400007 

Contact : 9967 458 459            Email :     Website: www.ztfi.orgztficf@gmail.com

Monthly Monetary Help



“hp¡ v$u“ ApS>“p¡ Myipgu kp’¡ sdpfp
hlpgpAp¡ A“¡ M¡iuAp¡“¡ dybpfL$ ’pe
fp¡ÆfS>L$“p c„X$pf M|g¡ A“¡ àepf “¡ hlpg’u
S>f’p¡õsuAp¡ kv$p Apbpv$ A“¡ Myipg fl¡.

dyíL¡$guAp¡ sdpd kv$p“¡ dpV¡$ v|$$f ’pe
bpf¡dpk Ap“„v$“¡ Myipgudp„S> NyS>f¡
flp¡ ld¡ip„ s„v$p¡fõsu’u cf‘yf sdpfp hlpgp„Ap¡ kp’
L$l¡ R>¡ Av$u 1381“y„ kpg dybpfL$ lp¡Å¡. Apdu“!

- Av$u dp. spfdpõsf

“hfp¡T dybpfL$ 1381¡¡¡¡¡¡

A¡L$ hp„QL$ sfa’u
hlpgp„ hp„QL$p¡,
Ap‘ kp¥“¡ ANpD’u S> “hfp¡T dybpfL$ CÃR>uA¡ R>uA¡
Adpfp¡ ‘l¡ghl¡gp¡ õ‘¡rieg rhi¡jp„L$ r“rdÑ¡ Ap‘Zu L$p¡d“p ldv$u“ cpC bl¡“p¡“p¡ Apcpf dp“uA¡ 
R>uA¡ L$pfZ L¡$ Ap õ‘¡rieg rhi¡jp„L$ rhi¡ Ap‘¡ ùv$e Mp¡gu“¡ Adp¡“¡ klL$pf D‘fp„s v$f AW$hpqX$e¡ 
Adpê„$ ‘pfku V$pCçk hp„Qu A“¡ A¡dp„’u L„$C Äepf¡ “hy„ ÅZp¡ R>p¡ A¡ lº„ ÅZu Mf¡Mf Ap“„v$ A“ychy„ Ry>„.
Mf¡Mf sp¡ lº„ ‘pfku Ry>„ A¡S> hps d“¡ OZu Ap“„v$ ‘dpX¡$ R>¡. L$pfZ L¡$ ‘pfku A¡V$g¡ kpfp, cp¡mp, 
“d°sphpmp gp¡L$p¡. lº„ Äepf¡ ‘Z L$p¡C“¡ dmsu, c¡V$su A“¡ Mbf ‘X$sp s¡Ap¡ L$l¡sp Ap¡l, sd¡ ‘pfku 
R>p¡ sp¡ sd¡ OZpS> duÌ$p R>p¡. Aphp¡ duÌ$p¡ iåv$ kp„cmu“¡ Ap‘Z¡ L¡$V$gu NyZhÑphpmp R>¡ s¡ Ap‘Z“¡ 
Mbf ‘X¡$ R>¡.

lº„ Myiu kp’¡ Apòe® A“ychy„ Ry>„ L¡$ Ap hMs“p A„L$ kp’¡ Adpfp¡ “hfp¡T rhi¡jp„L$“p¡ A„L$ ‘Z kp’¡ blpf ‘pX$u füp R>¡. 
Adpfu V$ud rhipm b“u flu R>¡. Ad¡ A¡L$ ‘qfhpf“u S>¡d kp’¡ L$pd L$fu füp R>¡ kp’¡ kp’¡ Ad¡ kMs ‘qfîd ‘Z L$fu füp 
R>¡.. Ål¡fMbf Ap‘“pfpAp¡ sfa’u Adp¡“¡ kpfp¡ A“¡ dp¡V$p¡ klL$pf A“¡ DÑ¡S>“ dmu füy„ R>¡. Ål¡fMbf Ap‘“pfpAp¡“¡ 
L$v$pQ A¡d ’sy„ li¡ L¡$ ‘¥kp ap¡L$V$ S>i¡. ‘f„sy lpgdp„ Adpê„$ kL®$eyg¡i“ ‘„v$f lÅf ‘f ‘lp¢Qu Ney„ R>¡ A“¡ Ap‘ Qplip¡ sp¡ 
‘pfku V$pCçk L$bpV$dp„ A¡L$ A¡ÞV$uL$ ‘uk sfuL¡$ fl¡i¡ A“¡ A¡dp„’u kyMX$“u kyN„^ ld¡ip âkfsu fl¡i¡.
hp„QL$p¡“p¡ klL$pf Adp¡“¡ dmsp¡ fl¡ A¡hu Apip fpMue¡ R>uA¡. Ap‘“¡ ‘pfku V$pCçk“p¡ ‘l¡ghl¡gp¡ “hfp¡T õ‘¡rieg rhi¡jp„L$ 
sd“¡ L¡$hp¡ gpÁep¡ s¡“p¡ Arcâpe Ad“¡ S>ê$f S>Zphip¡.
ä¡ep“ 
freyan@parsi-times.com

A¡X$uV$f“u L$gd¡

v$õsyf ‘qfhpf “pëgpv$pê$ “hy„ hj® ES>hhp S>f’p¡õsuAp¡“¡ k|Q“ L$f¡ R>¡ L¡$..$

Ap‘Zp dyL$spv$“p v$k qv$hkp¡ ‘V¡$V$u“p qv$hk¡ ‘yfp„ ’pe R>¡. Ad¡ “hy„ hj® âp’®“p, Qp¡L$ sp¡fZ A“¡ iyL$“h„su k¡h, v$lu kp’¡ iê$ 

L$e£ R>uA¡ A“¡ ‘qfhpf kp’¡ S>duA¡ R>uA¡. â¡d’u rNaV$“u Ap‘g¡ L$fuA¡ R>uA¡. Ðepfbpv$ kp„S>¡ rdÓp¡ kp’¡ rk“¡dp, “pV$L$ Å¡hp 

S>CA¡ R>uA¡ A“¡ S>duA¡ R>uA¡. duW$pC“p ‘¡L$¡V$p¡“u ‘qfhpf sfa’u rdÓp¡“¡ A“¡ cpCb„^p¡“u kp’¡ Ap‘g¡ L$fuA¡ R>uA¡. L$p¡d“p 

kæep¡“¡ S>Zpìe¡ R>uA¡ L¡$ dpÓ ArNepfu, Apsibl¡fpddp„ S> v$uhp¡ kmNphhp¡ “l], ‘f„sy v$f¡L$ S>f’p¡õsuAp¡A¡ ùv$edp„ v$uhp¡ 

‘¡V$phhp¡ Å¡CA¡ A¡hu cph“p fpMhu Å¡CA¡.



lº„ Ry>„ ‘pfku...
ir“hpf, ApμNõV$ 13, 2011

k„s‘yê$j S>di¡v$Æ kp¡fpbÆ Ly$L$pv$pê$“p¡ S>Þd kyfs 
Mps¡ fp¡S> S>duApv$, dpl Aphp„, e.T. 1200“p qv$“¡> 
’ep¡ lsp¡. A¡d“y„ dfZ dy„bC Mps¡ fp¡S> bl¡fpd, dpl 

afhv$}“, e.T. 1270“p rv$“¡ ’ey„ lsy„. Æh““p 42 hj® 
dy„bC“u L$‘phpgp ArNepfu“p ‘„’L$u sfuL¡$ Npþep„ lsp„. kpvy$, 
k„edu A“¡ riõscey¯ Æh“ Æhu S>“pf v$õsyfÆ ipL$plpfu 

lsp. qv$hkdp„ A¡L$ hpf MuQX$u-Ou“y„ cp¡S>“ g¡sp. Qp¡Mp“p 
hpkZ“¡ k|e®“p sX$L$pdp„ d|L$u dp’°hpZu“p bm’u s¡ Qp¡Mp“¡ ‘L$hu iL$sp. blpf“p¡ Mp¡fpL$ L$v$u g¡sp “rl. 
‘p¡sp“p L$‘X$p„ ‘p¡s¡ S> ^p¡sp.

v$õsyfÆ ‘phdl¡g“u ‘rhÓ q¾$ep“p ÅZL$pf lsp. bfõ“yd“u ‘pL$u ÅmhZu L$fsp. dp„’° A“¡ eõ““p 
âMf op“u lp¡hp’u ‘p¡sp“p rhQpfp¡“u ApL©$rs dfÆ dyS>b v|$f dp¡L$gu, ‘p¡sp“y„ v$i®“ AÞe ldv$u“p¡“¡ L$fphu 
iL$sp. Aphp v$õsyfÆ Ly$L$pv$pê$ ‘pfku L$p¡ddp„ A¡L$ k„s‘yê$j sfuL¡$ ‘|Åe s¡ ep¡Áe S> R>¡.

v$õsyfÆ S>di¡v$Æ gÁ“-“hÅ¡s S>¡hu duS>gkdp„ ‘^pf¡ Ðepf¡ A¡d“u sfa“p dp“-Apv$f“¡ gu^¡ kdN° 
duS>gk Ecu ’C S>su lsu. v$u“u q¾$epAp¡ L$fsu hMs¡ s¡Ap¡ l„d¡ip Ou A’hp L$p¡‘f¡g“p¡ v$uhp¡ fpMsp. 
s¡Ap¡“p ds dyS>b Ahõsp dp’°“u L$p¡C ‘Z b„v$Nu A’hp L$p¡C ‘Z q¾$epdp„ a¡fapf ’C iL¡$ “tl.

dy„bC Mps¡“y„ A„Sy>d““y„ Apsibl¡fpd ‘pfku kdpS“p„ apmp’u (k“ 1897dp„) õ’pr‘s 
’ey„ lsy„. s¡“u õ’p‘“p dpV¡$ v$õsyfÆ X$p¡. Ådpõ‘Æ du“p¡Ql¡f Ådpõ‘ApkpA¡ v$õsyfÆ 
Ly$L$pv$pê$“¡ ‘p¡sp“p¡ apmp¡ Ap‘hp rh“„su L$fu. v$õsyfÆ S>di¡v$ÆA¡ A¡d S>Zpìey„ L¡$ Ap‘“¡ 
ep¡Áe gpN¡ s¡ fL$d dpfp “pd¡ gMp¡. v$õsyfÆ Ådpõ‘ÆA¡ ê$p. 10 lÅf“u fL$d gMu. (râe 
ldv$u“p¡, Ap fL$d“u hps k“ 1897“u R>¡. s¡ kde¡ ê$r‘ep“y„ d|ëe L¡$V$gy„ lsy„?) v$õsyfÆ 
Ly$L$pv$pê$ ê$p. 10 lÅf“u fL$d hp„Qu d|„Tpep ‘f„sy A¡dZ¡ Ap fL$d dpV¡$ buS>¡ qv$hk¡ Aphhp 
S>Zpìey„. buS>¡ qv$hk¡ v$õsyfÆ Ådpõ‘Æ ê$p. 10 lÅf“p¡ apmp¡ g¡hp Apìep. v$õsyfÆ 
Ly$L$pv$pê$ kpl¡b¡ A¡d“¡ L$üy„, Ap bpSy>“p Ap¡fX$pdp„’u S>¡ QuS> dm¡ s¡ h¡Qu“¡ dgsp„ 
“pZp„ a„X$dp„ S>dp L$fÅ¡. v$õsyfÆ Ådpõ‘ÆA¡ bpSy>“p Ap¡fX$pdp„ A¡L$ 
kp¡“p“u ‘pV$ Å¡C. s¡ bÅfdp„ h¡Qsp„ bfpbf ê$p. 10 lÅf dþep. k„s 
v$õsyf Ly$L$pv$pê$ kpl¡b“u gpS> Myv$p‘pL¡$ fpMu! Ap R>¡ b„v$Nu“y„ bm. Ap R>¡ k„s 
L$np“p v$õsyfÆ S>di¡v$Æ“u Ap[ÐdL$ i[¼s“y„ ‘qfZpd! iy„ v$õsyfÆ S>di¡v$Æ 
iufX$u“p kp„Cbpbp, huf‘yf“p S>gpfpdbp‘p L¡$ “pf¡ðf“p f„N Ah^|s S>¡hp k„s 
‘yê$jp¡“u L$np“p “’u?

v$õsyfÆ Ly$L$pv$pê$ kpl¡b¡ A“¡L$ ApNpluAp¡ L$fu lsu A“¡ s¡ kpQu ‘X$u 
lsu. v$õsyfÆA¡ ‘pfku kdpS>“u ^prd®L$ v$p¡fhZu ‘Z L$fu lsu. ‘pfku gp¡ 
L$qdi“ (k“ 1862) kdn ‘pgL$ L$fhp“u afS> bpbs¡ r“h¡v$“ Apàey„ lsy„. 
eTv$p‘fõs ‘Ódp„ ^prd®L$ bpbsp¡“u R>ZphV$ L$fu lsu. 

^prd®L$ rinL$ sfuL¡$ T„v$ Ahõsp“u dÖ¡kpdp„ k¡hp 
Ap‘u lsu. S>f’p¡õsu ^d® A“¡ q¾$ep D‘f 
A¡s¡L$pv$ h^pf“pfu d„X$mu õ’p‘“p sp. 06-

06-1880dp„ â’d’u L$pfp¡bpfu sfuL¡$ “udpep lsp. v$õsyfÆ ‘l¡ghu cpjp“p ‘„qX$s lsp. cZsf“u 
iy[Ý^ dpV¡$ ApN°l fpMsp lsp. kdõs Ap’°h“ hN® A¡d“¡ M|b dp“‘|h®L$ Å¡sp¡ lsp¡. dp„’°hpZu’u gp¡L$p¡“u 
dp“rkL$ L¡$ ipqffuL$ sL$gua v|$f L$fu iL$sp lsp. v$õsyf ‘¡ip¡s“ k„ÅZp A¡d“p kdL$pgu“ lsp. s¡d“p 
dfZ“p¡ qv$hk s’p kde“u kQp¡V$ ApNplu L$fu lsu. My$v$ A¡dZ¡ ‘p¡sp“p dfZ“u ‘Z ApNplu L$fu lsu 
A“¡ s¡ kÐe ‘yfhpf ’C lsu. “hkpfu“p hX$p v$õsyfÆ b¡.“. dl¡fÆ L¡$L$p¡bpv$ dl¡fÆfpZp“p ds dyS>b 
cpfs v$¡idp„ kv$uAp¡’u k„sp¡, kv$Nyê$Ap¡, ‘rhÓ fplbfp¡ ‘pL$sp S> füp R>¡. Ap ‘f„‘fpdp„ Qpf kv$u ‘|h£ â’d 
v$õsyf dl¡fÆfpZp A“¡ R>¡‰u kv$udp„ k„s v$õsyf Ly$L$pv$pê$ kpl¡b Ap[ÐdL$ dp¡V$pC“p S>hg„s Dv$plfZp¡ R>¡. 
v$õsyfÆ Ly$L$pv$pê$ cp¥rsL$ kyMp¡’u v|$f fl¡sp. ‘pqL$TNu, ‘fl¡TNpfu A“¡ b„v$Nu A¡ A¡d“p Æh““u qv$ìesp 
lsu. Cëd¡ÿ“yd“p Dõspv$ kpl¡b bl¡fpdip “hfp¡Æ ifpa A“¡ 
v$õsyfÆ Ly$L$pv$pê$ kyfs“p k‘ysp¡ R>¡. Ap bß¡ kpl¡bp¡“p 
iyc Apqijp¡ Ap‘Zu D‘f Dsfsp fl¡.

- A¡S> Apdu“

Mp
’e’e’e’ p¡¡p¡
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lssppp qqvvhh

Myiê$bpNdp„ S>¡ L$p¡gpbp 

S>¡hp cìe ‘qfkfdp„ Aph¡gp¡ 

A¡L$ bpN R>¡ A“¡ A¡ bpNdp„ 

ÅZusu L$fpZu ArNepfu 

õ’‘pe¡gu R>¡. Al] 

fl¡sp 550 a¡rdgu“p 

^prd®L$‘Zp“y„ Ýep“ 

fpM¡ R>¡. ArNepfu“y„ 

ip„s hpsphfZ A“¡ 

Al]“u QdÐL$pfu hpsp®Ap¡ 

Ap ArNepfu“y„ ApL$j®Z 

b“u S>hp ‘pçep R>¡. S>¡“u 

õ’p‘“p Aphp„ drl“p¡ “¡ 

S>duepv$ fp¡S> “¡ sp. 16-

3-1847dp„ ’C lsu 

Ap qv$“ A¡V$g¡ k„s‘yê$j 

S>di¡v$Æ kp¡fpbÆ 

Ly$L$pv$pê$ S>Þdrs’u 

A“¡ ArNepfu A¡V$gp dpV¡$ âQrgs R>¡ L$pfZ L¡$ Ap ArNepfudp„  

k„s‘yê$j S>di¡v$Æ kp¡fpbÆ Ly$L$pv$pê$ kpl¡b s’p Ap‘Zp Aip¡ 

S>f’y” ‘¡Nçbf“p ApL$pf ‘X¡$gp Å¡hpdp„ Aph¡ R>¡.

Ap ArNepfudp„ k„s‘yê$j S>di¡v$Æ kp¡fpbÆ Ly$L$pv$pê$ kpl¡b“p 

“pd“p¡ A¡L$ lp¡g b“phhpdp„ Apìep¡ R>¡ A“¡ Ap ArNepfudp„  

k„s‘yê$j S>di¡v$Æ kp¡fpbÆ Ly$L$pv$pê$$ d¡dp¡qfeg V²$õV$ ‘Z 

Qgphhpdp„ Aph¡ R>¡ S>¡dp„’u A¡d“p lp¡g“y„ d¡CÞV¡“Þk ’hp ‘pd¡ R>¡ 

s’p A¡d“p S>Þdqv$“¡ 1000 gp¡L$p¡“¡ A“pS> hl¢Qhpdp„ Aph¡ R>¡. 

A¡d“p “pd“y„ d¡qX$L$g a„X$ s’p A¡X$éyL¡$i“ l¡ë‘ ‘Z S>¡dp„ Ly$L$pv$pê$ 

kpl¡b“y„ L$pW$u a„X$ ‘Z kpd¡g R>¡. Ap S> V²$õV$ Üpfp qfguÆek 

‘yõsLp¡“y„ äudp„ rhsfZ ‘Z L$fhpdp„ Aph¡ R>¡. 

Ap ArNepfu“p d¡“¡Æ„N V²$õV$uAp¡ R>¡ du. bp¡du lp„kp¡qV$ep, 

du. lp¡du fpZu“p A“¡ eTv$u ApCbpfp. eTv$u ApCbpfp S>¡ 

ArNepfu“p ‘„’L$u  ‘Z R>¡. A¡d“p ‘à‘p dflºd A¡fhv$ kpl¡b 

“pv$fip “hfp¡Æ ApCbpfp S>¡ ‘Z ANpD“p hMsdp„ ‘„’Lu$ lsp 

A“¡ s¡d“¡ Ly$L$pv$pê$“p Ahspf ‘Z L$l¡hpdp„ Aphsp lsp.$ s¡dZ¡ 

L$f¡gp QdÐL$pfp¡“u hpsp¡ ‘Z OZu ÅZusu R>¡ S>¡ Ad¡ sd“¡ Aphsp 

A„L$dp„ S>Zphiy„.
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S|>“y„ s¡ kp¡“y

Tu“p¡buep v$p¡V$uhpgp

D.h. 61. b¡ÞL$dp„ L¡$i Ap¡qakf

lpgdp„ dyL$spv$ Qpgu füp R>¡. A¡“p¡ kde fpÓ¡ 1.30 L$gpL¡$ kdpá ’pe R>¡. lº„ Qpf ArNepfu D‘fp„s duW$pChpgp 

ArNepfudp„ v$ffp¡S> ‘N¡ gpNhp ÅJ Ry>„. A„Sy>d““p Apsibl¡fpddp„ v$f¡L$ ldL$pfp“p qv$hk¡ ÅJ Ry>„. v$f¡L$ 

kp¡dhpf¡ b“pÆ Apsibl¡fpddp„ ldb„v$Nu L$fhp ÅJ Ry>„. Ap‘Zp ^d®“¡ Ýep“’u Å¡ip¡ sp¡ dpgd ‘X$i¡ L¡$ 

Ap‘Zp¡ ^d® L¡$V$gp¡ i[¼sipmu R>¡ A“¡ Ap‘Z¡ A¡“p ’L¡$ amp¡ d¡mhue¡ R>uA¡. v$f¡L$ kp¡dhpf¡, 7 kp¡dhpf¡, kp„S>¡ 

7 L$gpL¡$ ldb„v$Nu L$fhpdp„ Aph¡ R>¡.

“pd: du. A¡ÞX$ rdkuk  aL$uf rkN“‘p¡ep®

D.h.: 75 

L$pd: Xy„$NfhpX$u“p dl¡spÆ r“h©Ñ R>¡.

f.W¡$.: “hfp¡T bpN

Ad¡ bß¡ khpf¡ ArNepfudp„ ‘N¡ gpNhp S>CA¡ R>uA¡ A“¡ Ðep„ AlºfpdTv$p“p Aprijp¡ gCA¡ R>uA¡. Adp¡ 

khpf¡ “põspdp„ fhp¡ b“phuA¡ R>uA¡ A“¡ b‘p¡f“p ‘ygphv$pm A“¡ sf¡gu dÃR>u s’p L$õV$X®$ b“phue¡ R>uA¡. 

kp„S>¡ ‘qfhpf kp’¡ “pV$L$ Å¡hp S>CA¡ R>uA¡ Ðepfbpv$ Adp¡ â¿eps lp¡V$gdp„ cp¡Ï„“¡ CÞkpa Ap‘ue¡ R>uA¡. 

(2009“y„ “hy„ hj® dpf¡ dpV¡$ sØ“ Mfpb kprbs ’ey„ lsy„ L¡$ Äepf¡ dpfp ^ZuepZu budpf ’hp’u 

lp¡[õ‘V$gdp„ v$pMg lsp.)

ApS>¡ S> “p¢^php¡ sdpê„$ “pd¡ 

Ap¡ëX$ A“¡ hpCk“p AhpS>dp„ 

contribute@parsi-times.com
sdpê„$ “pd d¡Cg  Jdf A“¡ 

sdpfp¡ ap¡“ “„bf d¡Cg L$fp¡ 

ApS>¡ S>.

Adpfp AhpS>“¡ kp’ Ap‘p¡ 

ApS>¡ A“¡ Aphsu L$pg“p dpV¡$. 

S>¡“p khpgp¡ Mf¡Mf sd“¡ 

fp¡dp„rQs L$fu d|L¡$ A¡hp li¡!! 

‘pfku V$pCçk Ap‘Zp Sy>“p hX$hpAp¡ kp’¡ L¡$V$gpL$ khpgp¡ S>hpbp¡ L$fu A¡d“p¡ ds ÅZhp dp„N¡ R>¡. L$v$pQ 

ApS>“p¡ “hp¡ ‘pfku hN® A¡d“¡ kp„cmu iL¡$!!

‘pfku V$pCçk“p¡ Ap AW$hpqX$ep“p¡ khpg

‘pfku “hp hfk“p qv$hk¡ s¡Ap¡ iy„ L$fhp“p R>¡ A“¡ ApS>“p Sy>hp“ hN® dpV¡$ s¡d“u iy„ kgpl R>¡?

|| y|| y

“pd: bMÐepf CV$prgep

D.h.: 61

L$pd: r“h©Ñ

f.W¡$.: “hfp¡T bpN

hl¡gu khpf¡ lº„ hpqX$epÆ“p Apsibl¡fpddp„ ÅJ Ry>„ A“¡ ‘pfku 

X¡$fudp„’u ‘¢X$p gphy„ Ry>„. k¡h b“phy„ Ry>„ A“¡ Ad¡ rdÓp¡ kp’¡ õL$p¡Q 

ìluõL$u“u dTp dpÎe¡ R>uA¡. Ðepf bpv$ Of¡ Aphu“¡ dpfp ^ZuepZu 

kp’¡ qbef gJ Ry>„. Ðepfbpv$ ‘qfhpf kp’¡ S>çe¡ R>uA¡ ‘ygph v$pm A“¡ 

L$bpb. kp„S>¡ rdÓp¡ kp’¡ blpf ÅJ Ry>„. A¡L$ V$L$p¡fp¡ dpfu“¡ kyC ÅJ Ry>„. 

‘pfkuAp¡ dmsphX$p„ lp¡e R>¡ s¡Ap¡ L$p¡C kp’¡ TOX$sp “’u.

“pd: L¡$àV$“ v$pfpek v$õsyf 

D.h.: 57

L$pd: dpõV$f dQ®ÞV$ “¡hu

f.W¡$.: Myifp¡ bpN

lº„ Myifp¡ bpN“u L$fpZu ArNepfudp„ ‘N¡ gpNhp ÅJ Ry>„. Ðepfbpv$ 

S>dhp ÅJ Ry>„. kp„S>¡ Adpfp rdÓp¡ Å¡X¡$ b’®X¡$ ‘pV$}dp„ S>CA¡ R>uA¡. d“¡ 

s“pT Np¡v$uhpgp“y„ S>dhp“y„ kp¡ˆy> gpN¡ R>¡. d“¡ X$u. v$pdp¡v$f“u duW$pC 

‘k„v$ R>¡. (dp¡V cpN¡ dpê„$ “hy„ hj® iu‘dp„ S> DS>hpe R>¡. L$pfZ L¡$ lº„ 

iu‘]Ndp„ L$pd L$ê„$ Ry>„.

“pd: Aõ‘u ‘pfX$uhpgp

D.h.: 60

L$pd: r“h©Ñ

f.W¡$.: Myifp¡bpN

lº„ v$ffp¡S> Myifp¡ bpN“u L$fpZu ArNepfudp„ ‘N¡ gpNhp ÅJ Ry>„. Ðep„ lº„ 

k¡h, v$l]“p¡ “põsp¡ L$ê„$ Ry>„. dpfp„ ^ZuepZu OZp¡S> kp¡ÄÅ¡ ^p“v$pf“p¡ 

‘pqV$ep¡ b“ph¡ R>¡. ‘pfku “hp hj®“¡ qv$hk¡ Ad¡ bß¡ kNp„hlpgpAp¡“¡ 

kpg  dybpfL$ CÃR>hp S>CA¡ R>uA¡. b‘p¡f“y„ cp¡Ï„ ‘f¡g d^¡¡ Aph¡g 

ApCV$uku lp¡V$gdp„ S>due¡ R>uA¡. Adp¡“¡ s“pT Np¡v$uhpgp“y„ cp¡Ï„ h^pf¡ 

Nd¡ R>¡ A“¡ A¡ qv$hk¡ Ad¡ fp¡eg õhuV¹$k“u duW$pC dpV¡$ Ap¡X®$f L$fue¡ 

R>uA¡.

“pd: X$p¡. Mp¡fi¡v$ sp„sfp

D.h.: 70

L$pd: c|s‘|h® õLyg V$uQf

f. W¡$.: dgpX$

“hp hj£ lº„ Å¡N¡ðfu d^¡ Aph¡g dpëL$d bpN“u$ ArNepfu A’hp A„^¡fu d^¡“u ArNepfu“u dygpL$ps¡ ÅJ Ry>„. 

L$pfZ L¡$ Ap bß¡ ArNepfuAp¡ “ÆL$dp„ S> R>¡. 70 hj®“u Jdf¡ ‘Z lº„ dpê„$ cp¡Ï„ Of¡ S> b“phy„ Ry>„ A“¡ X²$peäºV¹$k 

s’p duW$pC dilŸf A¡d.A¡d. duW$pChpgp ‘pk¡ Ap¡X®$f Ap‘y„ Ry>„. kp„S>¡ Adpê„$ S>dhp“y„ L$p¡C‘Z kpfu f¡õV$p¡fÞV$dp„ 

lp¡e R>¡. “heyhp“p¡“¡ lº„ L$l¡hp dp„Ny Ry>„ L¡$ L$p¡ddp„ S> ‘fZÅ¡¡ A“¡ Ap‘Zp ^d®“y„ ‘pg“ L$fp¡. ApQfZ L$fp¡. v$ffp¡S> 

âp’®“p L$fp¡ A“¡ AlºfpdTv$p“p¡ Apcpf dp“p¡. R>p¡L$fuAp¡A¡ dlgpÅcep£ ‘p¡ipL$ ‘l¡fhp¡ A¡hy„ dpê„$ k|Q“ R>¡.

“pdp¡: fs“ vy$bpi (D.h. 86)

ä¡“u L$phpfpZp, 

fp¡i“ L$p„Np, 

Np¡v$p®äuv$ L$p¡gpl

L$pd: r“h©Ñ

f.W¡$.: v$pv$f ‘pfku L$p¡gp¡“u

v$pv$f ‘pfku L$p¡gp¡“u“p Ap N°y‘“y„ L$l¡hy„ L„$C A¡d R>¡ L¡$ ApS>“p Sy>hpr“epAp¡ 

‘pfku‘Zp“¡ Åmhu fpM¡ A“¡ L¡$V$gpL$p¡“y„ L$l¡hy„ R>¡ L¡$ s¡Ap¡ Myi R>¡ L¡$ 

ApS>“p OZp Sy>hpr“epAp¡ ‘pfku‘Zp“¡ Åmhu  fpMhpdp„ kam füp 

R>¡. h^ydp„ L$l¡hy„ R>¡ L¡$ L$p¡ÞV²$p¡hk}dp„ kde “p bNpX$p¡. ‘pfku‘Zp ‘f Nh® 

L$fp¡. Sy>hpr“epAp¡A¡ fp¡V$fu L$gb, gpeÞk L$gb S>¡hu L$ëbp¡dp„ cpN 

g¡hp¡ Å¡CA¡ A“¡ Mpk dlgpÅcep® L$‘X$p ‘l¡fhp Å¡CA¡. Mphp“y„ 

sdpfu S>bp““¡ Nd¡ s¡hy„ Mphp¡.

‘f„sy L$‘X$p„ A¡hp ‘l¡fp¡ S>¡ buÅAp¡“¡ Nd¡.  
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“¡lp“p ê$‘“u QQp® A¡“u 
ApX$p¡i‘pX$p¡i“u hksudp„ ’su lsu 
A¡ sp¡ kdÅe A¡hu hps R>¡ ‘Z L$p¡g¡S>“u 

L¡$ÞV$u““p “p¡L$f fpdy“p¡ lp’“p¡ Qlp“p¡ àepgp¡ ‘Z A¡“¡ 
Å¡C“¡ MMX$hp gpNsp¡ Ðepf¡ “¡lp“¡ ‘p¡sp“p ê$‘h¥ch“p¡ 
A„v$pS> Aphsp¡! L$p¡g¡S>“p„ b¡ ÓZ hfk ky^u sp¡ b^y„ 
bfpbf Qpëey„. “¡lp“p¡ Aæepk ‘Z bfpbf Qpëep¡, 
hN®dp„  A¡“p¡ dp¡cp¡ ‘Z e’phs S>mhpC füp¡ A“¡ 
Of’u R>¡L$ r“fdp V¡$L$“p¡gp¡ÆL$g eyr“hrk®V$u ky^u“p¡ 
fõsp¡ ‘Z kgpds füp¡. dZu“Nf’u r“fdp“u 
bkdp„ A¡ R>¡L$ A¡k.Æ. fp¡X$ ‘f“u A¡“u L$p¡g¡S> ky^u 
tbv$pk S>su. ÓuÅ hfk“u iê$Apsdp„ A¡ b^y„ bÞey„. 
dZu“Nf Qpf fõsp“p õV¡$ÞX$ ‘f A¡ bk“u fpl Å¡C“¡ 
Ecu lsu. A¡Z¡ fp¡X$“p R>¡X$p ‘f “S>f “pMu. lÆ 
‘ump L$gf“u A¡“u bk v$¡Mpsu “lp¡su bfpbf A¡S> 
hMs¡ dZu“Nf“p¡ v$pv$p¡ NZpsp¡, c|‘¡ÞÖ A¡“u “ÆL$ 
Apìep¡.

Qpg,  dpfu bpCL$ ‘f b¡ku Å, A¡Z¡ “¡lp“u 
bpSy>dp„ bpCL$ Ecy„ fpMsp L$üy„ lº„ s“¡ R>¡L$ spfu 
L$p¡g¡S> ky^u d|L$u S>Ci. dpfu bk Aph¡ R>¡ rdõV$f,  
“¡lpA¡ tlds’u L$üy„, d“¡ d|L$hp Aphhp“u S>ê$f “’u, 
sd¡ sdpê„$ L$pd L$fp¡. dpê„$ sp¡ L$pd Ap S> R>¡ MX$MX$pV$ 
lku“¡ c|‘¡ÞÖ bpCL$ ‘f’u “uQ¡ Dsep£, spfp S>¡hu 
‘fu“¡ L$p¡g¡S> d|L$hp S>hy„. Qpg b¡ku Å.. L$lu“¡ A¡Z¡ 
“¡lp“y„ bphXy„$ ‘L$X$ey„. hl¡gu khpf“p gu^¡ ApSy>bpSy>dp„ 
L$p¡C lsy„ “l]. “¡lp lp’ R>p¡X$phhp NC ‘Z c|‘¡ÞÖ“p 
lp’“u spL$ps ApNm A¡ gpQpf b“u NC. bfpbf A¡ 
S> hMs¡ c|‘¡ÞÖ“p Mcp ‘f Å¡fv$pf dyL$L$p¡ ‘X$ep¡ A“¡ 
“¡lp“p¡ lp’ A¡“p’u R|>V$u Nep¡. “¡lpA¡ KQ¡ Å¡ey„. A¡“p 
S> L$gpk“p¡ Np¥fh lsp¡!  Np¥fh ‘Z A¡L$v$d s„vy$fõs 
A“¡ dS>b|s lsp¡. A¡Z¡ c|‘¡ÞÖ“¡ afu A¡L$ Å¡fv$pf 
dyL$L$p¡ dpep£. Np¥fh, “¡lp bp¡gu, lh¡ fl¡hp v$¡, Å¡ kpd¡ 
bk ‘Z Aph¡ R>¡. Np¥fh¡ c|‘¡ÞÖ“p¡ lp’ d|L$ep¡, A¡ 
kp’¡ S> c|‘¡ÞÖ¡ Np¥fh“p Npg ‘f kZkZphu“¡ b¡ 
sdpQp dpfu v$u^p.

lh¡ Np¥fh’u kl“ ’pe A¡d “lp¡sy„. A¡Z¡ c|‘¡ÞÖ“p¡ 
L$p¡gf ‘L$X$u“¡ A¡“p Npg ‘f ‘p„Q R> sdpQp dpfu 
v$u^p. “¡lp, A¡Z¡ c|‘¡ÞÖ“p¡ L$p¡gf ‘L$X$u fpMu“¡ L$üy„, 
lº„ Ap bv$dpi“¡ ‘p¡guk õV¡$i“ d|L$u“¡ buÆ L$p¡C ‘Z 
bkdp„ L$p¡g¡S> Aphu S>Ci. sy„ Ap bkdp„ “uL$mu Å.. 
‘Z. “¡lp bp¡ghp NC.. sy„ “uL$mu Å A¡“¡ AV$L$phu“¡ 
Np¥fh bp¡ëep¡, lº„ bk Aphy„ S> Ry>„. bk Ecu flu A“¡ 

c|‘¡ÞÖ“¡ gC“¡ ‘p¡guk õV¡$i“ sfa S>sp Np¥fh sfa 
S>sp„ “¡lpA¡ Np¥fh“¡ ‘|R>ey„, A¡ bv$dpi¡ s“¡ sp¡ L$p„CL$ 
L$ey¯y® “’u “¡..?

d“¡ L$i„y L$fu sp¡ Sy>h¡! lku“¡ Np¥fh bp¡ëep¡, lº„ A¡“¡ 
‘p¡guk õV¡$i“¡ d|L$u Apìep¡ A“¡ ‘p¡guk¡ A¡“¡ bfpbf 
^dL$phu“¡ S>hp v$u^p¡. dpfu CÃR>p ‘p¡guk L¡$k L$fhp“u 
lsu ‘Z spfy„ “pd Aphp L¡$kdp„ “ k„X$p¡hpe A¡ l¡sy’u 
d¢ ‘Z A¡“¡ S>hp v$u^p¡. kpfy„ L$ey¯ “¡lp bp¡gu s“¡ dpfp 
gu^¡ l¡fp“Nrs ’C A¡ bv$g lº„ dpau dp„Ny Ry>„. A¡dp„ 
dpau ip“u dp„Nhp“u? Np¥fh bp¡ëep¡, spfu S>ÁepA¡ 
buÆ L$p¡C R>p¡L$fu lp¡s A’hp dpfu bl¡“ S> lp¡s sp¡? 
dpfu afS> lsu A¡ ‘qf[õ’rsdp„’u s“¡ DNpfhp“u, 
A¡L$ hps L$lº„? “¡lpA¡ Np¥fh kpd¡ Å¡C“¡ ‘|R>ey„, A¡dp„ 
fÅ dpNhp“u lp¡e L„$C..

âL$fZ: 2
L$pg¡ L$p¡g¡S>dp„ fnpb„^““u fÅ R>¡. “¡lpA¡ “uQy„ 

Å¡C“¡ L$üy„, lº„ ÅÏ„ Ry>„ L¡$ sy„ Ck“‘yf“u ‘V¡$g lp¡õV¡$gdp„ 
flu“¡ cZ¡ R>¡. L$pg¡ khpf¡ sy„ dpfp O¡f S>dhp Aphu 
iL¡$? A¡ blp“¡ dpfp dpspr‘sp kp’¡ ‘Z spfp¡ ‘qfQe 
’pe. Qp¡L$L$k Aphui, Np¥fh¡ L$üy„ A“¡ “¡lp“y„ kf“pdy„ 
‘Z ‘|R>u gu^y„. buS>¡ qv$hk¡ khpf¡ v$k¡L$ hpÁe¡ Np¥fh 
“¡lp“p ag¡V$“u X$p¡fb¡g hNpX¡$ A¡ ‘l¡gp„ sp¡ bpfÏ„ 
M|gu Ney„. Aph Np¥fh, “¡lpA¡ AphL$pf“y„ [õds a¢L$ey„, 
b¡k, L$lu“¡ A¡Z¡ kp¡apk¡V$ sfa Ap„Nmu Q]^u. A„v$f’u 
“¡lp“p dçdu A“¡ ‘à‘p Apìep A¡V$g¡ “¡lpA¡ Np¥fh 
kpd¡ A¡d“u Ap¡mMpZ L$fphu. v$uL$fp, “¡lp“u dçdu 
bp¡gu s¢ dpfu v$uL$fu“¡ dp¡V$u Apasdp„’u bQphu gu^u 
R>¡. A¡“p¡ kNp¡ cpC ‘Z ApV$gu tlds “ L$fu iL¡$ A¡ 
sp¡ dpfu afS> lsu dpku. Np¥fh¡ lku“¡ L$üy„, dpf¡ bl¡“ 
“’u dpku, A¡V$g¡ A¡ [õ’rsdp„ “¡lp“¡ Å¡C Ðepf¡ d“¡ 
’ey„ L¡$ Mf¡Mf A¡ dpfu bl¡“ S> R>¡! A¡“¡ ‘Z cpC 
“’u v$uL$fp, “¡lp“u dçdu bp¡gu, A“¡ A¡V$g¡ S> A¡Z¡ 
kp„S>¡ O¡f Aphu“¡ d“¡ L$üy„ lsy„ L¡$ d“¡ Mf¡Mf A¡L$ cpC 
dmu Nep¡ R>¡. A¡V$g¡ S> s“¡ A¡Z¡ ApS>¡ fnpb„^““p 
qv$hk¡ S>dhp“y„ L$üy„ R>¡! A¡ ‘R>u sp¡ “¡lp A¡L$ ’pmudp„ 
fpMX$u, L„$Ly$, Qp¡Mp A“¡ rdW$pC gC“¡ Aphu Np¥fh“p 
lp’ ‘f A¡Z¡ fpMX$u bp„^u. L„$Ly$“¡ h^y cu“y„ L$fhp“u 
S>ê$f A¡V$gp dpV¡$ “ ‘X$u L¡$, “¡lp“u Ap„Mdp„’u V$‘L$sp„ 
Aîytbvy$ ku^p S> L„$Ly$“u hpV$L$udp„ ‘X$sp„ lsp„!

fX$ui “l] bl¡“, Np¥fh¡ Dcp„ ’sp„ L$üy„, ApS>¡ sp¡ 
spfp A“¡ dpfp dpV¡$ Ap“„v$“p¡ Ahkf R>¡, àguT. ApS>¡ 

“ fX$su. rMõkpdp„’u ‘p„Qkp¡“u 
“p¡V$ L$pY$u“¡ Np¥fh¡ “¡lp“p lp’dp„ 
d|L$u. A¡ ‘R>u sp¡ S>dhp“u 
rh^u Qpgu. gNcN v$p¡Y¡$L$ hpN¡ 
Np¥fh ‘p¡sp“u lp¡õV¡$g ‘f Nep¡ 
A¡ ‘R>u gNcN fp¡S> khpf“p 
Np¥fh “¡lp Äep„’u b¡ksu lsu 
A¡ bk õV$p¡‘ ‘f Aphu S>sp¡, 
A“¡ bß¡ kp’¡ S> L$p¡g¡S> S>sp A“¡ ‘pR>p Aphsp. 
L$p¡g¡S>“u R>¡‰u ‘funp ‘shp“u s¥epfu lsu A“¡ A¡“u 
L$p¡g¡S>dp„ àg¡kd¡ÞV$ Np¡W$hpey„. A¡L$ Ad¡qfL$“ L„$‘“u“u 
‘|“p“u Ap¡qakdp„ Np¥fh“¡ kpfp A¡hp„ ‘Npf’u Å¡b 
dmu NC A“¡ “¡lp“¡ ‘Z Adv$phpv$dp„ S> Å¡b dmu 
NC, dmsp¡ fl¡S>¡, “¡lpA¡ R|>V$p ‘X$hp“p qv$hk¡ L$üy„, 
cZhp“y„ ‘|ê„$ ’ey„ A¡V$g¡ L$p„C cpC bl¡““p¡ k„b„^ 
‘|fp¡ “’u ’ep¡ kdÄep¡, v$f fnpb„^“¡ lº„ s“¡ fpMX$u 
bp„^ui.

Qp¡L$L$k bl¡“,  Np¥¡fh¡ L$üy„ d“¡ spfy„ kf“pdy 
A¡kA¡dA¡k’u dp¡L$gphS>¡. lº„ s“¡ fpMX$u dp¡L$gu 
Ap‘ui. Qp¡L$L$k lº„ k¡V$ ’C ÅJ A¡V$g¡ s¡ kf“pdy 
Ap‘ui L$lu“¡ Np¥fh R>yV$p¡ ‘X$ep¡. buÅ drl“¡ Np¥fh 
‘|“p“u A¡“u L„$‘“udp„ k¡V$ ’C Nep¡ A“¡ A¡Z¡ 
A¡kA¡dA¡k. L$fu“¡ ‘p¡sp“y„ kf“pdy “¡lp“¡ dp¡L$gu ‘Z 
Apàey„. A¡ ‘R>u“p R> drl“p A¡dS> ‘kpf ’C Nep. 
A¡ v$fçep“ A¡“¡ L„$‘“u“p L$pd¡ drl“p dpV¡$ Ad¡qfL$p 
S>hp“y„ ’ey„. A¡Z¡ “¡lp“¡ dp¡bpCg ‘f hps L$fu A“¡ 
“¡lp fX$u ‘X$u. A¡ qv$hkp¡dp„ S> dpfp gÁ“ R>¡. Np¥fh, 
dpfp gÁ“dp„ sy„ lpS>f “lu flu iL¡$.? Qpg A¡d 
“’u. Np¥fh¡ L$üy„ ‘Z Ðep„’u Aphu“¡ lº„ s“¡ dmhp 
Adv$phpv$ Aphui A“¡ spfp dpV¡ Y$Ngpb„^ c¡V$ ‘Z 
g¡sp¡ Aphui. L$lu“¡ A¡Z¡ ap¡“ d|L$ep¡. Ad¡qfL$pdp„ A¡“¡ 
Sy>gpC A“¡ Ap¡NõV$ A¡d b¡ drl“p fl¡hp“y„ ’ey„ A“¡ 
fnpb„^““p ApNgp qv$hk¡ S> A¡ ‘|“p ‘pR>p¡ Apìep¡. 
fnpb„^““u khpf¡ A¡“p ag¡V$“u X$p¡fb¡g hpNu A“¡ 
A¡Z¡ bpfÏ„ Mp¡ëey„, kpd¡ “¡lp Dcu lsu! “¡lp, sy„? 
A¡Z¡ Apòe®’u L$üy„, Aph, Aph b¡k b¡khp“p  bv$g¡ 
“¡lpA¡ A¡“p L$‘pm¡ Qp„v$gp¡ L$fu“¡ A¡“¡ fpMX$u  bp„^u. 
dpf¡ sp¡ spÐL$prgL$ “uL$mhy„ ‘X$i¡. cpC, ‘Z s“¡ 
fpMX$u bp„^hp sp¡ Aphhy„ S> ‘X¡$ A¡V$g¡ lº„ Aphu Ry>„, 
bk lh¡ lº„ S>Ci.

Af¡ ‘Z Ap fus¡? L$iu hps “l], L$iy„ gu^y„ “l] A“¡ 

S>hp“u hps? Np¥fh¡ L$üy„, Å¡ lº„ spfp dpV¡$ L¡$V$gu b^u 
c¡V$ gpìep¡ Ry>„! lº„ L$pg¡ S> Adv$phpv$ Aphhp“p¡ lsp¡ “¡ 
Ap c¡V$ s“¡ Ap‘hp“p¡ lsp¡. “¡lpA¡ A¡“u c¡V$“p ‘¡L¡$V$ 
‘f lp’ a¡fhu gu^p¡. lh¡ sy„ Adv$phpv$ Ap c¡V$“¡ gC“¡ 
AphS>¡, bk? L$lu“¡, lku“¡ “uL$mu NC. A¡“p Nep 
‘R>u ‘Z Np¥fh“y„ Apòe® içey„ “l]. “¡lp A¡“¡ fpMX$u 
bp„^hp R>¡L$ ‘|“p  ky^u Aph¡ A“¡ Ap fus¡ fpMX$u bp„^u“¡ 
Qpgu Åe A¡ hps A¡“¡ ASy>Nsu gpNu. M¡f, L$pg¡ 
Adv$phpv$ A¡“p O¡f Mygpkp¡ ’C S>i¡. A¡d rhQpfu“¡ 
A¡ Aõhõ’ ’ep¡. fps“u V²¡$“dp„ A¡ Adv$phpv$ S>hp 
“uL$þep¡. khpf“p kpX$p ‘p„Q hpN¡ L$pmy‘yf“p õV¡$i“’u 
qfnp L$fu“¡ A¡ “¡lp“p Of¡ ‘lp¢Ãep¡ Ðepf¡ lÆ A„^pê„$ 
lsy„. kyfS>“¡ “uL$mhp“¡ ’p¡X$uhpf lsu. “¡lp, A¡Z¡ 
bpfZ¡ AhpS> v$u^p¡ A“¡ bpfÏ„ M|gu Ney„. “¡lp“p 
dçdu A¡“¡ Å¡C“¡ Apòe® ‘pçep A“¡ A¡“¡ kp¡ap ‘f 
b¡khp“p¡ Cipfp¡ L$ep£. L$ep„ NC dpfu b¡“X$u? Np¥fh¡ 
c¡V$“p ‘¡L¡$V$ kp¡ap ‘f d|L$sp L$üy„, L$pg¡ ‘|“p Aphu“¡ d“¡ 
fpMX$u bp„^u“¡ “uL$mu  NC A“¡ cpC“p MbfA„sf 
‘Z “ ‘|R>ep! c¡V$ g¡hp ‘Z “p Ecu flu. Ap s¡ 
L¡$hu bl¡“ L$l¡hpe? A¡V$gu hpfdp„ bpSy>“p ê$ddp„’u 
“¡lp“p ‘à‘p A“¡ buÅ ‘p„Q¡L$ kNphlpgp blpf 
Aphu“¡ Np¥fh kpd¡ Apòe®’u Å¡sp„ lsp„. “¡lp L$pg¡ 
‘|“p Aphu lsu? “¡lp“p ‘à‘pA¡ ‘|R>ey„. lp, Np¥fh¡ 
lp’ bsphu“¡ L$üy„, Sy>Ap¡ A¡Z¡ d“¡ fpMX$u ‘Z bp„^u! 
‘Z, A¡ Dsphmdp„ lp¡e A¡d sfs S> “uL$mu NC. 
v$uL$fp, “¡lp“u dçdu bp¡ëep, ‘¡gp¡ c|‘¡ÞÖ epv$ R>¡ “¡ 
s“¡? A¡Z¡ A¡“u L$pf A’X$phu“¡ “¡lp“u ‘fd qv$hk¡S> 
lÐep L$fu “pMu.. L$l¡sp¡ lsp¡ L¡$ A¡“p A‘dp““p¡ Ap 
bv$gp¡ lsp¡. lÐep sp¡ AL$õdpsdp„ M‘u NC. ‘Z Ad¡ 
v$uL$fu Mp¡C b¡W$p„! õså^ ’C“¡ Np¥fh ’p¡X$uhpf fpMX$u 
kpd¡, sp¡ ’p¡X$uhpf “¡lp“p dçdu kpd¡ spL$sp¡ füp¡. 
kpd¡“u v$uhpg¡ “¡lp“p¡ dp¡V$u kpCT“p¡ ap¡V$p¡ gV$L$sp¡ lsp¡ 
“¡ ap¡V$pdp„ “¡lp lksu lsu. Np¥fh“u Ap„Mdp„’u V$‘L¡$gy„ 
Aîytbvy$ fpMX$u ‘f S> ‘X$ey„.
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ipl S>di¡¡v$“p kdedp„ M¡suhpX$u A“¡ 
bpNbp“u“u ip¡^ ’C. s¡“p kdedp„ 
gp¡L$p¡“¡ Öpn ‘Z ‘yóL$m Mphp Ndsu. 

Ap’u Öpn“u F>sy Msd ’pe ‘R>u ‘Z Mphp dpV¡$ 
dp¡V$u L$pQ“u bfZuAp¡dp„ s¡“p¡ k„N°l L$fhpdp„ Aphsp¡, 
S>¡’u ipl Nd¡ s¡ F>sydp„ Öpn“¡ MpC iL¡$ A¡L$ qv$hk 
dl¡g“p¡ rk‘¡lkpgpf ipl dpV¡$ Öpn g¡hp Nep¡. s¡Z¡ 
Å¡ey„ L¡$ bfZudp„“u Öpn Nmu NC lsu, s¡“u ApSy>bpSy> 
Öpn“p¡ fk S>dp ’ep¡ lsp¡. s¡dp„ A„v$f’u Å¡k Aph¡gp¡ 
‘Z S>Zpep¡. ‘¡gp rk‘¡lkpgpf¡ bfZu“¡ b„^ L$fu v$u^u 
A“¡ Öpn bNX$u S>hp’u s¡“y T¡f b“u Ney„ R>¡ A¡d 

rhQpfu s¡ bfZu ‘f g¿ey„ L¡$ Ap T¡f R>¡ dpV¡$ L$p¡CA¡ 
lp’ gNpX$hp¡ “tl.

ipl“p dl¡gdp„ A¡L$ v$pku hjp£’u budpf lsu s¡Zu“¡ 
L$v$u JO Aphsu “tl. ld¡ip s¡“y„ dp’y„ vy$:Msy„ lsy„. Ap 
iufv$v$® A“¡ Ar“Öp“p fp¡N’u s¡ Ópku  NC lsu. A¡L$ 
qv$hk ‘yóL$m dp’y vy$Mhp’u s¡ZuA¡ L„$V$pmu“¡ Ap‘Ops 
L$fhp“p¡ rhQpf L$ep£. s¡V$gpdp„ ‘¡gp bfZudp„“p T¡f“p¡ 
s¡“¡ rhQpf Apìep¡. Ny‘Qy‘ s¡ bfZuhpmp M„X$dp„ NC, 
bfZudp„’u ’p¡X$p¡ Öpn“p¡ fk gC ‘uhp dp„X$ep¡, fk“p¡ 
õhpv$ Öpn’u Sy>v$p¡ A“¡ L$X$L$ S>Zpsp s¡Zu Qpf ‘p„Q 
Ágpk ‘u NC. h^y ‘X$sp¡ fk ‘uhp’u s¡“¡ NpY$ KO 

Aphu NC. s¡“¡ kys¡gu Å¡C“¡ dl¡gdp„ 
b^p “hpC ‘pçep, L$pfZ L¡ $drl“pAp¡’u 
s¡ kysu “ lsu. gp„bu A“¡ d^yf KO ‘R>u 
s¡ ÅN©s ’C sp¡ s¡“y„ vy$:Msy dp’y„ “fd ‘X$u 

Ney„ lsy„. s¡ õaŸrs®h„s gpNsu lsu. L¡$V$gpL$ buÅAp¡ ‘Z 
Öpn“p¡ fk ‘uhp dp„X$ep. s¡ b^pA¡ ‘Z õaŸrs® A“ychu, 
Ðepf ‘R>u s¡ fk“¡ spTNu bn“pf ‘uZp„ sfuL¡$ b^p 
dl¡gdp„ ‘uhp gpÁep. Ap fus¡ Öpn“p v$pê$“u ip¡^ ’C. 
‘R>u sp¡ dl¡gdp„ S>dhp“u ApNm b^p Öpn“p¡ fk ‘uhp 
gpÁep. s¡dZ¡ A“ycìey„ L¡$ S>dhp ApNm fk ‘uhp’u 
h^y c|M gpN¡ R>¡. Aphu fus¡ iplu dl¡gdp„ S>dhp 
ApNm ifpb g¡hp“p¡ qfhpS> ‘X$ep¡. Cfp“u ‘pv$iplp¡ 
ifpb“p cpf¡ ip¡Mu“ lsp. cgy„ A“¡ kpfy„ L$pe® L$fsu 
h¡mp s¡Ap¡ ld¡ip ifpb“p¡ “p¡i g¡sp. 

kpg EÁey„ “hy„, 
âaºr‰s ’ey„ d“,

gM‘rs b“Å¡, 
L$fÅ¡ M|b Ad“Qd“,

dyõspL$ flu sd L©$Ðep¡ ‘f, 
L$fÅ¡ cgpC,

bpT “p Aphip¡ kÐe’u, 
‘p‘ L$v$u “ ’pe,

fl¡Å¡ lmudmu kp¥, 
dyíL¡$g“p¡ L$fÅ¡ kpd“p;

L$f¡ ip‘yfÆ> “hp hj£,
A„s:L$fZ‘|h®L$“u âp’®“p

ip‘yf õephn M„^pqX$ep 
(“pfNp¡g)

kpg dybpfL$

A¡L$ hp„QL$ sfa’u

l S di¡¡v“p kdedp„ M¡suhpXu A“¡ rhQpfu s¡ bfZu ‘f g¿e„ L¡ Ap T¡f R ¡ dpV¡ L p¡CA¡
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b^
s¡ 
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1. eTv$ eTv$p“: Myv$p - Ap Mpk Myv$p“u Ås“y„ S> “pd R>¡, A“¡ sdpd 
“pdp¡dp„ byTyfN R>¡, S>¡ k¡spek L$fhp“¡ CS>k“u L$fhp“¡, s¡dS> v$f¡L$ Þepk, 
eísp¡, AhõspAp¡ rhN¡f¡ lf S>ÁepA¡, A¡S> “pd“¡ OZu hMs Apfp^hpdp„ 
Apìey„ R>¡. S>¡ Ap‘Z“¡ ‘Z Þepk eísp¡dp„ lf S>ÁepA¡ dpgd ‘X$ep L$f¡ 
R>¡, A“¡ dlp“ v$õsyf lTfs ApTf L$ehp““y„ d„Ó ‘Z A¡S> “pd“y„ lsy„ L¡$ 
“uõsu lõsu bTyS> eTv$p“ A¡S> iåv$p¡“u bpdv$pv$“u hMs¡ L¡$ s¡ ApNdS> 
‘fp¡TNpf ’C“¡ v$ffp¡S> ÓZ sõbu a¡fh¡, A¡d 40 qv$hk L$f¡ sp¡ dyfpv$ ‘yfu 
’pe R>¡. Cëd¡ ÿ“yd d¡mhhp“¡ A¡L$L$p¡ ’pe R>¡. khp gpM ‘Y$hp¡, khp L$fp¡X$ 
‘Y$hp¡ (40 qv$hkdp„ Å¡ khpgpM ‘yfp L$f¡ sp¡ A¡“u S>L$ps Ap‘u rkÝ^ ’ey„ 
NZpe R>¡, S>¡’u A¡“u Akf blº S> ’pe R>¡.) lf¡L$ “pd ‘rðd qv$ip sfa 
dyM L$fu“¡ S> ‘Y$hy„, L$pfZ L¡$ Ap‘Zp ‘pL$ “bu õ‘usdp“ S>f’p¡õs“y„ dyL$pd 
A¡ qv$ipA¡ R>¡.
2. lfhõ‘ shp“: kh® i[¼sdp“ Ap A¡L$ A¡hy„ Av$cys “pd R>¡ L¡$ A¡“p 
S>¡hp¡ i[¼shp“ L$p¡C S> “’u; AiL$spC. L$p¥hs d¡mhhp dpV¡$, s¡dS> vy$íd“ 
v$a¡ L$fhp dpV¡$, Ap “pd“y„ ‘Y$sf L$fhy„ blº S> apev$pL$pf R>¡. blºS> i[¼sdp“, 
spL$ps h^pf“pf “pd R>¡. (Äep„ L$p„CS> “’u g¿ey„ L¡$ L¡$V$gu hpf ‘Y$hy„, Ðep„ 
ArNepf sõbu a¡fhhu epv$ fpMhu)
3. lfhõ‘ ApNpl: kh® c¡v$“p¡ ÅZ“pf, A„v$fMp“¡“p, blpf“p N¡bu c¡v$p¡ 
cZ“pf A’® ’pe R>¡. Ap “pd“u kp’¡ auf¡õsp¡ dhLL$g R>¡ L¡$ S>¡ 40 qv$hk 
A¡L$p„sdp„ ‘fl¡TNpfu’u b¡ku“¡ hufv$ L$f“pf“¡ v$¡Mpe R>¡, A¡hy„ dflºd bl¡õsu 
Ly$L$pv$pê$“y„ L$l¡hy„ R>¡. Ap L$pd L$fhp“¡ dpV¡$ dp¡V$u l]ds, M„s A“¡ ‘fl¡TNpfu“u 
dy¿eÐh blºS> S>ê$f R>¡. khpgpM 40 qv$hkdp„ ‘fl¡TNpfu’u ‘Y$“pf“¡ 
dhLL$g v$¡Mph Ap‘¡ R>¡.
4. lfhõ‘ Myv$p: kh® QuÅ¡“p¡ Myv$p A¡V$g¡ A¡d L¡$ bpv$iplp¡, Nfubp¡ A“¡ 
Ly$g¡ dMgyL$ps Myv$p“uS> dlp¡spS> lp¡e R>¡ A“¡ kh® L$p¡C “¡ S> NfS> fl¡ R>¡ 
A¡ “pd“¡ A„N rhN¡f¡ L$p„C ‘Z “’u. A¡“p¡ A’® byTN® ‘Z ’pe R>¡, A¡ “pd 
‘Y$hphpgp¡ cy¿ep¡ fl¡sp¡ “’u. ÓuSy>„ A“¡ Qp¡’„y “pd kp’¡ S> ‘Y$hp“y„ OÏ„ 
‘yÞeh„s R>¡, S>¡d L¡$ ep AjpDd lfhõ‘ ApNpl lfhõ‘ Myv$p. A¡ âdpZ¡ 
dyfpv$“¡ dpV¡$ fp¡S> ÓZ sõbu ‘Y$hpdp„ OÏ„ amh„s R>¡ s’p lfhõ‘ ApNpl 
Alºf“u A¡L$ khpgpM ‘Y¡$ sp¡ ^pf¡gu ApNplu“p¡ S>hpb dm¡ R>¡.
5. Abv$¡: iê$Aps hNf“p¡ A¡V$g¡ S>¡“u byTN} A“¡ iê$Aps“p¡ L$p¡C ‘Ñp¡ 
S> “’u, A¡hp¡ dlp“! v$f¡L$ L$pd iê L$fsu h¡mpA¡ Ap “pd ‘Y$hp’u bfL$s 
’pe R>¡.
6. Abu A“Åd: R>¡X$p hNf“p¡ S>¡“p¡ R>¡X$p¡ “l] A¡V$g¡ v$f¡L$ QuS>“u ‘pR>m 
ld¡ip bpL$u fl¡hphpgp¡. L$p„C ‘Z L$pd Mê„$ L$fhp, ‘pf Dspfhp A“¡ s¡ L$pd“¡ 
ld¡ip„ L$ped fpMhp dpV¡$ Ap Ckd ‘Y$hp’u OZp¡ dp¡V$p¡ apev$p¡ ’pe R>¡.
7. by“¡isl: kh® QuÅ¡“y„ by“ ep“¡ dym. by“¡i-by“uepv$ ‘f’u kh® 
b„v$NuAp¡“¡ kp„cm“pfp¡, L$byg L$fhphpgp¡, S>¡ L$p¡C CÞkp“ Ap 
“pd OÏ„ S> ‘Y$i¡ sp¡ s¡“p b^p„ L$pdp¡ L$byg ’i¡ L$pfZ L¡$ 
bOp“y„ dym R>¡. A¡ “pd“u ‘fl¡TNpfu’u kps sõbu a¡fh¡ 
A“¡ T„v$ ‘l¡ghu cpjpdp„ A¡ “pd L¡$kf A“¡ L$õsyfu’u, 
Qu“pC, hpk“dp„ gMu, dp¡Nfp“p s¡g’u ^p¡C S>¡“p L$p“dp„ 
L$p¡C‘Z Ås“y„  v$v$® lp¡e sp¡ s¡ s¡g“p V$u‘p„ “pMh¡ kap ‘pd¡ 
R>¡ A¡d dflºd v$õsyf Ly$L$pA¡ d“¡ MpÓu L$fu bsphu lsu L¡$ 
A¡ “pd v$f¡L$ QuT“y„ d|m R>¡. A¡V$g¡ kh® L$pdp¡, A¡ “pd“¡ epv$ 
L$fhp’u A¡“p„ d|m S>¡hp„S> ’pe R>¡.
8. afpMk s„sl: kh® QuÅ¡“y„ dymbu s¡S>, A“¡ A„Ådbu s¡S> 
A¡V$g¡ A¡hu QuÅ¡“p¡ Å¡hphpgp¡ L¡$ S>¡ gp¡L$p¡“u “S>f’u Ry>‘u lp¡e S>¡ 
i¿k suf fp¡S>“¡ qv$hk¡ Ap “pd blºS> ‘Y¡$, sp¡ Myv$ph„v$spgp ‘p¡suL$u 
dl¡fbp“Nu’u s¡“u D‘f Mpk “hpÆk L$f¡ R>¡. fsp„^mp L¡$ Ap„M“u sdpd 
budpfuAp¡hpgp„ A¡ Ckd“¡ blºS> ‘Y$ep L$f¡ sp¡ S>ê$f N¡bu apev$p¡ dm¡ 
A¡hy„ dflºd v$õsyf Ly$L$p“y„ L$l¡hy„ R>¡.
9. S>dN: dp¡V$pAp¡dp„ dp¡V$p¡, A¡V$g¡ sdpd QuT D‘f kÑphp“. Ap 
“pd“¡ ‘pv$uepb Ly$õsu L$fu“¡ ip„s dNS>¡, ip„s S>ÁepA¡ blºS> ‘Y¡$ sp¡ 
vy$íd“p¡ D‘f kÑphp“ ’pe A¡V$g¡ as¡l ’pe.
10. ‘fS> sf¡l: v$f¡L$  QuS>’u DÑddp„ DÑd bfsf A¡V$g¡ Sy>gduAp¡ 
D‘f DÑd “kuls L$fhphpgp¡ s¡dS> sdpd QuS> D‘f kÑp ^fph“pfp¡.
11. spd A‘uS>: Qp¡¿My„, kp¥’u ‘rhÓdp„ ‘rhÓ-b„v$pAp¡“¡ b„v$Nu 
ApNdS> byg„v$ dfsbp’u A¡“u S> ‘rhÓ Mybu’u ‘pL$uTNu bn“pf R>¡.
12. Ab°y“l: L$p¡C‘Z QuS> A¡“u lv$dp„ Aphu iL¡$ “l] A¡V$gp¡ A¡hp¡ 
N¡bu R>¡ L¡$ A¡ “pd ‘Y$hp’u L$p¡C‘Z C“kp“ s¡ N¡bu ‘Y$“pf“u lv$dp„ 
Aphu iL¡$ “l].

13. ‘fh„v$p: dpê„$ Æhsf s¡“p’u R>¡ A¡ “pd“¡ ‘pL$uTNu’u ‘Y¡ 
sp¡ ‘Y$“pf“p„ Æhsf“¡ A¡V$g¡ Æ„v$Nu D‘f Ap v$fçep“dp„ fl¡ds 

cf¡gu “S>f’u DÑd Ås“y„ Æhsf bn¡ R>¡.
14. Ap“ epa¡l: v$f¡L$ S>Z s¡“¡ dmu iL$i¡ “l] A¡V$g¡ d¡mhu iL¡$ “l] A¡ 
A¡L$ A¡hy„ QdÐL$pfuL$ “pd R>¡ L¡$ MgL$s“¡ ‘¡v$p L$fu ‘p¡spdp„ v$f¡L$ L$pd“¡  v$ê$õs 
fus¡ Dcy„ L$f¡ L¡$ L$p¡C‘Z s¡“p¡ c¡v$ d¡mhu iL¡$ “l].
15. Ad¡l Aepa: ‘Z s¡ v$f¡L$ c¡v$“¡ R|>‘u QuÅ¡“¡ ‘lp¢Qu iL¡$ R>¡, d¡mhu 
iL¡$ R>¡ A¡ “pd ‘Y$“pf“¡ ApMf“u hMs¡ v$f¡L$ R|>‘u QuÅ¡“¡ ‘lp¢Qu ê$l“¡ 
fpls bn¡ R>¡.
16. Apv$fp¡: s¡“p’u hp„L$p¡ fõsp¡ Ds‘ß ’sp¡ “’u A¡V$g¡ S>¡ CÞkp““¡ lfL$s 
Aphu ‘p¡sp“p„ L$pddp„ hpL$p fõspAp¡ kpdp dpZk’u ’C, “yL$kp“ cp¡Nhph¡ 
R>¡.
17. Nufp: v$f¡L$ QuS>“¡ k„cpmu iL¡$ R>¡ A¡V$g¡ ‘p¡sp“u “S>f’u A“¡ v$gugp¡’u 
Ål¡fuesdp„ kh£ D‘f k„cpm“pf R>¡.
18. ApQ¡d: s¡“y„ S>Þd ‘pdhp“y„ dym lsy„ S> “l] A¡V$g¡ s¡ Mpk Ry>‘¡gp¡ Myv$ 
‘p¡sp“u Åsdp„ Ry>‘p¡ L¡$ L$p¡C ÅZu L¡$ Å¡C iL$sy„ “’u.
19. Q¡d“p: v$f¡L$ L$pfZp¡“y„ L$pfZ v$f¡L$ QuÅ¡“y„ d|m R>¡ A¡V$g¡ v$f¡L$ d|mp¡“p d|m 
Mpk sfuL¡$ Mpk Mp¡v$pS> R>¡ A“¡ s¡ ld¡ip„ S> Æhsy„ S> d|m R>¡ A“¡ fl¡i¡ S.
20. ka“p: h©[Ý^ L$fsp b¡D vy$r“ep“p¡ A¡V$g¡ v$p“ph kh£“¡ ‘uR>pZu“¡ h©[Ý^“p¡ 
L$fsp, v$f¡L$ L$pd“¡ h^pf“pf fp¡ÆfS>L$, Apbê$, CÄS>s, afT„v$p¡ rhN¡f¡’u 
h©[Ý^ L$fsp sfuL¡$ A¡ “pd ‘Y$“pf“¡ v$f¡L$ L$pddp„ h^pfp¡ ’pe R>¡.
21. AaÅ: h^pfp¡ L$f“pf sfuL¡$“u Mybu ^fph¡ R>¡. A¡ b¡D “pd kp’¡ hp„Qsp 
v$f¡L$ bpbs“p¡ h^pfp¡ ’pe R>¡. (ka“p AaÅ).
22. “pjp: ku^y„ L$f“pf, kfM„y L$f“pf A¡V$g¡ A¡hp¡ rkÝ^p¡ L¡$ ‘pv$iplp¡“¡,  
sh„Nf“¡, Nfubp¡ “¡ cuMpfuAp¡“¡ A¡L$kfMp Nf“pf A¡V$g¡ A¡hp¡ v$epmy A“¡ 
fl¡d L$fhphpmp¡.
23. ‘fhfp: v$f¡L$ QuS>“u ‘fhiu L$f“pf, DR>¡f“pf A¡V$g¡ b„v$pAp¡“p¡ fnL$ 
A¡hu fus“p¡ fnL$ L¡$ Å¡ L$p¡C ‘fl¡TNpfu’u Qpguk qv$hk hp„Q¡, dS>b|s A“¡ 
ip„s dNS>¡ ip„s S>ÁepA¡ sp¡ fnL$ af¡õsp¡ Dcp¡ ’pe R>¡ A“¡ sdpfu fnp 
L$f¡ R>¡.
24. ep“¡l: Ly$g MgL$s“u ‘pkbp“u L$f“pf. Ap “pd ‘Y$“pf“¡ ‘p¡sp“p¡ dpg 
buÅ“p L$bÅdp„’u ‘pR>p¡ dmu iL¡$ R>¡.
25. ApC“ApC“¡l: ‘p¡sp“u Ås’u L$v$u ‘Z af“pf “l] dS>b|s eL$u“ 
^fph“pf A¡V$g¡ v$f¡L$ L$pd dpV¡ dS>b|s b“¡ iqL$shp“ b“¡.
26. Ap“ ApC“¡l: ‘p¡sp“u Ås“¡ M|bkyfs b“ph“pf s¡dS> kpfp Ql¡fp“p 
afT>„v$ b“ph“pf.
27. Mfp¡ iuv$syd: L$p¡C QuS>“p¡ NfÅmy “’u. v$f¡L$ bpbsp¡dp„ ‘p¡sp“u Ås¡ 
b^y„„ Dcy„ L$f“pf, L$p¡C“p¡ ‘Z dp¡lspS> “l].

28. du“p¡ syd: N¡budp„ N¡bu L¡$ L$p¡C s¡“¡ 

‘pdu iL¡$ “l] A¡V$g¡ Mfp¡ lL$v$pf dprgL$ A“¡ MgL$s“¡ ‘pmhphpmp¡. A¡ A¡L$ 
dS>b|s af¡õsp¡ R>¡.
29. hpk“p: S>du“ A“¡ Apkdp“ D‘f dilŸf R>¡. kh® ìep‘L$ R>¡. A¡V$g¡ 
sdpd b„v$pAp¡“¡ bnuk L$fhphpmp¡ R>¡. S>¡d L¡$ vy$r“ep“p ‘fl¡TNpfp¡, b¡L$pfp¡“¡ 
fp¡Æ Ap‘hphpmp¡ s’p fl¡d L$fhphpmp¡.
30. lfhõ‘syd: b^¡b^ b¡D vy$r“ep“y„ dyg A“¡ v$f¡L¡$v$f¡L$“u lõsu A¡S> 
“pd’u R>¡ A¡V$g¡ Mpk L$fu“¡ ‘fl¡TNpfp¡ D‘f fl¡d L$fhphpmp¡ R>¡.
31. lºk¡‘pk: v$f¡L$ b„v$pAp¡ s¡“u k¡spei L$fhp“¡ b„^$pe¡gp R>¡ A¡V$g¡ b„v$Nu 
L$fhp“y„ d“ “ ’sy„ lp¡e sp¡ S>ê f S> b„v$Nu L$fhp“¡ d““¡ bp„^¡ R>¡.
32. lduv$: v$f¡L$ S>Z kp’¡ “¡L$u L$f¡ R>¡ A“¡ “¡L$u“uS> kÑp ^fph¡ R>¡.
33. lf“¡ L$af¡l: Myv$ph„v$p¡“p Myv$p A¡V$g¡ A¡“p¡ “¡N¡lbp“ R>¡ L¡$ s¡“u Mbf“u 
blpf L$p¡C “’u.
34. buisf“p:  vy$M:v$fv$ v$a¡ L$f“pf A¡V$g¡ A¡hu Ås“p¡ fl¡du ‘phf L¡$ 
L$p¡C‘Z Ås“y„ vy$:M, v$fv$, Nd-f„S>“p¡ “pi L$f“pf dp¡V$p¡ dl¡fbp“ L¡$ Ap 
“pd ‘Y$hp’u v$ug“u i[¼sAp¡ rhN¡f¡ L$p„Cbu vy$:M A“¡ v$v$® A¡ sõbu a¡fhhp’u 
dV$u Åe R>¡.
35. sfp¡bui: bv$L$pfp¡“¡ - Sy>gdNpfp¡“¡ ‘p¡sp“p L¡$f’u ApS>¡S> L$f“pf R>¡ 
A¡V$g¡ OZp¡ Sy>õkphpmp¡ Å¡d’u Å¡hphpmp¡. A¡ “pd A¡ M|bu“u kÑp ^fph¡ 
R>¡.
36. A“yiL$: ê$hp“p¡“¡ Adf fpM“pf A¡V$g¡ sdpd Ås“u A¡b’u ‘Z 
kgpds A¡S> âdpZ¡ budpf“¡ s„v$fp¡õsu Ap‘u kgpdsu Ap‘hphpmp¡.
37. afiL$: iê$Aps“¡ ‘pf Dspf“pf A¡V$g¡ v$f¡L$ dpZk ‘p¡sp“p L$p„Cbu cgp„ 
L$pd“u iê$Aps L$f¡ sp¡ s¡“¡ ‘pf Dspf“pf A¡V$g¡ A¡hp¡ L¡$ Qp¡L$L$k hpev$pAp¡“¡ 
‘Z ‘pf Dspf“pf.
38. ‘Åyl lv$l¡: Mpkuesp¡“p¡ ‘¡v$p L$f“pf-õhcphp¡ OZu Ås“p ’pe R>¡ 
dpZk“u Mpkues Apv$s ‘Z OZu Ås“u lp¡e R>¡. s¡ b^p“p¡ ‘¡v$p L$f“pf 
A¡V$g¡ A¡hp¡ L¡$ Nhpl A“¡ lpS>f Å¡hphpmp¡.
39. Mphf: ‘fhf¡k L$f“pf A“¡ dpepmy“u kÑp ^fph¡ R>¡. A¡ “pd ‘Y$“pf“¡ 
A¡L$ ku^p¡ “¡L$ fõsp¡ bsph“pf L$p¡C ‘pk¡ ApÆÆ “ L$fph“pf A¡hp¡ dpepmy.
40. AaMiuAp: sAp¡auL$ Ap‘“pf L¡$ bn“pf S>¡ s¡Ap¡auL$ dp„Np¡ s¡ Ap‘“pf 
S>¡hu L¡$ b„v$pAp¡“p lpg“¡ vy$fõs L$fhphpmp¡.
41. AbfÅ: bn“pf, dpau Ap‘“pf A¡V$g¡ sdpd’u byg„v$ R>¡ A¡V$g¡ C“pd 
Ap‘hphpmp¡.
42. Aksyl: L$p¡C‘Z QuS>’u dp¡V$p “’u S>¡ dpZk Ap “pd“¡ (AjpDd 
Aksyl eS>dCv$¡)$ ‘Y¡ l„d¡i“¡ dpV¡$ sp¡ b„v$pAp¡“u fp¡Æ h^pfhphpgp¡ A“¡ 
bp¡lgy„ aTg A“¡ A¡lip“ L$fhphpgp¡.
43. fMyA: L$p¡C“u v$fL$pf “’u L$p¡C“u ‘fhpl L$fsp¡ “’u A¡V$g¡ sdpd dv$v$ 
L$f“pfpAp¡“u b¡lsf dv$v$ L$fhphpmp¡.
44. hê$“: “piL$pfL$ QuS>“p¡ v|$f L$f“pf, ‘l¡g¡ sp¡ vy$r“ep“u A„v$f “piL$pfL$ 
QuÅ¡ CÞkp“ dpÓ“u D‘f s¡dS> s¡hu fus¡ Ap vy$r“epdp„ Ap‘Z¡ “S>f¡’u 
S>¡V$gu QuÅ¡ Å¡CA¡ R>uA¡ s¡ b^p„“u D‘f “piL$pfL$ QuS> sp¡ R>¡S>. 
45. Aafua¡l: s¡ af¡b hNf“p¡ R>¡ v$NpaV$L$p“¡ v|$f L$f“pf A’® kpÃQy 
bp¡ghphpgp¡.
46. bafu aÑ¡l: af¡b Ap‘“pf dpZk ‘p¡s¡ DgV$p¡$ ‘p¡sp“p af¡b’u S> aku 
‘X¡$ R>¡, k‘X$pe R>¡. akpe¡gp¡ R>¡ A¡ “pd A¡S> M|bu ^fph¡ R>¡.
47. Avy$ApC:  buL$ hNf“p¡, ^põsu X$f hNf“p¡, A¡d L¡$ dS>b|sdp„ dS>b|s 
R>psuhpmp¡, S>¡ dpZk buL$Z lp¡e, “fd R>psu“p¡ hpmp¡ A¡ Ckd Å¡ hp„Q¡ sp¡ 
‘p¡s¡ S>dS>b|s ’C buL, X$f rhN¡f¡“p¡ “pi ’pe R>¡.
48. L$pdfv$: s¡“u CÃR>p dfÆ “¡L$u ’p, cgpC ’p, A¡V$g¡ A¡S> M|bu L¡$ 
CÃR>p L¡$ cg„y ’p, “¡L$u ’p.
49. afdp“ L$pd: S>¡ s¡ L$f¡ R>¡ s¡ ‘p¡sp“u ¿hprli’u L$f¡ R>¡, afdp“’u L$f¡ 
R>¡. ‘p¡sp“u dfÆ’u L$f¡ R>¡. ‘p¡sp“p L$pddp„’u ’pL$u Nep ‘R>u Ap Mybuhpgp 
“pd“¡ Å¡ ‘Y¡$ sp¡ srbes“¡ ip„rs bn¡ R>¡.
50. ACM s“: cpNuv$pf, ifuL$, duipg hNf“p¡, A¡“u dpaL$ L$p¡C “’u, 
A¡V$g¡ ^„^p, h¡‘pfdp„ A¡hu N¡bu bfL$s Ap‘¡ L¡$ L$ep„’u Apìey„ A“¡ L¡$d ’ey„ A¡ 
sdy“¡ bugLy$g dpgd S> “p ‘X¡$.
51. Aaf dyi: L$p¡C QuS>“¡ L¡$ sdpd dygpL$ps“¡ cyg¡ A¡hp¡ R>¡ S> “l]. A¡L$ 
‘gL$pfpdp„ v$f¡L¡$v$f¡L$“¡ cyëep hNf s‘pku g¡ R>¡. A¡hp¡ L¡$ A“pS>“p¡ v$pZ¡ v$pZp¡ 
Qufu“¡ DNpX$hpdp„ cygsp¡ “’u.
52. ldpf“p: gp¡L$p¡“p Ny“pl A“¡ õhpb“p¡ lukpb fpM“pf A¡d L¡$ MgL$s 
dfhp ‘R>u s¡Ap¡“¡ “¡L$u bv$u“p¡ bv$gp¡ Ap‘hp“¡ dpV¡$ s’p L$fZu âdpZ¡ S> 
am d¡mhu Ap‘“pf R>¡.
53. j“pep: ‘uR>pZ L$f“pf, L$v$f byT“pf, ‘uR>pZ“pf hN¡f¡. L$v$f L$fu“¡ 
C“pd Ap‘“pf. (h^y Aphsp A„L¡$)52
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sdpfu epv$dp„...
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Deceased
df“pf

Age
D.h.

Date
spfuM

Address
f. W¡$.

Relations
kNpCAp¡

Kali  Kaikhushroo Mistry 
L$pgu L¡$Miê$ du”u

72
72

04-08-2011
fp¡S> fpd$$, dpl 

Aõ‘„v$pfdv$®, 1380

32 Altamount Road, Mumbai 26.
3S>¡ dpm¡, kuëhfu“, 32, AëV$pdpDÞV$ fp¡X$, 

dy„bC 26.

dpspr‘sp: Mp¡fi¡v$ s’p L¥$Myiê$ d„Q¡fÆ du”u, ^ZuepZu: v$ug“hpT du”u, v$uL$fp v$uL$fu: 
Apv$ug, byfTu“, dl¡f“p¡i, cpCbl¡“p¡: Af“hpT kpefk â¡khpgp, A¡fQ du”u, L¡$fdp“ 
du”u, v$uÞepf du”u, N°¡ÞX$ rQëX²$“: i¡f¡Tpv$, V$uep“p, fep“, hlºAp¡: v$¡g“pT, ‘fu“pT, 
ludpÖu, kpkykkfp: Mp¡v$pv$pv$ ê$õsd eTv$pbpv$u, ‘ugy Mp¡v$pv$pv$ eTv$pbpv$u.

Piroja Kaikhusroo Tabeshi  
‘ufp¡Å L¥$Myiê$ spb¡iu

87
87

05-08-2011
fp¡S> afhfv$u“$$, dpl 

Aõ‘„v$pfdv$®, 1380

Mumbai 5.
40, Nygdlp¡f kp¡kpeV$u, 5d¡ dpm¡, V¡$rgap¡“ 

ch““u kpd¡, dy„bC 5.

dpspr‘sp: dflºd Nygbp“y s’p dflºd d¡fhp“, ^Zu: dflºd L¥$Myiê$, v$uL$fp v$uL$fu: 
Afv$¡iuf, afp¡M, NygQ¡f, N°¡ÞX$ rQëX²$“: L¥$“pT, L¥$Tpv$, L¥$Myiê$, iufu“, ‘fhu“, fep¡d„v$, 
Ly$gdpL®$, hlº S>dpm: L¡$V$pey“, L¡$íhf, ê$õsd.

Kersi Shavaksha Mistry 
L¡$fku iphL$ip du”u

64
64

04-08-2011
fp¡S> fpd$, dpl 

Aõ‘„v$pfdv$®, 1380

Borivali(E), Mumbai.
k„Æh“u kp¡kpeV$u, ê$d „“, 6, bp¡fuhgu (C)

 dpspr‘sp: dflºd lp¡dpe s’p dflºd iphL$ip kp¡fpbÆ du”u, cpCbl¡“p¡: Aõ‘u iphL$ip 
du”u, dflºd fp¡i“ ‘ufp¡S>ip du”u.

Jimmy Hormusji Mistry 
Ædu lp¡fdkÆ du”u

80
80

06-08-2011
fp¡S> v$A¡‘v$u“$, dpl 

Aõ‘„v$pfdv$®, 1380

Bandra (W), Mumbai 50
201, L$ë‘L$ lpDk, ‘¡fu ¾$p¡k fp¡X$, bpÞÖp 

(h¡), dy„bC.

dpspr‘sp: dflºd dl¡fbpC s’p dflºd lp¡fdkÆ du”u, ^ZuepZu: fp¡i“ Ædu du”u 
cpCbl¡“p¡: s¡lºdfõ‘, dflºd Mp¡fi¡v$, dflºd ‘ugy, kpkykkfp: dflºd ^“dpe s’p  
Afv$¡iuf ‘pgMuhpgp.

Katie Savak Chothia
L¡$V$u iphL$ Qp¡’uep

77
77

06-08-2011
fp¡S> v$A¡‘v$u“$, dpl 

Aõ‘„v$pfdv$®, 1380

Andheri(E), Mumbai 400069.
ag¡V$ “„.6, rb[ëX„$N “„. 7, ‘„’L$u bpN, 

‘pfku L$p¡gp¡“u, A„^¡fu Ly$gp® fp¡X$, A„^¡fu (C), 

dy„bC 69.

dpspr‘sp: L¡$fbp“y s’p L¥$Myiê$ fp„v$¡fuep, ^Zu: kphL$ Qp¡’uep, cpCbl¡“p¡: S>di¡v$ 
fp„v$¡fuep, dflºd Av$u fp„v$¡fuep, dflºd s¡du“p du”u, dflºd v$p¥gs dl¡sp. N°¡ÞX$ rQëX²$“: 
dl¡fpb Qp¡’uep, L¥$“pT Qp¡’uep, hlº: A“plusp Qp¡’uep, kpkykkfp: ‘ufp¡S>ip Qp¡’uep, 
luëgpdpe Qp¡’uep.

Homi Sheriar  Irani v$u“ip 

lp¡du i¡fuepf Cfp“u

87
87

06-08-2011
fp¡S> v$A¡‘dl¡f$$, dpl 

Aõ‘„v$pfdv$®, 1380

Lalbaug , Mumbai-400012
“p¥fp¡T bpN, A¡“ ågp¡L$, ê$d “„. 3, 

gpgbpN, dy„bC 12.

dpspr‘sp: L¡$íhf s’p i¡fuepf Cfp“u, ^ZuepZu: ‘¡fu“ Cfp“u, v$uL$fp v$uL$fu: kfp¡i, 
Åõdu“, Tfu“p, ip‘yf, bl¡“: dflºd ‘¡fu“ b¡lfpd Cfp“u, N°¡ÞX$ rQëX²$“: lºfhn, 
b¡Tk“, byfTu“, v$p“¡i, Apv$ug, qT“uep, hlº S>dpC: Av$u, Åg, “hpT, kkfp: fiuv$ 
Cfp“u

Darus Phirojsha Patel
v$pfpek ‘ufp¡S>ip ‘V¡$g

68
68

07-08-2011
fp¡S> v$A¡‘v$u“$$, dpl 

Aõ‘„v$pfdv$®, 1380

Borivali -W , Mumbai-400092
 A¡-203, Þey fpd¡ðf V$phf fp¡X$, bp¡fuhgu 

(h¡), dy„bC 92.

dpspr‘sp: v$p¡gs s’p ‘ufp¡S>ip “ifhp“Æ ‘V¡$g, cpCbl¡“p¡: afp¡M qafp¡S>ip ‘V¡$g, 
Aõ‘u qafp¡S>ip ‘V¡$g.

Daulat Jamshed Vesuna 
v$p¥gs S>di¡v$ h¡ky“p

84
84 

01-08-2011
fp¡S> v$u“$$, dpl 

Aõ‘„v$pfdv$®, 1380

Andheri-(W), Mumbai-
A¡-403,‘yó‘p„S>gu, ApC.‘u. fp¡X$, hkp£hp, 

A^¡fu(h¡) dy„bC.

dpspr‘sp: v$u“pdpe s’p L$phkÆ rb‰udp¡ep®, ^Zu: dflºd S>di¡v$ Apv$fÆ h¡ky“p, 
v$uL$fp¡: dT®bp“ h¡ky“p, cpCbl¡“p¡: k‘g, S>lp„Nuf, b¡lfpd, du“|, N°¡ÞX$ rQëX²$“: fp¡i“u, 
ê$nku“, hlº: L$dg h¡ky“p, kpkykkfp: dflºd ‘ugpdpe s’p Apv$fÆ h¡ky“p

Jal Minocher Unwalla   
Åg du“p¡Q¡f D“hpgp

90
90

07-08-2011
fp¡S> v$u“$, dpl 

Aõ‘„v$pfdv$®, 1380

Mumbai.
A¡ ågp¡L$, 3S>¡ dpm¡, Aphp„bpC bpgpfpd 

q‘V$uV$ õV²$uV$, N°pÞV$fp¡X$, dy„bC.

dpspr‘sp: ‘ufp¡S>bpC s’p du“p¡Q¡f D“hpgp, cpCAp¡: dflºd dp“¡L$ip, bfÅ¡f

Banoobai Kersasji Bacha
bp“ybpC L¡$fkpkÆ bQp

96
96

08-08-2011
fp¡S> v$u“$$, dpl 

Aõ‘„v$pfdv$ 1380

Bunder Road, Kalyan-421301
 4, ‘pfku A„Sy>d“ rb[ëX„$N, N°pDÞX$ agp¡f, 

b„v$f fp¡X$, L$ëepZ 421301.

dpspr‘sp: dflºd Apgpdpe s’p dflºd v$p¡fpbÆ hpeX¡$hpgp, ^Zu: L¡$fkpkÆ kp¡fpbÆ 
bQp, cpCbl¡“p¡: dflºd S>lp„NufÆ v$p¡fpbÆ hgp¡X$v$hpgp, N°¡ÞX$ rQëX²$“: S>lp„Nuf, ‘fku, 
Tybu“, A“pesp, hlº: “fNuk ̂ “Æip bQp, dp“¡L$ S>lp„Nuf b¡kp“uep, kkfp: kp¡fpbÆ 
bQp.

Minocher Peshotan 
Engineer  
du“p¡Q¡f ‘¡ip¡s“ A¡[ÞS>r“ef

54
54

09-08-2011
fp¡S> v$A¡‘v$u“$$, dpl 

Aõ‘„v$pfdv$ 1380

Fort , Mumbai-400001
CV$“} L$p¡-Ap¡‘ lpDk]N kp¡kpeV$u, 

bu-h]N, ag¡V$ “„. 303, A¡k.hu. fp¡X$, 

A„^¡fu (h¡), dy„bC 58.

dpspr‘sp: Ly$du s’p dflºd ‘¡ip¡s“ v$u“ip A¡[ÞS>r“ef.

Mani Pestonji Thuthi  
d“u ‘¡õs“Æ W|$W$u

90
90

08-08-2011
fp¡S> Aiuih„O$$, dpl 

Aõ‘„v$pfdv$ 1380

Fort , Mumbai-400001
Apfuep rb[ëX„$N, 2S>¡ dpg¡, 209, 

‘u. X$ud¡gp¡ fp¡X$, ap¡V®$, dy„bC 1

dpspr‘sp: Ågpdpe s’p ‘¡õs“Æ kp¡fpbÆ dpõV$f, v$uL$fu: NygTpf L¡$fku A¡[ÞS>r“ef, 
cpCbl¡“p¡: Av$u dpõsf, dflºd Apgy bfÅ¡f L$pV$Nfp, N°¡ÞX$ rQëX²$“: lp¡i„N, L¥$Tpv$, epõdu“ 
A¡[ÞS>r“ef, S>dpC: L¡$fku A¡[ÞS>r“ef, kpkykkfp: dflºd i¡lfp„ s’p Afv$¡iuf W|$W$u. 

Behram Homi Irani
bl¡fpd lp¡du Cfp“u

61
61

09-08-2011
fp¡S> Apõspv$$$, dpl 

Aõ‘„v$pfdv$ 1380

Jogeshwari (E), Mumbai 400060.
kycpj “Nf, “¡dk]N Qpμg, ê$d “„. 16, 

Å¡N¡ðfu (C), dy„bC 60

dpspr‘sp: Å“pbpC s’p dflºd lp¡du v$u“ip Cfp“u, cpCbl¡“p¡: ê$õsd, blpvy$f, “hg, 
qafp¡T, X¡$Tu, Tfu“, ^“y, dy“u, dflºd du“y.

Manaz Farokh Merchant
d“pT afp¡M dQ®ÞV$

41
41

10-08-2011
fp¡S> Apkdp“$$, dpl 

Aõ‘„v$pfdv$ 1380

Dadar , Mumbai 14.
784, A¡.ku.S>¡. ågp¡L$, A¡d. Å¡iu fp¡X$, 

‘f¡g L$p¡gp¡“u, v$pv$f, dy„bC 14.

dpspr‘sp: dflºd S>f s’p dflºd kp¡gu A¡v$gÆ Ly$‘f, ^Zu: afp¡M “hfp¡Æ dQ®ÞV$, 
cpCbl¡“p¡: Np¡v$f¡S> kp¡gu Ly$‘f, dlpê$M kp¡gu Ly$‘f, kpkykkfp: dflºd Ly$du s’p “hfp¡Æ 
dQ®ÞV$

Sam Erachshah  Driver
kpd A¡fQip X²$pChf$

81
81

10-08-2011
fp¡S> Apkdp“$$, dpl 

Aõ‘„v$pfdv$ 1380

Princess Street , Mumbai-400002
275, râÞk¡k rb[ëX„$N, 2S>¡ dpm¡, râÞk¡k 

õV²$uV$, dy„bC 2.

dpspr‘sp: i¡fpdpe s’p A¡fQip X²$pChf, ^ZuepZu: ‘ugy k¡d X²$pChf, v$uL$fp v$uL$fu: 
v$pfpek k¡d X²$pChf, ‘fku k¡d X²$pChf, cpC: v$pfp A¡fQip X²$pChf, N°¡ÞX$ rQëX²$“: v$fui 
v$pfpek X²$pChf, hlº: X¡$g“pT v$pfpek X²$pChf, kpkykkfp: Apgy S>di¡v$ ‘p¡õV$hpgp.

Banoo Homi Siganporia 
bp“y lp¡du kuN“‘p¡ep®

81
81

09-08-2011
fp¡S> Apkdp“$$, dpl 

Aõ‘„v$pfdv$ 1380

Tardeo, Mumbai.
îu rhgp, “„. 602, 10d¡ dpm¡,17du 

hpqX$ep õV²$uV$, spfv$¡h.

dpspr‘sp: s¡ldu“p s’p “ep£k„N dufTp, ^Zu: lp¡du ‘u. kuN“‘p¡ep®, v$uL$fp¡: Aõ‘u lp¡du 
kuN“‘p¡ep®, N°¡ÞX$ rQëX²$“: kp¡r“ep, “ug, hlº: r“Ðep, kpkykkfp: qafp¡T A“¡ v$p¡kubpC 
kuN“‘p¡ep®. 

“pQuT A„^pê$ Op¡f b“¡, D‘S>¡ Äepf¡ rhL$pf; rhh¡L$“p¡ v$uhp¡ âL$V$php¡ sp¡, V$mu S>i¡ A„^L$pf
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Apfpd“u ‘mp¡dp„..

X²$peäºV$ L¡$L$Ap
S
“u
hp
“
Nu

A¡L$ dpZk Ap„M¡ Ap„^mp¡ 
lsp¡. s¡“¡ ne fp¡N ’ep¡ lsp¡ 
s¡’u s¡ OZp¡S> ‘uX$php gpÁep¡. s¡ 
rbQpfp“p ‘yh® S>Þd“p„ L$dp£ A¡hp„S> 
li¡ dpV¡$ s¡ vy$:M Å¡sp¡ lsp¡ ‘Z s¡“y„„ 
Ly$Vy„$b ^“h„s lp¡hp’u X$p¡L$V$fp¡, h¥v$p¡ 
A“¡ lL$udp¡“p s¡Ap¡A¡ OZp CgpÅ¡ 
L$u^p, ‘Z b^y„ S> ap¡L$V$ Ney„. s¡ 
rbQpfpdp„ lh¡ sp¡ lpX$L$p„ A“¡ Mpg 
S> bpL$u füp. Ap’u Of“p„Ap¡“¡ 
blºS> Aakp¡k ’ep¡. s¡Ap¡A¡ 
ÅZu gu^y„ L¡$ lh¡ sp¡ A¡ L$p„C bQ¡ 
“l]. S>¡’u s¡Ap¡A¡ W$fpìey„ L¡$ A¡“¡ S>¡ 
dp„N¡ s¡ S>dhp“y„ Ap‘uA¡ sp¡ W$uL$, L¡$ 
S>¡’u L$p¡C L$php“u QuS>“p¡ Afdp“ 
A¡“¡ flu “l] Åe. ‘R>u s¡Ap¡A¡ 
k„sfp, dp¡k„bu, v$fpM, ‘pL$u L¡$fu, 
d¡hp¡ hN¡f¡ Apàey„, S>¡ dp¡Y$pdp„ dyL$u“¡ 

A¡ bp¡ëep¡ L¡$ sd¡ d“¡ iy„ MhX$php¡ 
R>p¡? L$p„C‘Z õhpv$ R>¡ S> “l]. 
Ðepf¡ kNp„Ap¡A¡ A¡“¡ ‘¢X$p bfau, 
gpXy$, S>g¡bu rhN¡f¡ duW$pC Ap‘u, 
S>¡ QpMu“¡ A¡ bp¡ëep¡ L¡$ “ey® ÅZ¡ 
c|k„y? Ap kdÆ “¡ L$p¡CA¡ L$üy„ L¡$ 
ldZp„ A¡L$ “hp¡ h¥v$ Apìep¡ R>¡, s¡“¡ 
bp¡gphp¡, Äepf¡ “hp h¥v$fpS> Aphu 
‘yÁep Ðepf¡ s¡Ap¡A¡ A¡“u Æc D‘f 
Qp¡‘X$u A“¡ ‘R>u am Mphp Apàep„, 
S>¡ Mphp’u v$v$}“¡ õhpv$ gpNhp’u 
OZp¡ S> Ap“„v$ ’ep¡.

b„^yAp¡! dp¡Y$pdp„ Adu “p OZp 
S> A’® ’pe R>¡, s¡dp„ A¡L$ sp¡ A¡hp¡ 
R>¡ L¡$ Myv$p“u c[¼sdp„ Å¡ Ap‘Z“¡ 
ê$QuS> “l] ’su lp¡e (dp¡Y$pdp„ Adu 
S> “l] lp¡e) sp¡ Nd¡ A¡hp DÑd 
cS>“ qL$s®“ L¡$ op“ â¡d“u kpfu 

hpsp¡ ‘Z Ap‘Z“¡ dÅ “l] 
Ap‘i¡. Ap‘Z“¡ A¡ b^y„ “ufk 
gpNhp“y„ S>. s¡dS> Ap‘Z¡ Myv$ ‘Z 
S>¡ L$p„C dp¡Y¡$’u bp¡guiy„, s¡ cy„kp 
S>¡hy„ auLy„$ aQ lp¡hp’u s¡ L$p¡C‘Z 
kp„cm“pf“p„ qv$g ‘f Akf L$fi¡ 
“l], L$pfZ L¡$ Ap‘Zp dp¡Y$pdp„ 
Adu “’u. h¥v$ s¡ kv$Nyê$ A“¡ 
Adu“u v$hp, s¡ bu“õhp’} rhðâ¡d 
kdS>hp¡. bk S>¡“¡ h¥v$ê$‘u kv$Nyê$ 
dþep, s¡“y„ sp¡ L$ëepZ S> ’C Ney„ 
L$pfZ L¡$ r“Mpgk â¡d“p kbb¡ 
s¡“p rhQpfp¡dp„ d“í“u, iåv$p¡dp„ 
Nhí“u A“¡ L$pe®dp„ Ly$“í“u 
Ap‘p¡Ap‘ Aphu S>hp“uS>. ^Þe 
kv$Nyê$ õ‘¡sdp“ S>f’p¡õs ‘eN„bf 
kpl¡b.

- ApS>“u d“í“udp„’u

sdpfp QdL$sp rkspfpAp¡ dpV¡$ Sy>Ap¡ ‘p“y„ “„. 62

ApS>“p¡ kyrhQpf
‘fvy$:M¡ v$pTu DW¡$, 

‘fdp’® L$f¡ D‘L$pf, 

dp¡rls ’pe “ vy$r“epdp„, 

gp¡c “ L$f¡ v$fL$pf.

lkhp“y„ 
iy„ g¡ip¡?

d“¡ A¡hy„ gpN¡ R>¡ L¡$ lº„ spfp¡ ^Zu “’u, A¡L$ Xy$¼L$f Ry>„.

Ap‘Zp dp¡Y$pdp„ Adu R>¡ L¡$?

AL$L$g“y„  gugpJ
A¡L$ v$uhk¡ fd¡i A¡L$ bNuQpdp„ afsp¡ lsp¡ s¡hpdp„ s¡“u “S>f 
‘p¡sp“p L$pL$p“u D‘f ‘X$u s¡Ap¡ QV$p‘V$p kyC“¡ augd“y„ A¡L$ 
Npe“ NpC füp lsp, Ap Å¡C“¡ ê$du ApNm afhp “uL$mu 
Nep¡. ’p¡X$p¡ hMs afu“¡ s¡ Äepf¡ ‘pR>p¡ Apìep¡ Ðepf¡ Sy>A¡ R>¡ 
sp¡ s¡“p L$pL$p J^p kyC“¡ A¡L$ Npe“ NpC füp lsp.
Ap’u fd¡i¡ ‘|R>ey„.
L¡$d L$pL$pÆ Ap J^p kyC“¡ iy„ L$fu füp R>p¡?
s¡“p S>hpbdp„ L$pL$pÆ bp¡ëep,
Å¡“¡ b¡V$p ‘l¡gp„ lº„ S>¡ Npe“ NpC füp¡ s¡ f¡L$p¡X®$“p¡ Ap ‘pR>gp¡ 
cpN R>¡ A“¡ s¡’u J^p kyC“¡ A¡ Npe“ NpC füp¡ Ry>„.
***
R>N“ (dN““¡): Adpfp g‚“¡ v$p¡Y$ hfk ’C Ney„ A“¡ Ap 
v$p¡Y$ hfkdp„ lº„ dpfu ‘Ð“u kp’¡ A¡L$ ‘Z iåv$ bp¡ëep¡ “’u.
dN“: A¡d? ‘Z ip dpV¡$?
R>N“: s¡ bp¡gsu lp¡e A“¡ hÃQ¡ L$p¡C bp¡g¡ s¡ s¡“¡ ‘k„v$ 
“’u.kpdN°u: 2,1/2 L$‘ d¢v$p¡, 1,1/2 L$‘ v|$^, 1 L$‘ v$m¡gu Mp„X$, 100 N°pd dpMZ 

(ka¡v$) 2 V$u õ‘|“ rdëL$ ‘pDX$f, 2 V$u õ‘|“ b¡qL„$N ‘pDX$f, 1 V¡$bgõ‘|“ L$pSy>“p 

Vy$L$X$p, 1 V¡$bgõ‘|“ R>p¡g¡gu bv$pd“p Vy$L$X$p, 1 V¡$bg õ‘|“ r‘õsp“p Vy$L$X$p, ‘pC“¡‘g 

A¡k¡Þk, Q‘V$u duWy„$.

b“phhp“u fus: A¡L$ ’pmudp„ dpMZ A“¡ Mp„X$ “pMu, M|b auZhy„. ‘¡õV$ S>¡hy„ ’pe 

A¡V$g¡ b¡qL„$N ‘pDX$f A“¡ Q‘V$u duWy„$ “pL$u auZhy„ ‘R>u d¢v$p¡, v|$^, rdëL$ ‘pDX$f A“¡ 

X²$peäŸV$ “pMu bfpbf rd¼k L$fu, 1 L$gpL$ Muê„$ Y$pL$u“¡ fl¡hp v$¡hy„ ‘R>u A¡k¡Þk “pMu, 

b¡qL„$N qV$““¡ Ág¡T L$fu d¢v$p¡ R>p„V$u (X$[õV„$N L$fu) Muê„$ “pMhy„. âurlV¡$X$ Ap¡h“dp„ qV$“ 

d|L$u 350 a¡. sp‘¡ b¡L$ L$fhy„. bv$pdu L$gf ’pe A“¡ kyN„^ Aph¡ A¡V$g¡ L$pY$u, W„$X$u ’pe 

A¡V$g¡ bV$f ApCtkN L$fhy„.
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Ap hfk“u A„v$f sdpf¡ cpNuv$pfu’u v|$f fl¡hy„. S>¡bu L$pd L$fsp lp¡ s¡ kpd¡’u d|L$u v$¡hp “l]. sdpfp k„b„^ Æh“kp’u kp’¡ dÝed fl¡i¡. ^“ dmu fl¡i¡. sdpfu dl¡“s“y„ am kde 
D‘f “l] dm¡. sp¡bu sdpfu Apip“¡ d|L$u v$¡sp “l]. Ap hfk“u A„v$f sd¡ ÆØu b“u S>ip¡. “hp L$pd D‘f S>hp“p rhQpf L$fhp¡ s¡ “L$pdp¡ kprbs ’i¡. hfk“u A„v$f Nyê$“y„ bm kpê„$ 
lp¡hp’u sd¡ sdpfp vy$íd““¡ dpau Ap‘u v$¡hpdp„ dp“ip¡. sdp¡“¡ Ap hfk“u A„v$f rhv$¡i S>hp“p¡ ep¡N Aphi¡. s¡dp„bu ê$L$phV$ Aphsu fl¡i¡. ^pfip¡ sp¡ blpfNpd S>ip¡ sp¡bu sd“¡ ip„rs 
“l] dm¡. ’p¡X$uOZu fpls sdp¡“¡ R>¡‰p ‘p„Q drl“pdp„ dmi¡. lukpbu L$pd D‘f Ýep“ Ap‘hpdp„ kam ’ip¡. Ap hfk“u A„v$f sdp¡“¡ by^hpf¡ L$p¡Cbu “hp L$pd “l] L$fhp L$p¡C kpfp 
L$pdp¡ kp¡dhpf L¡$  Nyê$hpf L$fhp’u apev$pdp„ fl¡ip¡.
õVy$X$ÞV$kp¡ dpV¡$: Ap hfk“u A„v$f cZsfdp„ sdpf¡ ’p¡X$uOZu dl¡“s h^y L$fhu ‘X$i¡. sd¡ Å¡ L$p¡dk®dp„ cZsp lip¡ sp¡ s¡dp„ sdpfu ‘k„v$Nu“u gpC“ fl¡i¡. kpeÞkdp„ Ne¡g bpmL$p¡ dpV¡$ 
kpê„$ fl¡i¡. sdp¡ Å¡ 10dp„ ^p¡fZdp„ lip¡ sp¡ dpspr‘sp“¡ Mp¡V$u tQsp fl¡i¡.
bp“yAp¡ dpV¡$: Ap hfk kpê„$ S>i¡. ‘p¡sp“u ‘k„v$Nu“p Æh“kp’u d¡mhu iL$ip¡. sdpfp L$f¡g L$pd“p¡ bv$gp¡ dmsp¡ fl¡i¡. sdpf¡ ’p¡X$p¡OZp¡ õhcphdp„ Q¡ÞÆk gphhp¡ ‘X$i¡.

Ap hfk“u A„v$f sdpfp dp’p D‘f bp¡Å¡ A“¡ v$¡h„y h^u Åe “l] s¡ dpV¡$ k„cpm g¡hu. b“¡ sp¡ L$p¡C“u ‘pk¡ D^pf g¡hp’u sdpfp dp’p“p¡ bp¡Å¡ h^u S>i¡. sdpfp L$pdL$pS>“u A„v$f sd“¡ “p“p 
apev$p ’sp fl¡i¡. ApMp hfk“u A„v$f ’p¡X$pL$ kde dpV¡$ srbes“u k„cpm fpMhu ‘X$i¡. ‘¥kp sp¡ dmu fl¡i¡. Ly$Vy„$buL$ ip„rsbu kpfu dmi¡. Ofdp„ “hu ìe[¼s Aphhp“p ep¡N R>¡. sd¡ Å¡ â¡ddp„ 
lp¡ sp¡ sdpfp â¡du L¡$ â¡duL$p“¡ sdpfp d““u hps L$l¡hpdp„ S>fpbu hpf “l] gNpX$sp g‚ L$fhp dpNsp lip¡ sp¡ ApMp hfkdp„ sdpfp gÁ“ au¼k ’hp“p QpÞk R>¡. gÁ“ ’C Ne¡gp“¡ Æh“kp’u 
sfa’u kp’ dmsp¡ fl¡i¡. aL$s sdpf¡ srbes dpV¡$ b¡v$fL$pf fl¡hy„ ep¡Áe “l] fl¡. X$p¡L$V$f“u kgpl g¡hpdp„ Apmk “l] L$fhu. Ap hfk“u A„v$f L$p¡Cbu L$pd Nyê$hpf¡ iê$ “l] L$fsp s¡dS> iy¾$hpf 
sdpf¡ dpV¡$ iyL$“h„sp¡ hpf fl¡i¡.
õVy$X$ÞV$k dpV¡$: X$uàgp¡dp L¡$ A¡ÞÆr“ef S>¡hpdp„ S>sp õVy$X$ÞV$k“¡ apev$p¡ ’i¡. sd¡ sdpfu L$gp“y„ ‘Z v$i®“ L$fphu iL$ip¡. A¡V$g¡ L¡$ ApV®$k S>¡hp rhjedp„ sd“¡ h^y apevp¡ S>Zpi¡. v$kdp ^p¡fZ ky^u 
õVy$X$ÞV$k“¡ Mpk L$fu“¡ ‘pk ’hpdp„ dyíL¡$gu “l] Aph¡. ‘fkÞV¡$S> D‘f Ýep“ “l] Ap‘sp.
bp“yAp¡ dpV¡$: kp„^p“p vy$:Mphp’u  ‘f¡ip“ fl¡ip¡. dprkL$dp„ dyíL¡$gu Aphsu fl¡i¡. gÁ““y„ rhQpfsp lp¡ sp¡ Äep„ ky^u d“ dp“¡ “l] Ðep„ ky^u lp ‘pX$sp “l]. â¡du kp’¡ v$Np¡aV$L$p¡ ’hp“p QpÞk 
R>¡. bpmL$p¡ dpV¡$ M|b S> Ýep“ Ap‘ip¡. “hp L$pd“u ip¡^ ‘yfu ’i¡. 

h©jc: 
sp. 21du A¡râg ’u 20du d¡

d¡j: 
sp. 21du dpQ® ’u 20du A¡râg

Ap hfk“u A„v$f sdpfp rhQpfp¡ S>¡hp L$fip¡ s¡hy„ am dmi¡. “kub“p¡ kp’ dmsp¡ fl¡i¡. “hy„ iuMhp“y„ d“ ’C S>i¡. Ap hfk“u A„v$f sdpfp¡ rhðpk sd“¡ ApNm gC S>i¡. L$pdL$pS>“u A„v$f sd¡ L$p¡çàeyV$f 
AL$pDÞV$“u A„v$f kpê„$ L$pd L$fu iL$ip¡. buÅ“p L$pd L$fsp sdpfp L$pdp¡ S>gv$u ‘|fp L$fhpdp„ dp“ip¡. sdpfp N°lp¡“¡ L$pfZ¡ sdp¡“¡ ’p¡X$uOZu tQsp bpmL$p¡ dpV¡$ fl¡i¡. s¡Ap¡ L¡$hy„ L$pd L$fi¡ s¡“p rhQpfp¡ M|b S> 
Aphsp fl¡i¡. Å¡ Ap tQsp“¡ d“dp„’u lp„L$u dyL$ip¡ sp¡ sdpfp bpmL$p¡ L„$C kpê„$ L$fhp“p R>¡ s¡ bpbs Ýep“dp„ fpMÅ¡. bpL$u buÆ OZu bpbs“u A„v$f sdpê„$ kpê„$ ’hp“y„ R>¡, “hy„ C“h¡õV$d¡ÞV$ L$fu iL$ip¡. 
Of“p CÞV$ufuef dpV¡$ OZp¡ MQp£ L$fhp¡ ‘X$i¡. sdpfp rhQpfp¡ M|b S> Qpgi¡ s¡’u sdpfp X$ukuT“ g¡hpdp„ S>fpbu hpf “l] gNpX$sp. srbes dpV¡$ QpdX$u“p fp¡N õL$u“ X$ukuT “l] ’pe s¡“u k„cpm g¡Å¡. 
Mphp‘uhpdp„ Ýep“ Ap‘Å¡. sdpf¡ d„Nmhpf  iy¾$hpf“p qv$hk¡ kpfp L$pd L$fu iL$ip¡. b“¡ sp¡ L$p¡C “hp L$pdp¡ Nyê$hpf¡ “l] L$fsp.
õVy$X$ÞV$kp¡ dpV¡$: A¡L$pDÞV$k, A¡d.bu.A¡.“p õVy$X$ÞV$k dpV¡$ hfk kpê„$ S>i¡. s¡d R>sp„ Å¡ sdpf¡ V¡$L$“uL$g gpC“dp„ S>hy„ li¡ sp¡ dl¡“s M|b S> L$fhu ‘X$i¡. rhop“ S>¡hp rhjep¡ D‘f L„$V$pmp¡ gphsp “l]. 
A¡k.A¡k.ku. ky^udp„ õVy$X$ÞV$k kpê„$ fuTëV$ gphu iL$i¡. s¡dR>sp„ h^y‘X$sp¡ ApÐdrhðpk sd“¡ Xy$bpX$u v$¡i¡ s¡“y„ ApMy„$ hfk Ýep“ fpMÅ¡. 
bp“yAp¡ dpV¡$: hfk dÝed S>i¡ gÁ“ L$f“pf “¡ L$v$pQ ‘l¡gp r“fpip dm¡ ‘Z Ðepfbpv$ kamsp dmu fl¡i¡. â¡du L¡$ â¡duL$p“u D‘f Ap„^mp¡ rhðpk fpMhp¡ “l]. srbes“u Mpk k„cpm g¡Å¡. s¡dp„bu 
“h¡çbfdp„ h^y Ýep“ Ap‘hy„. 

Ap hfk“u A„v$f sdpfp õhcph âdpZ¡ Qpgu “l] iL$p¡. A¡V$g¡ L¡$ h^y‘X$sp gpNZuhpmp lip¡ sp¡ ÆØu b“u S>ip¡¡ A“¡ ÆØu lip¡ sp¡ gpNZuhpmp b“u S>ip¡. sdp¡“¡ L$gp ApV®$k D‘f â¡d h^y 
fl¡i¡. S>¡hu s¡hu hõsy “l] gC iL$ip¡. sdpfp rhQpfp¡ âdpZ¡ Qpgu iL$ip¡. “p¡L$fudp„ ’p¡Xy„$OÏ„ âdp¡i“ dmu fl¡i¡. sdp¡ by[Ý^bm“p¡ D‘ep¡N L$fip¡ sp¡ sdpfp v$f¡L$ L$pd“¡ M|b S> kpfu fus¡$ L$fu 
iL$ip¡. “p“u “p“u dykpafu“p¡ ep¡N Aphi¡. ÅÞeyApfu-a¡b°yyApfu“u hÃQ¡ hX$ug hN®“u tQsp L$fhu ‘X$i¡. sdpfp L$pd dpV¡$ tQsp Ap¡R>u fl¡i¡. aL$s sdpfp õhcph D‘f L$pby fpMhp¡ ANÐe“p¡ 
fl¡i¡. sdpfp gÁ“ dpV¡$“u hpsp¡ Qpgi¡ s¡dR>sp„ ANÐe“p X$ukuT“ a¡b°yApfu’u Ap¡NõV$dp„ g¡hpi¡. ‘rs-‘Ð“u hÃQ¡ dsc¡v$ lp¡hp R>sp„ dsc¡v$ “l] ‘X¡$. Ap hfk“u A„v$f sdp¡“¡ rhv$¡idp„ S>hp“p¡ 
ep¡N dmu fl¡i¡. sdpfp N°lp¡ âdpZ¡ rhv$¡i S>hp“p ep¡N Aphi¡. ^““u L$du “l] fl¡. Ap hfk“u A„v$f kp¡dhpf Nyê$hpf¡ L$pdp¡ iê$ L$fÅ¡. Ðepf¡ ir“hpf¡ gp¡M„X$ g¡sp “l].
õVy$X$ÞV$kp¡ dpV¡$: sdpfu dl¡“s âdpZ¡ fuTëV$ gphu iL$ip¡. s¡dp„bu ApV®$k s¡dS> d¡“¡S>d¡ÞV$dp„ kpê„$ L$fu iL$ip¡. cZsf dpV¡$ rhv$¡i S>hp“p ep¡N Aph¡ A“¡ QpÞk dm¡ sp¡ g¡hpdp„ S>fpbu hpf 
“l] gNpX$sp. A¡k.k¡k.ku. ky^u õVy$X$ÞV$k dpV¡$ hfk kpê„$ S>i¡ V¡$“i“ g¡hpdp„ cZsf“¡ bNpX$ip¡.
bp“yAp¡ dpV¡$: õhcph D‘f L$pby fpMu “l] iL$p¡ s¡’u ‘pL$‘fhfv$¡Npf“u L©$‘p h^y g¡Å¡. srbesdp„ R>psu“p¡ vy$:Mphp¡ L$epf¡L$ Aphu S>i¡. “p¡L$fu L$fsu bl¡“p¡“¡ “pZpL$ue díL¡$gu “l] Aph¡ s¡d 
R>sp„ âdp¡i“ dpV¡$ hfk kpê„$ Åe “l] sp¡ s¡“u ‘fhpl “l] L$fsp. 

$Ap hfk“u A„v$f sdp¡“¡ OZu ip„rs dmi¡. dp’p D‘f L$fS>v$pfu“p¡ bp¡Å¡ li¡ sp¡ Ap¡R>p¡ L$fu iL$ip¡. ’p¡X$pOZp AOfp L$pdbu M|b S> kl¡gpC’u L$fu g¡ip¡. lp’“u “uQ¡hpmu ìe[¼s“¡ ‘p¡sp“p 
L$fhpdp„ dyíL¡$gu “l] Aph¡. S>¡V$gy„ Ap‘ip¡ A¡V$gy„ dmu fl¡i¡. Ofdp„ kNpAp¡bu L¡$ rdÓd„X$m“u AhfS>hf füp L$fi¡. Mphp‘uhp D‘f L$pby fpMhp R>sp„ ‘p¡sp“u cphsu hõsy Å¡C“¡ L$pby Nydphu 
v$¡sp hpf “l] gpN¡. buÅ“p kpfp kgplL$pf b“u S>ip¡. S>bp“’u L$pd g¡“pf kpd¡hpmp“u [õ’rs Å¡hp’u sd“¡ s¡“p¡ A„v$pS> Aphu S>i¡. sdpf¡ Ap hfk“u A„v$f sdpfp’u b“¡ A¡V$gy„ L$pd L$fhy„ 
lv$“u blpf L$pd L$fhp S>sp„ lpCågX$ â¡if Aphu Åe “l] s¡hy„ L$pd “l] L$fhy„. dp¡V$u Ddf“u ìeqL$s“¡ Ap„M“u bmsfp Aphu S>i¡. Npd ‘fNpd S>hp’u d““¡ OZu fpls dmi¡. sdpfp dp“ 
CÄS>s dmsp fl¡i¡. Mpk L$fu“¡ X$uk¡çbf, ÅÞeyApfudp„ ’p¡X$uL$ srbes“u sL¡$v$pfu g¡Å¡. ir“hpf¡ ‘p¡sp“p ‘pL$‘fhfv$¡Npf“¡ epv$ L$fsp Mp¡V$u dp’pÆL$dp„ “l] ‘X$hy„.
õVy$X$ÞV$k dpV¡$: hfk kpê„$ S>i¡. s¡dp„bu Mpk sd¡ Å¡ X$p¡L$V$fu L¡$ V¡$L$“uL$g L$p¡Cbu Ås“u d¡X$uku“ gpC“dp„ S>hpdp„ kam ’ip¡. buÆ gpC“dp„ r“óamsp “l] dm¡. A¡k.A¡k.ku ky^u“p õVyX$ÞV$k“¡ 
gpõV$du“uV$ ky^u Mp¡V$p¡ rhQpf Aphsp fl¡i¡ sp¡ fuTëV$ Mfpb “l] Aph¡. 
bp“yAp¡ dpV¡$: ApM$p hfkdp„ gÁ“ L$f“pf“¡ A¡L$pv$ QpÞk dmu S>i¡. L$pdL$pS> Qpgy fl¡i¡. A¡L$V$uh fl¡ip¡ sp¡ Mp¡V$p rhQpfp¡’u v|$f flu iL$ip¡. Mp¡V$u i„L$p Ap‘“pf ìe[¼s’u v|$f fl¡Å¡. fps“u JO 
’p¡X$u Ap¡R>u fl¡ sp¡ tQsp L$fsp “l]. Ap hfk“u A„v$f frhhpf A“¡ kp¡dhpf¡ L$p¡Cbu L$pd L$fhpdp„ h^y Ap“„v$ Aphi¡. Ðepf¡ ir“hpf sdpf¡ dpV¡$ cpf¡ fl¡i¡.

Ap hfk“u A„v$f sdp¡“¡ dp“rkL$ ’pL$ M|b S> gpNi¡. ’p¡X$y„ L$pd L$ep® ‘R>u ’pL$u S>ip¡. cpC-bl¡“p¡ kp’¡ dsc¡v$ ‘X$sp lp¡e sp¡ kpd¡’u kyg¡l L$fhpdp„ sdp¡ apev$pdp„ fl¡ip¡. Apfpd A“¡ ip„rs Ap 
hfk“u AL$kuf ep“¡ kQp¡V$ v$hp L$l¡hpi¡. Äepf¡ M|b S> s„N b“u S>ip¡. Ðepf¡ S> sd¡ R>¡X$pC“¡ Nyõk¡ ’C S>ip¡. Äep„ ky^u b“i¡ Ðep„ ky^u sd¡ Nyõkp D‘f L$pby fpMip¡. sp¡bu Å¡ L$p¡CL$ ìe[¼s 
hpf„hpf sd¡ R>¡X$R>pX$ ep“¡ ‘f¡ip“ L$fi¡ sp¡ dNS>“p¡ L$pby Nydphu v$¡ip¡. ^“ dpV¡$ S|>“p fp¡L$pZ L$f¡g lp¡e s¡“p¡ apev$p¡ D‘pX$sp S>Å¡. “p¡L$fu’u Mpk “yL$kp“ “l] ’pe sp¡ apev$p¡bu “l] ’pe gp¡cdp„ 
S>C“¡ “p¡L$fu bv$gphip¡ sp¡ ‘õspip¡. Å¡ “p¡L$fu bv$gu L$fhu lp¡e sp¡ ‘pL$u MpÓu L$ep® ‘R>u S> “p¡L$fu“¡ bv$gu L$fÅ¡. s¡bu b“¡ sp¡ dpQ® bpv$ “p¡L$fudp„ bv$gph gphu iL$ip¡. AQp“L$ dykubsdp„’u 
fõsp¡ dmsp¡ fl¡i¡. sdpfp dpV¡$ by^hpf iy¾$hpf M|b S> kpfp NZpi¡. hfku A„v$f ’p¡X$pOZp d„Nmhpf¡ tQspdp„ h^y fl¡ip¡.
õVy$X$ÞV$kp¡ dpV¡$:  Ap hfk“u A„v$f L$p¡dk®dp„ S>hp’u apev$pdp„ fl¡ip¡. h^y Aæepk dpV¡$ blpfNpd S>hy„ ‘X¡$ sp¡ S>Å¡. rhv$¡idp„ S>hp“p ep¡N Ap¡R>p R>¡. A¡ÞÆr“ef]N, A¡“ud¡i“ L¡$ A¡X$uV$]N S>¡hp 
rhjedp„ apev$p¡ ’i¡. A¡k.A¡k.ku. ky^u“p õVy$X$ÞV$k dpV¡$ dyíL¡$gu “l] Aph¡. ^pf¡g L$fsp ’p¡X$p Ap¡R>p dpL®$k Aphi¡.

bp“yAp¡ dpV¡$: hfk kpê„$ S>i¡. â¡du sfa’u kpfu hpsp¡ ÅZhp dmi¡. “hu ìe[¼s“u Ap¡mMpZ ’hp“p QpÞk R>¡. sdpfp d““u hps kdÆ iL¡$ s¡hu ìe[¼s dmu fl¡i¡. srbesdp„ 
huV$pduÞkp¡“u L$du “p ’pe s¡“u k„cpm fpMÅ¡. R>psu D‘f v$bpZ h^y fl¡i¡. 

rd’y“:
sp.21d¡ ’u 20du S|>“

L$L®$:
sp.21du S|>“’u 22du Sy>gpC

tkl: 
23du Sy>gpC’u 23du Ap¡Nô

L$Þep:
24du Ap¡NõV$’u 23du kàV¡$çbf
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Ap hfk“u A„v$f sd¡ sdpfu Ås“y„ b¡g¡Þk M|b S> kpfu fus¡ fpMu iL$ip¡ s¡dS> dp¡V$u dp„v$Nu’u v|$f fl¡hpdp„ kam ’ip¡. Ap hfk“u A„v$f sd¡ gpNZudp„ Aphu“¡ L$p¡Cbu L$pd L$fu iL$ip¡. dõL$p 
dpfu “l] iL$i¡ s¡’u L$ep„L$ l¥fp“Nrs Aphi¡. s¡dR>sp„ kpQp“¡ L$p¡C lfphu iL¡$ “l] s¡hp“¡ sdpfp dpV¡$ kÐe kprbs ’i¡. cyg ip¡^hu dyíL¡$g ‘X$u S>i¡. Of “hy„ g¡hp“p L¡$ sdpfp d“‘k„v“u hõsy 
g¡hpdp„ kam ’i¡. Ap hfk“u A„v$f b“¡ sp¡ ’p¡Xy„$ kp¡“y L¡$ Qp„v$u Ofdp„ hkphhp’u h^y Ap“„v$dp„ fl¡ip¡. N°lp¡“u Nrs Ap hfkdp„ A¡hu bsph¡ R>¡ L¡$ sd¡ gp„bp kde“p¡ rhQpf L$fhpdp„ “l] dp“p¡. 
L$gpL$pfu hõsy-dp¡S>ip¡M h^u S>i¡ s¡d S> buÅ“u kpd¡ v$¡MpX$p¡ L$fhpdp„ “l] dp“p¡. Mp¡Vy$„ kl“ “l] L$fu iL$p¡ s¡’u Mp¡Vy„$ ’sy„ li¡ Ðep„ sdp¡ ip„s “l] flu iL$p¡. Ap hfkdp„ sd“¡ kuT“g 
budpfu’u L$epf¡L$ ’p¡X$u ‘f¡ip“u Aphi¡. Ap hfk“u Av$„f sdpfu dpV¡$ d„Nmhpf A“¡ iy¾$hpf M|b S> kpfu fus¡ ‘kpf L$fu iL$ip¡ Ðepf¡ Nyê$hpf¡ L$epf¡ X$uâ¡i“dp„ Aphu S>ip¡.
õVy$X$ÞV$kp¡ dpV¡$: Ap hfk sdpfu ApMfu ‘funp Ap‘hp S>¡hy„ ’i¡. hp„Qhp S>ip¡ sp¡ Apmk Aphsu fl¡i¡$. sdpf¡ dl¡“s h^y L$fhp’u fuTëV$ kpê„$ dmi¡ s¡ hps“¡ dNS>dp„ b¡kpX$u v$¡Å¡. ApV®$k 
gpC“dp„ h^y kam ’ip¡. A¡k.A¡k.ku. ky^u“p õVy$X$ÞV$k Ap¡hfL$p¡ÞauX$Þkdp„ fl¡sp “l]. ‘l¡g¡’u R>¡‰¡ ky^u dl¡“s L$fÅ¡.
bp“yAp¡ dpV¡$: d“dp„ i„L$p gphsp “l]. sdpfp MQ® h^y L$fu“¡ kpfu hõsy hkphhpdp„ ’i¡. Mphp‘uhp, lfhp afhpdp„ MQ® L$fhp“y„ Ap¡Ry>„ “l] ’pe, srbes“p bpfpdp„ Nmp“p v$v$p£®-ifv$u Mp„ku 
S>¡hu “p“u “p“u budpfu Aphi¡. gÁ“ L$f“pf bl¡“p¡“¡ ‘p¡sp“u ‘k„v$Nu“p kp’u dmu S>i¡. Ap¡L$V$p¡bf drl“pdp„ k„cpmÅ¡.

Ap hfk“u A„v$f sdpf¡ rdÓp¡’u M|b S> k„cpmhy„ ‘X$i¡. rhðpkdp„ v$Np¡ MpC iL$ip¡. L$p¡C‘Z bpbsdp„ Dsphm L$fsp “l]. ^ud¡ Qpgip¡ sp¡ b¡ apev$p ’i¡. A¡L$ ’pL$ “l] gpN¡ A“¡ buSy> W$p¡L$f 
“l] gpN¡. L$p¡Cbu L$pd kde D‘f L$fu Ap‘ip¡ s¡hp hpev$p Ap‘sp “l]. Mp¡V$p ‘fp¾$d’u v|$f fl¡Å¡. Ap hfk“u A„v$f sdpfp  rdÓp¡ sdpfu hpl hpl L$fu“¡ d|M® b“phu S>i¡ s¡’u s¡hp rdÓp¡’u 
v|$f fl¡Å¡. sdpfu Apv$s D‘f h^y Ýep“ Ap‘Å¡. sdpfp d““u hps L$fhp’u kpd¡hpmu ìe[¼s N¡fapev$p¡ D‘pX$u iL¡$ R>¡ s¡ hps“y„ Ýep“ Ap‘Å¡. b“¡ Ðep„ ky^u d““u hps d“dp„ fpMhpdp„ sd¡ 
“yL$kp“udp„’u bQu S>ip¡. srbes“u  Mpk k„cpm g¡hu ‘X$i¡. s¡dp„ ‘X$hp“p hpNhp“p A¡L$kuX$ÞV$ ’pe hmu c|g “l] lp¡hp R>sp„ sdpf¡ Ny“pdp„ Aphu S>hy„ ‘X$i¡. b“¡ sp¡ Ap hfk“u A„v$f L$p¡V®$ 
L$Æep-sL$fpf“p dpdgp’u v|$f fl¡Å¡. sdpfp gu^¡gp X$ukuT““¡ Q¡ÞS> L$fsp fl¡ip¡. s¡dp ld¡ip„ “pfpS> ’ep L$fip¡. X$uâ¡i“dp„ Aphu S>sp hpf “l] gpN¡. ^“ Aphi¡ A“¡ S>i¡ s¡ ÅZu g¡Å¡.
Ap hfk“u A„v$f sdpf¡ d„Nmhpf “¡ Nyê$hpf kpf$p L$pdp¡ ’C iL$i¡. Ðepf¡ by^hpf¡ L$p¡Cbu AL$pDÞV$“p L$pdp¡ “l] L$fsp.
õVy$X$ÞV$kp¡ dpV¡$: Ap hfk“u A„v$f sd¡ kpfp dpL®$ gphu iL$ip¡. s¡dp„bu Mpk L$fu“¡ A¡L$pDÞV$ d¡“¡S>d¡ÞV$dp„, A¡ÞÆr“ef]N“p õVy$X$ÞV$k“¡ h^y dl¡“s L$fhu ‘X$i¡. A¡k.A¡k.ku. ky^u“p õVy$X$ÞV$k“¡ 
kpfp dpL®$ dpV¡$ ’p¡X$u dl¡“s L$fhu ‘X$i¡. sp¡ kpfu S>ÁepA¡ kuV$ dmu S>i¡. bp“yAp¡ dpV¡$: bl¡“p¡ dpV¡$ hfk kpê„$ S>i¡. gÁ“ L$f¡g bl¡“p¡“¡ ‘rs sfa’u kpê„$ kyM dmi¡. sdpfp d“‘k„v$Nu“u 
ìe[¼s dmu S>i¡. srbes dpV¡$ eyV$fk“u dp„v$Nu Aphu S>i¡. s¡dS  “p“u “p“u dp„v$Nu Aphu S>i¡. ‘¥kp dpV¡$ kpfpkpfu fl¡i¡.

h©ròL$: 
sp. 23du Ap¡L$V$p¡bf ’u 22du “h¡çbf

sygp: 
sp. 24du kàV¡$çbf’u 22du Ap¡L$V$p¡bf

Ap hfk“u A„v$f sdpf¡ sdpfp L$fsp buÅ“p L$pdp¡ h^y L$fhp ‘X$i¡. sdpfp dlÐh“p L$pdp¡“¡ ‘yfp L$fhp dpV¡$ ’p¡X$uOZu cpNv$p¡X$ L$fhu ‘X$i¡. sd¡ buÅAp¡ L$fsp AgN R>p¡ A¡ kprbs L$fu iL$ip¡. 
sdpfp dp“‘p“dp„ h^pfp¡ ’i¡. Ap hfk“u A„v$f sdpf¡ OZu hpf Mp¡V$p MQp®Ap¡ L$fhp ‘X$i¡. Å¡ L¡$ sdpf¡ MQ® D‘f L$pby fpMhpdp„ ep¡Áe lp¡hp¡ Å¡CA¡. sdpfp MQ® buÅ“¡ v$¡MpX$hp dpV¡$bu L$fhp 
‘X$i¡. kfL$pfu, b¡ÞL$p¡“p L$pdp¡ lp¡ sp¡ kpê„$ fl¡i¡. s¡d R>sp„ L$epf¡ hp¡gÞV$fu fuV$pe®d¡ÞV$ ’hp“p¡ rhQpf Aphu S>i¡. sp¡ Adg Ap hfkdp„ dyL$sp “l]. sd¡ Ap hfk“u A„v$f a¡dugu“u kp’¡ A¡ÞÅ¡e 
L$fhpdp„ ‘kpf L$fip¡. sdpfp a¡dugu“u S>hpbv$pfu sdpf¡ g¡hu ‘X$i¡. hX$ughN®“u srbes“u tQsp ’su fl¡i¡. Ðepf¡ sdpf¡ X$uk¡çbf dpkdp„ srbes“u k„cpm g¡hu ‘X$i¡. sdp¡“¡ ’p¡X$uOZu X$p¡L$V$f“u 
kgpl g¡Å¡. “hp L$pd L$fu iL$ip¡. Ap hfk“u A„v$f sdp¡“¡ d„Nmhpf “¡ Nyê$hpf kpfp kpdpQpf dmsp fli¡. sdp¡“¡ iy¾$hpf¡ Mp¡V$p rhQpfp¡’u v|$f fl¡hy„.
õVy$X$ÞV$k dpV¡$: Ap hfk“u A„v$f “L$pdp rhjep¡ A“¡ “L$pdp rdÓp¡’u v|$f fl¡Å¡. sdpfp ‘pk ’hp“p QpÞk kpfp R>¡. sp¡bu sd“¡ gpNi¡ “l]. Ap hÃQ¡ V¡$L$“uL$g L¡$ M¡gpX$u dpV¡$ hfk kpê„$ S>i¡. 
Ðepf¡ L$p¡dk®“p õVy$X$ÞV$k“p dl¡“s h^y L$fhu ‘X$i¡. A¡k.A¡k.ku.“p õVy$X$ÞV$k“¡ g¢Áh¡S> D‘f h^y Ýep“ Ap‘hy„ ‘X$i¡. ‘pk sp¡ ’C S>ip¡.
bp“yAp¡ dpV¡$: L$df“p vy$:Mphp’u ‘f¡ip“ ’ip¡. ’p¡X$pOZp A„i¡ õL$$u“ X$ukuT’u k„cpmÅ¡. bpL$u sdpfp Æh“dp„ L$p¡CL$ “hu ìe[¼s dmu fl¡i¡. gÁ“ L$f¡g ìe[¼s ‘su“u sfa’u â¡d dgsp¡ fl¡i¡. 
bl¡“p¡ Ap hfkdp„ sdpf¡ Mpk L$fu“¡ L$p¡CL$“u hpsdp„ akpC S>hy„ “l]. Npd ‘fNpd S>hp“p ep¡N Aphi¡. 

Ap hfk“u A„v$f sdpf¡ Of L$fsp blpf fl¡hp“y„ h^y ’i¡. sdpê„$ L$pdL$pS> h^pfu iL$ip¡. sdpfp dpV¡$ buÅAp¡ iy„ bp¡g¡ R>¡ s¡“p¡ rhQpf L$ep® hNf ApNm h^Å¡. hfkdp„ sdp¡“¡ L$epf¡L$ A¡L$gp ’C Ne¡gp R>p¡ 
s¡hy„ gpNi¡. L$p¡C A„Ns ìe[¼s“p¡ kp’ R|>V$u S>hp“p QpÞk R>¡. s¡dR>sp„ sdpfp Æh““u D‘f Akf “l] ‘X¡$. Ap hfk“u A„v$f sdp¡“¡ S>¡V$gu Q¡g¡ÞS> dmi¡. A¡V$gp TX$‘’u L$pd L$fu iL$ip¡. Å¡ ^pfip¡ 
sp¡ sdpfp vy$íd““¡bu TyL$phu v$¡ip¡. gX$hp dpV¡$ T“y“  M|b S> fl¡i¡. Ap hfk“u A„v$f Npd ‘fNpd S>hp“p ep¡Np¡ Aphsp fl¡i¡. lp’dp„ gu^¡gp L$pdp¡ ‘|fp L$ep® hNf “l] d|L$p¡. Ap hfk“u Av$„f sdpf¡ 
dp’p“p¡ vy$Mphp¡, b¡L$‘¡“ s¡dS> ‘N“p v$v$p£’u k„cpmhy„ ‘X$i¡. L$pdL$pS>dp„ d“ gpNu S>hp’u OZu hpsp¡ c|ghu lp¡e sp¡ c|gu S>ip¡. “p“p “p“p apev$p dmsp fl¡i¡. bpmL$p¡ sfa’u kpfp kdpQpf dmu“¡ 
fl¡i¡. dykpafu“p QpÞk Aphi¡. ’p¡Xy„$OÏ„ CÞh¡õV$ L$fhp’u h^y apev$pdp„ fl¡ip¡.sdpfp dpV¡$ ir“hpf A“¡ kp¡dhpf M|b S> kpfp NZpi¡. by^hpf¡ L$p¡Cbu ANÐe“p L$pdp¡ “l] L$fsp.
õVy$X$ÞV$kp¡ dpV¡$: kpeÞk s¡dS> fukQ® V¡$L$“uL$gdp„ rhÛp’}Ap¡ dpV¡$ hfk kpê„$ S>i¡. s¡dp„bu Cg¡L$V²$p¡“uL$ bpbsdp„ h^y fk fl¡i¡. L$p¡dk® A“¡ ApV®$k“p õVy$X$ÞV$k dpV¡$ hfk kpê„$ fl¡i¡. 
A¡k.A¡k.ku.“p õVy$X$ÞV$k“¡ cZhp“y„ fds S>¡hy„ gpNi¡ ‘Z s¡d“p dpbp‘p¡¡“¡ cZsf“u h^y tQsp fl¡i¡.
bp“yAp¡ dpV¡$: Ap hfk dÝed fl¡i¡. dÝed Ddfhpmu b¡“p¡“¡ eyV$fkdp„ L¡$ dprkL$dp„ a¡fapf S>Zpi¡. L$df“p vy$:Mphp’u ‘f¡ip“ ’ip¡. s¡dR>sp„ bÃQp„Ap¡ sdpfu L$dÅ¡fu fl¡i¡. ^“ dpV¡$ tQsp 
“l] L$fhu ‘X¡$. h^y ‘X$sp L$pddp„ Mp¡hpe¡gp fl¡ip¡. Mphp‘uhpdp„ Ýep“ Ap‘Å¡. 

Ap hfk“u A„v$f sdpf¡ ‘l¡gp 6 drl“p ’p¡X$uOZu tQspdp„ ‘kpf L$fhp“p bpL$u R>¡. bpL$u “h¡çbf bpv$ sdpfpdp„ OZp Q¡ÞÆk Aphu S>i¡. lpgdp„ sd¡ “pZpL$ue dyíL¡$gudp„’u ‘kpf ’sp lip¡ 
sp¡ s¡dp„’u blpf “uL$mhp“p fõsp¡ dmu S>i¡. bpL$u hfk“u A„v$f A„sdp„ sd“¡ gpNi¡ L¡$ L„$C d¡mh¡gy„ R>¡ Nydph¡gy„ “’u. srbes“u tQsp Ap¡R>u ’su S>i¡. rhfp¡^uAp¡ dpV¡$ lpgdp„ ’p¡Xy„$ kl“ L$fu 
g¡Å¡. sdpfp¡ kde Aphi¡ Ðepf¡ sdpfp rhfp¡^u“¡ ìepS>“u kp’¡ S>hpb Ap‘u v$¡ip¡. Ap hfk“u A„v$f sdp¡“¡ AQp“L$ ^“ gpc dmhp“p QpÞk R>¡. sdp¡“¡ ld¡ip„ AQp“L$ dv$v$ dmsu fl¡i¡. 
ApSy>bpSy>hpmp“u kp’¡ sp¡ k„b„^ ky^fsp S>i¡. “h¡çbf bpv$ “hp L$pd dmu fl¡i¡. lpgdp„ kde dÝed lp¡hp R>sp„ Å¡ sdpfp ApÐdrhðpk kpfp¡ fpMip¡ sp¡ v$f¡L$ bpbs“u A„v$f lpfip¡ “l]. 
sdp¡“¡ Ap hfk“u A„v$f “hp L$pd L$fhp“p¡ QpÞk dmu fl¡i¡. ir“hpf A“¡ by^hpf sdpfp dpV¡$ kpfp S>i¡ Ðepf¡ frhhpf¡ sdp¡“¡ L„$V$pmp¡ M|b S> Aphi¡.
õVy$X$ÞV$k dpV¡$: Ap hfk kpê„$ S>i¡. s¡dp„bu sd¡ Å¡ L$p¡dk® gpC“dp„ ku.A¡.dp„ S>hp dpNip¡ sp¡ h^y kam ’C“¡ fl¡ip¡ Ðepfbpv$ sdp¡“¡ A¡[ÞS>r“ef]N gpC“dp„ kam ’C S>ip¡. A¡k.A¡k.ku. 
ky^u“p õVy$X$ÞV$k“¡ dpV¡$ hfk Mfpb “l] Åe. s¡dR>sp„ sd“¡ dl¡“s sp¡ L$fhu ‘X$i¡.
bp“yAp¡ dpV¡$: Ap hfk dÝed fl¡i¡. bÃQp„Ap¡“u dyíL¡$gu Aphsu fl¡i¡. sdp¡“¡ ‘N“p Oy„V$Z“u ‘f¡ip“u Aphu iL$i¡ s¡dS> lpC â¡if’u k„cpmÅ¡. sdp¡¡ Ap hfk“u A„v$f buÅ D‘f rhðpk 
fpMsp “l]. 

Ap hfk“u A„v$f sd¡ S>¡bu L$pd lp’dp„ g¡ip¡ s¡dp„ S>i d¡mhu“¡ fl¡ip¡. sdpfp L$pd“u L$v$fbu ’C“¡ fl¡i¡. ^““u tQsp “l] fl¡. ipqffuL$  bpbs“u A„v$fbu kpfpkpfu fl¡i¡. s¡dR>sp„ sdpf¡ buÅ 
dpV¡$ “k® S>¡hy„ L$pd L$fhy„ ‘X$i¡. A¡V$g¡ L¡$ buÅ“u k¡hp sp¡ L$fhu ‘X$i¡. Å¡ sdpfp gÁ“ ’C Ne¡gp li¡ sp¡ ‘rs s’p kpkfp ‘n“u k¡hp sdpf¡ L$fhu ‘X$i¡. sdpfp lp’’u ^d®“p L$pdp¡ ’sp 
fl¡i¡. S>¡bu L$pd L$fip¡ s¡ s“ d“ A“¡ ^“ ÓZ¡ hp‘fu LpY$ip¡¡. sdpfp d“dp„ buÅ D‘f v$epbu M|b S> fl¡i¡. “hp L$pd L$fhp lp¡e sp¡ kpfu fus¡ L$fu iL$ip¡. Ap hfkdp„ sdpf¡ L„$Cbu 
V$uQ]N“y„ L$pd L$fhy„ lp¡e sp¡ s¡dp sdp¡“¡ dp““u kp’¡ ^“bu dmsy„ fl¡i¡. sdpf¡ Ap hfk“u A„v$f aL$s A¡kuX$uV$u’u k„cpmhy„ ‘X$i¡. Of“u ìe[¼s kp’¡ M|b S> Ap“„v$dp„ flu iL$ip¡. kNpk„b„^udp„ 
â¡d ‘Z sdpfp gu^¡ h^u S>i¡. bpmL$p¡“¡ kpê„$ kdÅhu iL$ip¡. Ap hfkdp„ kp¡dhpf A“¡ Nyê$hpf sdp¡“¡ gpcv$peL$ kprbs ’i¡. sdpf¡ iy¾$hpf¡ L$p¡C “hp L$pd L$fhp“y„ lp¡e sp¡ s¡“¡ A¡hp¡CX$ L$fÅ¡.
õVy$X$ÞV$k dpV¡$: Ap hfk dÝed S>i¡ s¡dR>sp„ sdp¡ ApV®$ L¡$ hL$ugps“y„ cZip¡ sp¡ h^y aphi¡.bpL$u buÅ rhjep¡dp sd“¡ aL$s dl¡“s“y„ am dmu fl¡i¡. A¡k.A¡k.ku. ky^u“p õVy$X$ÞV$k“¡ Ap 
hfk“u A„v$f ^pf¡gu kamsp L$fsp ’p¡X$uL$ Ap¡R>u kamsp dmi¡.
bp“yAp¡ dpV¡$: bl¡“p¡ dpV¡$ Å¡ sdpfp gÁ“ ’C Ne¡gp li¡ sp¡ sdpfp ‘rs“p s’p kNpAp¡“u k¡hp L$fhu ‘X$i¡. gÁ“ L$fhp dpNsp lip¡ sp¡ kpfp ìe[¼s kp’¡ “L$L$u L$fu iL$ip¡. d““u hps d“dp„ 
“l] fpMu iL$p¡. 

^“y: 
sp. 23du “h¡çbf’u 22du qX$k¡çbf

dL$f: 
sp. 23du qX$k¡çbf’u 20du ÅÞeyApfu

Ly„$c: 
21du ÅÞeyApfu’u 19du a¡b°yApfu

du“:
20du a¡b°yApfu’u  20du dpQ®



Written in the stars

Taurus :- 
21st April – 20th  May

Aries :- 
21st  March–20th April

Gemini :- 
21st May–20th June

Cancer :- 
21st June – 22nd  July

Leo :- 
23rd July–23rd August

Virgo :-  
24th August – 23rd Sept
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In business, do not enter into partnerships. In fact don’t try anything new till you nish whatever work you are doing. You love life will go 
smoothly and your income will be steady . Do not be disappointed if you don’t get instant results. This will only make you more resilient. 
Focus on the present and do not think of new projects till you complete your old ones. You nd it in you to forgive those who have harmed you.  
If you are taking a trip abroad enjoy yourself, but do not expect it to give you the peace of mind you were looking for. The last ve months of 
the coming year are good for you.But keep your account well. This year try not to start new projects on Wednesdays. Keep things for Monday 
and Thursday when luck favours you. 
For students: You will have to really work hard this year to get where you want to. You might nd that if you have chosen to study commerce 
you might end up really enjoying it. The same goes for those of you who have opted to study science. If you are in SSC do not get upset because 
your parents are constantly worried. There really isn’t a need for them to worry but you know how parents are!
For ladies: This year is a good one for you. You might even nd the man of your dreams! The fruits of your labour are sweet as long as you 
change your attitude a little bit.

You might be piling on a big amount of debt this year so be careful. On the bright side work will give you a tidy pro t. Just don’t take any 
new assignments on Thursday. Friday is a better bet! Take time out of the year to care for your stomach and visit the doctor when you need 
to. Money and peace at home are part of your year bonus! Expect a new visitor to stay for long at home. Don’t delay confessing your love for 
someone or else you might regret it. There is even a chance that you might get married this year. If you are already married this is a good year 
for you as a couple. 
For Students: For those of you in higher studies, the arts and engineering students will do very well. All the SSC students will pass very easily. 
Don’t pay too much attention to your percentage, just make sure you pass! 
For ladies: Take care of your health and watch out for Joint problems and monthly cycles. If marriage is in the near future, make sure you are 
in whole heartedly or just let it be! Beware of cheaters! Look after all the kids around you and keep your eyes open for the opportunities that 
seem to be coming your way. 

What you think is what you become! Luck will favour you and your belief will take you far this year! Projects take less time than you thought 
they would! Don’t worry too much if your children are not behaving  well, it will all smoothen out eventually. Try sticking to Tuesdays and 
Fridays to begin new projects and stay away from Thursdays! 
This year is full of new promises. Your investments bloom, your interior décor skills will make your house beautiful and you will have clarity 
of thought. Just watch your diet and look out for skin problems. 
For Students: This is a good year if you are studying accounts or doing your MBA. If you want to get into a technical line, think hard about 
the long hours. Science may bore you. If you are still to do your SSC exam, you are in for a good result. But don’t be too con dent, go study! 
For Ladies: It is a year of smooth sailing, with neither too many ups nor too many downs. If you are on the lookout for a spouse, keep up the 
search and don’t loose faith within the rst few months. You will nd him eventually. Don’t trust anyone with your heart entirely. Keep a close 
check on your health, especially in the month of November. 

Certain qualities about you will do a 360 turn this year. The hot tempered will turn mellow and vice versa. Just accept the change and go with 
the ow. A sudden interest in the Arts emerges within you. Stick to your thoughts and put them to action. You may be promoted at work! Put 
in the extra effort to apply your mind and enjoy the bene ts this reaps! You will eventually worry less about work and destiny will take over! 
Try new beginnings on Mondays and Thursdays and avoid monetary transactions on Saturdays.  With lots of money you have the means and 
the time to travel. It is even written in the star!  So go! Just make sure you are around in January and February to tend to your parents medical 
needs. A month from that you will make up your mind about marriage. Spouses may differ from you in their views through the year but no 
one reaches a breaking point! 
For Students: You reap what you sow, so study hard! If you are in Arts or Management you will do well! If you ever dreamt of going abroad 
for further studies, take this time to do it. SSC Students, the year looks good so do not stress out! 
For Ladies: When it feels like you are loosing control over the situation turn to God. If you are employed, you will not face any problems with 
the income stream, but a promotion is not very likely. Heart Pain is predicted for some Cancerians so let this not be the cause. 

This year is a peaceful year for you. Your peace could be slightly hampered by the looming debt you have! Don’t worry, even the toughest of 
things could be very easy for you! If you work hard you will win hard! Try and make the most of the lucky Sundays and Mondays you have. 
On Saturday turn to God and think pure thoughts to get you through the tough moments. Your house will see a steady stream of friends and 
relations this season.  You are able to control excessive merrymaking and eating during these times, but your craving for that special something 
just won’t go! You will become a mentor to a lot of people. Respect and Dignity will follow you. Don’t take on too much responsibility as you 
could risk high blood pressure, especially in the months of December and January. If you are getting older go for an eye checkup soon, you 
might need it. A sense of calm meets all those who decide to travel this year. 
For Students: The year will go well for you. Students in the technical and Medical line will succeed but the same cannot be said for those of you 
in any other line. SSC students, don’t be so nervous, you will do well!  
For Ladies: Grab that chance to get married, because it only comes once this year! You are kept busy with work and the more active you are the 
less old you feel. Don’t toss and turn in your sleep. 

This year will tire you out unnecessarily. Even the smallest of tasks wear you down. In a tight spot with your siblings, you should be the one 
to offer the compromise. It is the only way out. You will face situations that could potentially make you loose your temper very badly. Rest 
and peace of mind will help you tame this anger down. Don’t worry you will nd a way out. Concentrate instead on the rewards of an old 
investment and enjoy them. The year at work is tepid but don’t leave for anything more exciting. If you have to leave, then wait till March to 
make a switch. Whatever you do Wednesday and Friday seem to be good days and Tuesdays could be rough. 
For Students: Take commerce if you want a good year ahead. If you want to go away from home for further studies look inside India itself as 
going abroad is slightly tough right now. Engineering, Animation and Editing Students will have a nice year.  SCC Students will not have any 
problems with the questions papers… it’s just the answers that trouble them! 

For Ladies: The year will go well specially since you loved one serenades you with affectionate words. You will nally meet someone 
who understands you. In the health department, keep track of your vitamin intake and be careful of chest pains. 
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Written in the stars

Scorpio:-
23rd October – 22nd  November

Libra:- 
24th Sept.–22nd October 

Sagittarius :-
23rd November–22nd December

Capricon:-
23rd Dec. – 20th Jan.

Aquarius:- 
21st Jan. – 19th Feb.

Pisces:- 
20th February – 20th March

You will be able to create the perfect balancing act this year and avoid the worst of illnesses, even though seasonal ues may haunt you. You 
will do things with passion and with the utmost of care. You don’t show-off and bad mouth at all. But you don’t sit still when something is 
wrong. Beware that the stars are aligned to make you lazy sometimes!  Tuesday and Friday seem to be more productive than Thusday which 
can be depressing. You will be able to afford a new house or any special things you desire. If you can invest, buy and keep some Silver or Gold. 
For Students:  This year you might wish you were giving your nal last exam and you are lled with lethargy. Take a lot of effort to make a lot 
of effort or you will get stuck. You will nd success I the Art line. SSC students, don’t be over con dent but work right until the last moment. 
For Ladies: Don’t doubt for no reason. Splurge on new things because you know you are making good choices! You will continue to spend on 
making merry! Small fevers and sore throats might irritate you. If you are in the hunt for love, you are lucky this year! 
October might be slightly tough on you so take it all in your stride. 

During this year you will have to be very careful of your friends. You might face betrayal. Don’t be hasty in any matter. Don’t promise that 
you will do something on time. Don’t be unnecessarily adventurous.  In this year your friends will falsely applaud you and make a fool out 
of you. Con ding in someone can lead them to take undue advantage of you. If you keep your thoughts to yourself then you might be able 
to protect yourself against any trouble.  Take special care of your health. You might fall down, get hurt, and meet with an accident with no 
fault of yours. If possible then during this year stay away from any court trouble.  You will keep on changing your decisions. . It won’t take 
long for you to slip into depression. The ow of money will uctuate. Mondays and Thursdays are good for you this year. Don’t take up any 
accounts work on Wednesday.
For Students: During this year you will get good marks.  Those studying accounts, management and engineering will have to work especially 
hard. Those giving their S.S.C exam will have to work a little harder to get a seat in a good college. 
For Ladies: It will be a good year for women. Married women will get a lot of happiness from their husbands. You will nd your match in 
love.  You might face health problem regarding some disease with the uterus. 

In this year you will have to work for others more than for yourself. You will able to prove that you are different than others.In this year you 
will have to make a lot of unnecessary expenditures. You must keep a check on your spending. You might also have to spend money in order to 
show others. If you have any work with Government banks then it will be bene cial to you. The idea of voluntary retirement will hold appeal for 
you. If such an idea crosses your mind then do not put it in practice. You will have to take your family’s responsibility. You might feel worried 
about the health of an elderly family member. Take care of your health in December.You will be able to do new things.
For Students: During this year stay away from ineffectual subjects and ineffectual friends. You have a good chance of being successful even 
though you might not feel that. This year will prove to be fruitful for those in the eld of technology and sports whereas commerce students will 
have to work hard. S.S.C students will have to pay special attention to languages.
For Ladies: You might suffer from back ache or  a skin ailment. You will meet someone new in your life. Those who are married will continue 
to receive love from their husbands. Please pay special attention to the fact that you don’t get caught in a trap. You will travel far and wide. 
Tuesdays and Wednesdays are lucky for you. Keep negative thoughts at bay on Fridays. 

You will spend more time outside than at home. You will be able to expand your work. Don’t pay attention to what other say about you 
and move ahead. You will feel lonely at times. There is a possibility of you losing someone close to you.You will be able to work fast if 
you get many challenges. If you wish then you will be able defeat your enemies. You will be ready for a ght. You will travel far and 
wide. Don’t leave anything midway. Be careful of health problems such as headaches, back pains and pain in the legs.Small successes 
will come your way. You will get good news from your children. You will get a chance to travel. If you invest a little then you will bene t. 
For Students: This is a good year for science and research students. Electronics will be of interest to you. It will be a good year for 
commerce and arts students. For S.S.C.  students studies will be like play. But their parents will worry a lot about their studies.
For Ladies: This year will be mediocre for you. Middle aged women will face gynecological problems. You will fall prey to back ache. 
Money will not be an issue. Pay attention to your diet. Saturdays and Mondays are good for you. Do not do any important work on 
Wednesdays.

The rst six months of the year will be worrisome for you but after November you will notice many changes in yourself. If you are suffering 
from any nancial trouble then it will be sorted out in this year. At the end of the year you will feel that you have achieved something. Health 
problems will lessen. Tolerate your enemies for now. You will teach them a tough lesson when the time comes. You will have sudden gains 
during this year. You will always receive unexpected help. Your relationships with those around you will improve. You will get New Year 
after November. If you are passing through a rough patch now then keep up your self con dence; you will not lose. You will get a chance to 
do new thing.
For Students: This year is good for you. It is especially good for those who want to pursue CA and for those who want study engineering. For 
S.S.C students the year is good, although you will have to work hard.
For Ladies: This year is mediocre for you.  You will face disagreement from kids. As far as health is concerned your knees might give you 
trouble. Take care of your blood pressure. Don’t trust anyone during this year. Saturdays and Wednesdays are lucky for you whereas Sunday 
is not a good day for you. 

You will be successful at whatever task you undertake. Your work will be appreciated. There will be no money problem. Health will 
be good. You will have to take care of others. You might have to take care of your husband or your father in law. You will frequently 
do some religious work. Give your 100% to whatever you do. You will be kind to others. You will be able to accomplish new tasks 
properly. In this year if you want to enter into the eld of teaching then it will give you both wealth and respect. In health, be careful 
of acidity. You will be very happy with your family. Relationships between family members will improve because of you. You will be 
able to make your children understand your point of view.
For Students: This year will be mediocre but it will be good for those who are studying art or law. You will get good result in other 
subjects only if you work hard. S.S.C students will get a little less success than expected.
For Ladies: You might have to take care of your husband or father in law. You will not be able to keep your thoughts to yourself.
Mondays and Thursdays are lucky for you. Avoid starting anything new on Fridays.
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Live a Little more...

4 6 1 9 2 3 5 8 7
8 5 2 6 7 1 4 9 3
9 7 3 4 8 5 2 6 1
3 8 7 1 5 2 6 4 9
6 1 5 3 4 9 7 2 8
2 4 9 8 6 7 1 3 5
7 9 4 5 3 6 8 1 2
1 2 8 7 9 4 3 5 6
5 3 6 2 1 8 9 7 4

Mutt The Lockhorns

Sudoku is a number-placing puzzle 
based on a 9x9 grid with several given 

numbers. To solve a Sudoku puzzle, 
every digit must appear once in:

* Each of the vertical columns
* Each of the horizontal rows 

* Each of the boxes.

Sudoku PRAY YOU FIND ME
I am a list of JASHAN ITEMS. Catch me if you can!

AFARGANYU
 CHAMACH

 CHIPYO
 DIVO

 FRUITS
 LOBAAN
 MALIDO

 MILK
 WATER

The  words  may  be  read  horizontally,  vertically 
or diagonally either  forwards or  backwards, 
but  always in  straight lines.  Use a ruler to cross 
them through as you nd them.

Hey Kids! It’s Class with Miss Azmin!
This week you can win some spending 
money with a Parsi Times Peramni of 
Rs. 201/- 
Just colour in the trace here in the most 
creative way you can think! Use your 
imagination and enjoy yourself! 
Add your name, contact details and address 
to the page and cut it out of the Parsi Times. 
Carefully place this page in an envelope and 
mail it to Parsi Times, 102 Vikas Building, 
11 Bank Street, Fort and then cross your 

ngers! 
Miss Azmin will check your creativity and 
reward you. We will announce our winner 
in our Navroz Issue! 

Send it with your name, age, address to:

PARSI TIMES
102, Vikas Building, 11 Bank Street, Fort, 
Mumbai-400 001.
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Contest to win
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BIG BAWAJI BHEJA FRY
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Across
1 Element we revere on Ava roj of the Ava month (5)
3 Home to the second oldest Atash Behram (7)
6 Great Zoroastrian monarch (5)
10 The day before the New Year (6)
12 The last name of Ahura Mazda (9)
14 M in Mumbai’s P M Road (5)
15 Probably the second prayer a child learns (5,3,6)
17 The rst Gatha (8)
20 The Gah between sunrise and 12:40 PM (5)
24 See 21 Down
27 See 28 Across (5)
28 Parsi philopshy Good ____ , Good ____, Good ____  (along with 

27 & 37 Across) (8)
31 Father of Indian industry ___ Tata (9)
33 The last month of the year (11)
34 Number of Atash Behrams in Mumbai (4)
35 The fourth Gatha (13)
37 See 28 Across (5)
40 The rst name of Ahura Mazda (5)
41 City home to the maximum number of Parsis in the world (6)
43 Ex-India cricket captain Contractor (4)
44 Offering to the holy re (10)
46 Across & 32 Down Canadian cricketer (5,7)
47 Macedonian conqueror responsible for burning some of our scriptures (9)
48 Atash Behram at Marine Lines (7)
49 House warming prayers (6)
50 Prayer for well-being (10)

Down
2 Current head of the Tata group (5)
4 City home to two Atash Behrams (5)
5 Concept our calendar doesn’t account for(4,4)
7 City which houses the only Atash Behra outside India (4)
8 Home of the Iranshah re (6)
9 & 38 Down Wicket keeper batsman who played for India in the 

60s and 70s (6,8)
10 & 13 Down First Indian to hit a double century in a Test Match (5,7)
11 Philanthropic Parsi family (5)
13 See 10
16 The fth Gatha (12)
17 Angel you are likely see to on most cars owned by Parsis (4,7)
18 The Gah from 3:40 PM to sunset (5)
19 Number of Gahs and Gathas (4)
21 Down & 24 Across D N in Mumbai’s D N Road (8,7)
22 Parsi industrialist family with factories at Vikhroli in Mumbai (6)
23 Element we respect the most (4)
25 See 39
26 The second Gatha (9)
29 The last Gah of the day (7)
30 The third Gatha (9)
32 See 46 Across
33 The rst prayer a Parsi child learns (5,4)
36 CEO of 22 Across (3)
38 See 9
39 & 25 Down Actor who shot to fame in Zabaan Sambhal Ke (6,8)
42 Fire temple (7)
45 The sacred re (5)

Name: __________________________

Address:  _______________________
________________________________
________________________________

Contact No: _____________________

Send to the address:
PARSI TIMES
102, Vikas Building, 11 Bank Street, 
Fort, Mumbai-400 001.

 There is only one winner we choose by ballet 
on Friday 19th Aug. 2011.

 All entries should reach us by Thursday 
evening latest. 

 The winner will be con rmed by phone and 
announced in the paper on 20th Aug. 2011 
issue.

 Only original papers will be accepted.

Rs. 5,001/-
is yours if you send in 

the right answer!
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Sagittarius :- 23rd November – 22nd December (Fool & XI of Sword) 
During this week you will appreciate your own ideas. Someone will 
help you with a money matter. You will not be lonely and you will 
enjoy good company. You will do well at your work place.

Aries:- 21st  March – 20th April (II of Wands & Justice)
During this week you should take care of your health. It is not 
advisable to change your routine. Do not do anything that can disturb 
your mental well being. At least there are no money problems.

Taurus:- 21st April – 20th  May. (V of Wands & VI of Coins) 
Work hard this week. Positive thinking will lead to good ideas. A relative 
will commit to something promised. You will enjoy good company at the 
end of the week. Your work life will be smooth and you will get good 
support from people of the opposite sex. Do not take up any new venture.

Gemini:- 21st May – 20th June. (Temperance & II of Wands)
Not a good week for siblings to ght. Your peace of mind will 
vanish. If possible take a short break. It will help you to relax and 
enjoy yourself. Try not to get impatient with the family.

Cancer :- 21st June – 22nd  July  (II of Coins & IV of Coins) 
During this week, money will not come easily. Take care of your 
health and you might be in a more agreeable mood. Remember to 
keep a check on your temper. 

Leo:- 23rd July – 23rd August (II of Cups & Moon) 
The week could be better. You will lose weight and money! Try not 
to lose your temper and do not speak without weighing the situation. 

Virgo:-  24th August – 23rd Sept. (IV of Swords & VIII of Cups) 
During this week money will not come easily so whatever you have, 
invest in metal or at home. You will enjoy peace of mind and friends 
will become closer to you. They will get good guidance. You will get 
some good news from abroad.

Libra:- 24th Sept. – 22nd October (4 of Cups & 6 of Cups) 
Do not think about your past this week. You will have some monetary 
gain and also will solve a family problem. A good ‘give and take’ 
policy should be adopted for good results.

Scorpio:- 23rd October – 22nd  November. (II of Coins & Hanged Man)
Please do not invest in property. You will not get sound sleep. 
During this week you will spend a lot of money for unnecessary 
things. Avoid investing in shares. If you have a problem with any 
Government work then it will sort out soon.

Capricon:- 23rd Dec. – 20th Jan. (Ace of Coins & 9 of Coins)
During this week you will not think about others. Give a moment’s 
thought about your personal life and monitory gain. In the matter of 
money you will get some unknown help. You will do excellent work.

Aquarius:- 21st Jan. – 19th Feb. (Knight of Wands & II of Cups) 
 Take care of your health as you might suffer from stomach problems 
this week. You will not be happy with a family member. Try to be 
positive. Do not take any advice in legal matter.

Pisces:- 20th February – 20th March (VII of Coins & IV of Cups) 
Do not take any hasty decisions. You will face many ups and downs. 
You will not be happy with what you will get. There might be some 
trouble in your love life.

L$Þep: 24du Ap¡NõV$’u 23du k‘V¡$çbf

Ap AW$hpqX$epdp„ ‘¥kp dm¡ sp¡ s¡“¡ L$p¡Cbu Ås“u ^psy (d¡V$gdp„) fp¡L$pZ L$fu g¡Å¡. Ofdp„ 

Ap“„v$dp„ fl¡ip¡. s¡dS> ip„rsbu dmi¡. rdÓp¡“p¡ kp’ dmi¡. kpfp kdpQpf blpfNpd’u 

dmi¡.

sygp: sp. 24du kàV¡$çbf’u 22du Ap¡L$V$p¡bf

Ap AW$hpqX$epdp„ sdpfp c|sL$pm“u bpbs“p¡ rhQpf L$fsp “l]. “p“p gpc dmu fl¡i¡. 

a¡dugu“u dykubsdp„ sd¡ sdpfp fus¡ blpf “uL$mu iL$ip¡. Ap‘ip¡ sp¡ d¡mhip¡. s¡ 

bpbs“¡ Ýep“dp„ fpMÅ¡.

h©ròL$: sp. 23du Ap¡L$V$p¡bf ’u 22du “h¡çbf

lpgdp„ S>du“-Åev$pv$dp„ ‘¥kp dyL$sp “l]. fps“u JObu kfMu “l] Aph¡.Mp¡V$p MQp®Ap¡ 

M|b S> L$fhp ‘X$i¡. i¡f kV¹$V$p“p C“h¡õV$d¡ÞV$’u v|$f fl¡Å¡. s¡d R>sp„ kfL$pfu bpbs“u 

A„v$f sdp¡“¡ kamsp dmi¡.

^“: sp. 23du “h¡çbf’u 22du qX$k¡çbf

Ap AW$hpqX$edp„ sd¡ S>¡ rhQpfip¡ s¡ âdpZ¡ Qpgip¡. L$p¡C ìeqL$s sd“¡ ^“ dpV¡$ dv$v$Npf ’C“¡ 

fl¡i¡. Ap AW$hpqX$epdp„ sdpf¡ buÅ dpV¡$ L„$C rhQpfhy„ kpê„$ “l] L$l¡hpe. Å¡ sd¡ sdpfp ‘p¡sp“p D‘f 

rhQpfip¡ sp¡ sdpfp Æh“dp„ OZp Q¡ÞÆk Aphu S>i¡. L$pdL$pS>“u A„v$f M|b S> kpê„$ ’hp“y„ R>¡.

dL$f: sp. 23du qX$k¡çbf’u 20du ÅÞeyApfu

Ap AW$hpqX$epdp„ sdpf¡ buÅ dpV¡$ L„$C rhQpfhy„ kpê„$ “l] L$l¡hpe Å¡ sd¡ sdpfp ‘p¡sp“p 

D‘f rhQpfip¡ sp¡ sdpfp Æh“dp„ OZp Q¡ÞÆk Aphu S>i¡. L$pdL$pS>“u A„v$f M|b S> 

kpê„$ ’i¡.

d¡j: sp. 21du dpQ® ’u 20du A¡râg

Ap AW$hpqX$epdp„ sd¡ sdpfu srbes“u k„cpm g¡Å¡. fp¡S>“p L$pd“u A„v$f Q¡ÞS> “l] 

L$fsp. s¡dS> fp¡S>bfp¡S>“p L$pd S>¡d Qpg¡ R>¡. s¡d QgphÅ¡ dp“rkL$ tQsp ksphi¡ ‘Z 

‘¥kp“u dyíL¡$gu “l] Aph¡.

h©jc: sp. 21du A¡râg ’u 20du d¡ 

Ap AW$hpqX$epdp„ h^y‘X$sy„ L$pd “l] L$fsp.Å¡ L¡$ sdp¡“¡ kpfp rhQpfp¡ S> Aphi¡. L$p¡C 

kNpAp¡’u kpfp kdpQpf AW$hpqX$ep“p A„s“p qv$hkp¡dp„ dmi¡.

rd’y“: sp.21d¡ ’u 20du S|>“

 Ap AW$hpqX$ep“u A„v$f cpCbl¡“ sfa’u dyíL¡$gu Aphi¡. s¡ gp¡L$p¡ sd“¡ ip„rsdp„ “l] 

fl¡hp v$¡. “p“u dykpafu L$fhpdp„ sd“¡ OZp¡ Ap“„v$ dmi¡. a¡dugudp„ S>fpbu A^ufp b“u 

S>sp “l].

L$L®$: sp.21du S|>“’u 22du Sy>gpC

Ap AW$hpqX$epdp„ ^“ d¡mhhy„ dyíL¡$g “l] ’pe. s¡d R>sp„ srbes“u k„cpm g¡Å¡. ‘p¡sp“p 

L$pd L$f“pf ‘f Nyõk¡ ’C S>ip¡. sdpfp Nyõkp ‘f L$pby fpMÅ¡. b“¡ sp¡ L$pd D‘f h^y 

kde ‘kpf L$fÅ¡.

tkl: 23du Sy>gpC’u 23du Ap¡Nô$

Ap AW$hpqX$epdp„ srbes kpfu “l] fl¡. sdpê$„$ hS>“bu OV$u iL¡$ R>¡. ’p¡X$pL$ kde dpV¡$ 

L$p¡C“ubu D‘f Nfd ’C S>ip¡. L$p¡Cbu hps L$l¡sp ‘l¡gp„ ApSy>bpSy>“y„ hpsphfZ Å¡C 

g¡Å¡. ^“ d¡mhhp dpV¡$ dl¡“s M|b S> L$fhu ‘Xi¡.

du“: 20du a¡b°yApfu’u  20du dpQ®

L$p¡Cbu Ås“y„ Dsphmuey„ ‘Ngy„ cfsp “l]. sdpf¡ Ap AW$hpqX$epdp„ OZp QX$ph Dspf 

Å¡hp ‘X$i¡. S>¡“u kp’¡ lip¡ s¡“u kp’¡ ‘Z Ap“„v$dp„ “l] flu iL$p¡. â¡d“u A„v$f 

‘Z dykubs L¡$ dyíL¡$gu Dcu ’hp“p QpÞk R>¡.

Ly„$c: 21du ÅÞeyApfu’u 19du a¡b°yApfu

srbes“u k„cpm g¡Å¡. Ap AW$hpqX$epdp„ ‘¡V$“u dp„v$Nu’u ‘f¡ip“ ’ip¡. Ly$Vy„$buL$ 

ìe[¼s’u “pfpS> ’C S>ip¡. b“¡ sp¡ sdpfp rhQpfp¡“¡ Mfpb ’hp v$¡sp “l]. Ap 

AW$hpqX$epdp„ L$pev$pL$ue bpbs“u kgpl g¡sp “lu.

by Tarot Reader NUPUR






